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The chromosomally encoded type I restriction and modification system of 
Escheric/iia co/i 15T, EcoA, behaves physiologically as a type I system, and in genetic 
crosses the hsd A genes behave as alleles of the hsd K genes of the archetypal type 
I system of E. co/i K-12. However, molecular experiments failed to demonstrate 
relatedness between the A and K systems. 
Genes (hsd E) related to hsd A on the basis of DNA homology confer a new 
specificity to a natural isolate, E. co/i A58. The genes encoding EcoA and EcoE have 
an organization which mimics that of EcoK: there are three genes in the same order 
as those encoding EcoK, of which one, hsdS, confers the specificity. The polypeptides 
of EcoA, EcoE, and CfrA (a new A-like system) show structural homology, 
demonstrated by immunological cross-reactivity. The evidence presented indicates 
that EcoA and EcoE represent an alternative family of type I restriction and 
modification enzymes. 
The recognition sequence of EcoE, 5'-GAG(N7)ATGC-3', is typical of type I 
systems. Furthermore, heteroduplex analyses and nucleotide sequencing have 
indicated that the specificity genes of the A-like family show two large regions of 
variable sequence, interspersed and flanked by conserved sequences which include a 
repeated sequence. Such an organization is similar to that of the K family specificity 
genes. The hsdS genes of EcoA and EcoE show extensive homology throughout the 
proximal regions: both recognize the trinucleotide GAG. In general no obvious 
similarity was detected between the primary sequences of the specificity polypeptides 
of the two families, with one remarkable exception: the proximal variable domain of 
the SB specificity polypeptide shows 44% identity to the proximal regions of the 
specificity subunits of both EcoA and EcoE. Significantly, the StVSB enzyme also 
recognizes the trinucleotide GAG. 
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1.1 RESTRICTION AND MODIFICATION SYSTEMS 
DNA restriction and modification systems are strain-specific enzymes which 
enable bacteria to recognize foreign DNA as distinct from their own. Two enzymes are 
involved; a restriction endonuclease and a DNA methylase which both recognize the 
same DNA sequence. The methylase can "modify" the recognition sequence by 
transfer of methyl groups onto specific residues within this sequence. The restriction 
endonuclease will interpret an unmethylated recognition sequence as a signal to 
cleave the DNA. In bacteria which encode a restriction and modification system the 
chromosomal DNA is normally methylated and therefore distinct from foreign DNA 
introduced into the cell by phage infection, conjugation, or transformation. Foreign 
DNA, as a substrate for the restriction endonuclease, is rapidly cut. There is some 
debate over the physiological role of restriction and modification systems within a 
bacterial strain. Although it is widely accepted that they act in a protective capacity 
against phage infection (Levin, 1986) it is not clear whether they prevent transfer of 
genetic information between bacterial strains or, alternatively, whether generation of 
short fragments of foreign DNA may stimulate recombination leading to greater 
genetic diversity (Endlich and Linn, 1985b). 
12 THE DISCOVERY OF RESTRICTION AND MODIFICATION SYSTEMS 
Host specific restriction and modification systems were first discovered in the 
1950's (Luria and Human, 1952; Bertani and Weigle, 1953) when it was observed that a 
phage stock showed greatly different efficiencies of plating on closely related bacterial 
strains. However, a phage surviving restriction would have acquired the ability to 
grow on the strain in which it had previously been restricted unless it was 
subsequently passed through a different host, when the loss of this adaptive response 
indicated that it was non-hereditary and dependent on the bacterial host. A low 
efficiency of plating of a phage stock on strain X (relative to strain Y), which can be 
increased by subsequent growth on strain X and then decreased again by passage 
through strain Y is still the simplest test for the presence of a functional restriction 
and modification system. However, since some phages are resistant to given 
restriction and modification systems, and some bacteria are resistant to infection by 
specific phages, the use of this test is limited. 
That the phage DNA was being modified or degraded in a restricting host was 
shown by Arber and Dussoix using radiolabelled phage DNAs (Arber and Dussoix, 1962; 
Dussoix and Arber, 1962). This molecular explanation of restriction and modification 
led to the discovery that any foreign DNA, whether viral, bacterial, or plasmid, would 
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be subject to these systems (Boyer, 1964; Arber and Morse, 1965). Further 
experiments showed that methionine was essential for modification (Arber, 1965) which 
led Arber to suggest the existence of a two enzyme system in which a methylase and 
a restriction endonuclease both recognize the same DNA sequence. 
The first restriction endonuclease to be isolated was that of E. co/i K-12 
(EcoK), which showed a requirement for ATP, AdoMet, and Mg 
2+  (Meselson and Yuan, 
1968). 
1.3 THE THREE TYPES OF RESTRICTION AND MODIFICATION SYSTEMS 
The isolation of many different restriction endonucleases has led to the 
classification of restriction and modification systems into three groups on the basis of 
their cofactor requirement (Smith and Wilcox, 1970; Boyer, 1971; Kauc and Piekarowicz, 
1978). The attention focused on type II enzymes has primarily been due to their use 
as tools in molecular biology (for reviews see Malcolm, 1981; Zabeau and Roberts, 
1979). These enzymes are the simplest of the restriction enzymes; they are usually 
dimers of two identical subunits and require only Mg 2+  as a cofactor. The type 11 
enzymes are site-specific restriction endonucleases which cannot methylate the 
recognition sequence. For some of the type [I restriction endonucleases a separate 
methylase showing the same sequence specificity has been isolated but for the 
majority of these enzymes there is no genetic evidence that they are involved in the 
biological phenomenon of host-controlled restriction and modification. The 
recognition sequences are commonly tetra- or hexanucleotide sequences with dyad 
symmetry and DNA cleavage occurs within these sites. The type It systems are 
perhaps the most heterogeneous group of the restriction and modification systems. 
(For reviews see Modrich and Roberts, 1982). 
The type I and type Ill systems are more complex, multifunctional enzymes 
which were originally classified as one group. These enzymes are both methylases 
and restriction endonucleases which recognize and methylate a specific sequence but 
cleave outwith this sequence. They share the same cofactor requirement for the 
methylation reaction: ATP, AdoMet, and Mg2t However the type I and type III 
systems show some dissimilarities. The type LIE enzymes require only ATP and Mg 
2+ 
 
for endonucleolytic activity, although the presence of AdoMet will stimulate the 
reaction. The ATP is not hydrolysed during DNA cleavage. Type III systems are 
composed of two subunits: one required for sequence recognition and methylation, the 
other for restriction. The recognition sequences are 5 or 6 bases long and 
asymmetric, and although methylation occurs on one strand within the recognition 
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sequence, DNA cleavage takes place 24-27 bases away. The type lit enzymes can 
function as both restriction endonucleases and methylases simultaneously. (For 
reviews see Yuan, 1981; Bickle, 1982). 
In contrast with the type III enzymes, the type I systems require all three 
cofactors, ATP, AdoMet, and Mg 
2+ for the nucleolytic reaction as well as for 
methylation, and the two reactions are mutually exclusive. ATP hydrolysis occurs as a 
consequence of endonuclease activity, and no enzyme turnover has been observed. 
The type I enzymes are structurally more complex, consisting of three subunits. The 
recognition sequences are asymmetric and hyphenated, consisting of two specific 
sequences of 3 and 4 or 5 base pairs, separated by a non-specific spacer of 6-8 
bases. Methylation of particular bases occurs within the recognition sequence, but 
DNA cleavage occurs apparently at random, up to several thousands of bases away. 
(For reviews see Boyer, 1971; Yuan, 1981; Bickle, 1982). The type I restriction and 
modification enzymes are the concern of this thesis. 
1.4 THE GENETICS OF TYPE I RESTRICTION AND MODIFICATION SYSTEMS 
The most extensively studied of the type I systems are those of E. co/i K-12 
and E. co/i B. Early genetic experiments involved extensive complementation analyses 
which led to the identification of three hsd (host specificity DNA) genes. The first 
restriction-deficient mutants to be isolated (Wood, 1966) were found to fall into two 
classes: half were still capable of modification (rm), the other half were modification-
deficient (r-m-). Wood proposed that the restriction- and modification-deficient 
mutants had acquired a mutation in a gene necessary for both restriction and 
modification (rather than being double mutants) as they occurred as frequently as 
those which were only restriction-deficient. In complementation tests involving F' 
merodiploids, rm and rm mutants complemented each other to produce functional 
restriction and modification enzymes, but individual rm mutants did not show 
complementation (Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix, 1969; Glover and Colson, 1969; Glover, 
1970). The rm phenotype was therefore due to mutation of a gene, hsdR, whose 
product was essential for restriction, and at least one other gene was necessary to 
encode the modification enzyme as well as the restriction endonuclease. Interspecific 
complementation tests involving mutants from two different strains, E. co/i K-12 and 
E. co/i B, defined the specificity gene, hsdS (Boyer and Roulland-DussOix, 1969; 
Glover, 1970). They showed that a rm/rm diploid had B-specific restriction and 
modification (rm), whereas the rkm/rm diploid behaved as a K-specific system. 
This result confirmed that a mutation in the specificity gene leads to a r  
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phenotype, and showed that subunits from the two strains were interchangeable. 
Complementation tests involving two-step rm mutants characterized the third gene, 
hsdM. In this experiment, rm mutants were mutagenized and rm mutants were 
isolated as a result of a second-step mutation. Some of these mutants were found to 
complement a rm strain to give a rBmB phenotype and therefore both specificity 
genes are functional (Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix, 1969; Glover, 1970; Hubacek and 
Glover, 1970). Consequently there must be a second gene necessary for modification 
- hsdM. 
Having established that three genes encode the type I systems the next 
question concerned the composition of the oligomeric enzyme(s) involved. No rm 
mutants had been isolated and it had been presumed these would be lethal, but 
Hubacek and Glover (1970) showed that hsdM was required for restriction as well as 
for modification by isolating temperature-sensitive mutants. One of the mutants 
isolated could restrict and modify with K-specificity (rm) at low temperature, but was 
restriction- and modification-deficient at high temperatures. However, a diploid strain, 
rm/ F'rm, had a rKBmKB phenotype at both temperatures indicating that the hsdR K 
and hsdSK  genes were normal and that the temperature-sensitive mutation in hsdM K 
had prevented restriction in the host strain at higher temperatures. All three subunits 
are therefore required for a functional restriction endonuclease, while methylation can 
be catalysed by an oligomer of the hsdM- and hsdS-encoded subunits. 
The /isd K and hsd B loci have been mapped close to serB at 98.5 minutes 
on the E. coil chromosome (Boyer, 1964; Glover and Colson, 1969), and are allelic. 
Clones of the /isd K region in X facilitated further analysis of the region (Borck et al., 
1976; Sain and Murray, 1980). Characterization of deletion mutants of Xhsd K 
involving construction of physical maps and complementation analysis determined the 
gene order as hsdR, hsdM, hsdS (Sain and Murray, 1980). The genes are transcribed 
in the same direction from two promoters: one initiating transcription of hsdR, the 
other initiating transcription of hsdM and hsdS (Sain and Murray, 1980; Loenen et al., 
1987). This transcriptional organization may allow differential control in the production 
of methylase and restriction endonuclease. However, there is no documented 
evidence for such control. 
1.5 ENZYME STRUCTURE 
The genetic studies led to two postulated enzyme structures for type I 
systems: a protein with all three subunits able to catalyse both restriction and 
modification, or a two enzyme system with a separate methylase composed of the 
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hsdM and hsdS products together with a restriction endonuclease composed of all 
three subunits. The type I enzymes to be most extensively purified are EcoK and 
EcoB. These enzymes have similar structures, as expected from their allelic nature. 
Both are composed of three subunits with molecular weights of 135K, 62K and 55K ((X, 
, and y respectively), but the relative proportions of these subunits in the two 
enzymes may differ. The subunit composition of EcoK was proposed to be a22i1 
(Meselson et al., 1972), based on a molecular weight estimation of approximately 400K 
which was determined from sedimentation and gel filtration rates. EcoB purifies as at 
least three active oligomeric structures with the predominant form having a proposed 
subunit composition of a1 2Yl (Eskin and Linn, 1972). However, it is likely that these 
differences in composition reflect differences in the purification procedures or growth 
conditions of the two strains (Bickle, 1982), since the allelic nature and extensive 
complementation between the two enzymes would suggest there are no major 
structural differences. The genetic studies had indicated that the hsdM and hsdS 
products are sufficient for modification, and despite the fact that the purified 
restriction endonucleases show modification activity (Meselson at al., 1972), 
modification enzymes which lack restriction activity have been purified from E. co/i B 
(Lautenberger and Linn, 1972), and from an E. co/i K Xhsd K lysogen (Suri at a/., 
1984b). These enzymes both contain only the two smaller subunits (5 and y). The 
largest subunit therefore corresponds to the hsdR product. Analysis of the 
polypeptides produced by deletion derivatives of the hsd K region (Sain and Murray, 
1980) has shown that the smallest subunit corresponds to hsdS, and the intermediate 
subunit to hsdM. On the basis of the enzymology it has not been possible to 
determine whether modification in vivo is normally mediated by the methylase, or the 
endonuclease, or both. However, it would seem physiologically prudent to be able to 
produce a methylase without endonuclease activity and bearing in mind that two 
promoters have been discovered in the hsd gene cluster this model is appealing. 
1.6 THE RECOGNITION, METHYLATION AND CLEAVAGE SITES OF TYPE I RESTRICTION 
AND MODIFICATION SYSTEMS 
Type I enzymes were the first sequence-specific endonucleases discovered, 
and as the complexity of the reactions mediated by these enzymes became apparent 
their use for the study of DNA-protein interactions has provoked considerable interest. 
Type I enzymes recognize and rnethylate a specific sequence (Kuhnlein and Arber, 
1972) but DNA restriction occurs at other, more random, sites (Horiuchi and Zinder, 
1972). These enzymes must therefore interact with the DNA molecule at least twice, 
once in a highly specific manner. Since it would seem likely that the enzyme must 
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scan the DNA molecule in some way in order to find the recognition sequence, a third 
type of interaction may be involved. Whether more than one subunit is involved in 
protein-DNA interaction is unknown. 
The routine method for determination of recognition sites i.e. labelling the 5' 
end of cleaved DNA with 32P-y-ATP using polynucleotide kinase cannot be used for 
type I enzymes since DNA scission does not occur at, or near, the recognition 
sequence. Elucidation of these sequences has relied either on analysis of genetically 
mapped wild-type and mutant recognition sequences in small, fully sequenced 
genomes (Ravetch et a/., 1978; Lautenberger et al., 1978), or on computer searches 
and comparisons of the sequences of physically mapped stretches of DNA known to 
include a recognition sequence from methytation with radio-labelled methionine (Kan 
et a/., 1979; Hadi et al., 1979; Piekarowicz et al., 1981). The recognition sequences of 
all the known type I restriction and modification systems have the same overall 
structure; they are hyphenated and asymmetric, consisting of two constant domains of 
three and four (or five in one example) basepairs, separated by a non-specific spacer 
of fixed but different length for the various enzymes. The recognition sequence of 
EcoK is given here as an example (Figure 1.1), but further comparisons and discussion 
will be dealt with in Section 1.9. 
FIGURE 1.1 The Recognition Sequence of EcoK 
5'-AACNNNNNNGTGC-3' 
3'-TTGNNNNNNCACG-5' 
* indicates methylated adenine residues. 
N indicates that any nucleotide base may be present. 
Modification results in the methylation of adenine residues to form 6-methyl-
adenine (Smith et al., 1972; Kuhnlein and Arber, 1972; Vovis and Zinder, 1975; Ravetch 
et al., 1978). The methyl donor is the cofactor, AdoMet (Smith et al., 1972; Kuhnlein 
and Arber, 1972). For all the recognition sequences in which the site of methylation 
has been determined, the methyl groups are placed such that one adenine residue in 
one strand of the trimer, and one in the other strand of the tetramer (or pentamer), are 
methylated (Vovis and Zinder, 1975; Ravetch et al., 1978; Suri et al., 1984b; Nagaraja et 
al., 1985b). A direct result of the spacer, together with the positions of the 
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methylation sites, is that the two potentially methylated residues are on the same side 
of the DNA helix (Ravetch at al., 1978; Nagaraja at al., 1985b). This aspect is 
important in consideration of protein-DNA interaction. Having methylated residues in 
both strands of the DNA is important physiologically since hemi-methylated 
chromosomal DNA in a newly divided daughter cell will be protected against 
restriction. 
Cleavage of DNA by type I enzymes occurs between 1kb and 6kb away from 
the recognition site (Horiuchi at a/., 1974; Rosamond at al., 1979). The products of 
restriction are unusual in that they are not substrates for polynucleotide kinase (Eskin 
and Linn, 1972; Murray at at., 1973a) and so characterization of the cleavage sites is 
difficult. The first evidence that cleavage occurs outwith the recognition site came 
from in vitro experiments with EcoB and phage fl replicative form DNA (Horiuchi and 
Zinder, 1972). The number of possible cleavage sites was found to outnumber the 
number of recognition sites since linearized replicative form DNAs could recircularize if 
denatured and then renatured. Experiments in vivo and in vitro using EcoK with X 
DNAs in which the recognition sites had been genetically mapped (Franklin and Dove, 
1969; Murray at al, 1973b) determined that restriction did not produce discrete 
fragments (Murray at al., 1973a). Brammer at at. (1974) showed that cleavage does 
not preferentially occur near recognition sequences in viva. Restricted X trp phages 
(in recBC hosts, to prevent degradation of restricted DNA) could still express the trp 
genes even though there was an unmodified EcoK recognition sequence within the 
trpE gene. In addition, when two EcoK sites were present in a X DNA molecule, DNA 
scission preferentially occurred between them, and certain regions of the molecule 
(e.g. the trp operon) were relatively unscathed (Murray et at, 1973a; Brammer et at., 
1974). This would suggest that restriction by EcoK may not be totally random. It 
could be argued that cleavage outwith the recognition sequence may lead to more 
extensive degradation of foreign DNA: an intact recognition sequence could be 
recognized by other molecules of the enzyme, leading to further DNA scissions. 
1.7 REACTION MECHANISMS 
The type. I enzymes catalyse a number of reactions, acting as site-specific 
methylases, restriction endonucleases, DNA-dependent ATPases, and showing a 
topoisomerase-like activity. These systems are of particular interest in the study of 
protein-DNA interactions as they have the ability to interrelate with the DNA molecule 
in several different ways. During interaction with the recognition sequence a type I 
enzyme can distinguish between three possible states of the DNA: fully methylated, 
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non-methylated, or hemi-methylated. It can then respond in three ways; one of which 
results in further interaction at another site on the DNA molecule. The role of ATPase 
and topoisomerase-like activities must also be attributed to the overall function of the 
restriction enzyme. Elucidation of the reaction mechanisms of EcoK and EcoB have 
provided some insight into the complex activities of the type I enzymes. 
The reaction pathway described below (and shown schematically in Figure 1.2) 
is that postulated for EcoK: 
The enzyme shows no detectable affinity for DNA until AdoMet is noncovalently 
bound. At this stage AdoMet acts as an allosteric effector, causing a slow 
conformational change to an activated form of the enzyme, EcoK. The AdoMet 
concentration dependence of this activation indicates there is a minimum of 
three binding sites for AdoMet (Hadi et a/., 1975). Buhler and Yuan (1978) 
showed that a mutation in the hsdM product results in the loss of AdoMet 
binding, and consequently the mutant enzyme loses both modification and 
restriction activities. A mutation in the hsdS subunit was found to prevent 
activation of EcoK although AdoMet binding still occurred (Hadi and Yuan, 1974: 
Buhler and Yuan, 1978). EcoK can proceed to restrict unmodified DNA without 
added AdoMet, although further AdoMet is required for modification. 
The activated enzyme interacts with any DNA, regardless of the presence or 
absence of recognition sequences (Horiuchi et al., 1974; Brack et aL, 1976). 
These nonspecific interactions are followed by tight binding to recognition sites, 
if they are present. This suggests the enzyme in some way scans the DNA 
molecule for a recognition sequence which makes good physiological sense, 
since to rely on trial and error encounter of a recognition sequence due to 
three-dimensional diffusion would be inefficient. Many regulatory proteins which 
function by site-specific DNA binding, e.g. repressors, appear to arrive at their 
targets at faster than diffusion-controlled rates, and show some affinity for non-
specific DNA. It has been suggested that, following non-specific binding, such 
proteins undergo translocation driven by thermal fluctuations, which leads to 
faster target location (Berg et a/., 1981). EcoK* forms recognition complexes at 
both modified and non-modified recognition sequences (Bickle et aL, 1978). 
These complexes can be distinguished on the basis of their stability: a half-life of 
22 minutes for complexes with non-modified DNA compared with a half-life of 6 
minutes for those with modified DNA (Yuan at al., 1975). 
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From Burckhardt et al. (1981). 
3. The recognition site itself has been proposed to act as an allosteric effector, 
since it is the state of methylation of this sequence which determines the 
subsequent action of the enzyme (Burckhardt et a/., 1981a). The addition of ATP 
is required for all three possible enzyme activities. If the recognition site is fully 
modified, ATP causes release of the enzyme from DNA without ATP hydrolysis 
(Bickle et a/., 1978), and the enzyme is presumably free to interact with other 
DNA molecules. A model has been proposed by Burckhardt et at. (1981a) to 
explain the way in which the enzyme distinguishes between the three states of 
the recognition sequence (assuming the structure is (12B2y1): the arrangement of 
the EcoK subunits allows some flexibility, and the S subunit allows binding to the 
recognition sequence, regardless of its methylation state. The M subunits use 
the methyl groups of the bound AdoMet as probes for methylated bases in the 
major groove of the DNA. If the DNA is fully methylated the two M subunits 
would be prevented from entering the major groove because of steric hindrance 
from the two methylated adenines. The enzyme would therefore remain in an 




interaction with ATP. Hemi-methylated DNA would allow one M subunit to enter 
and bind to the major groove, resulting in a partially open complex, which, on 
addition of ATP, can methylate the unmodified adenine residue. In the case of 
non-modified DNA both M subunits would be able to enter the major groove, but 
in doing so would bring the two R subunits closer together. The new positioning 
of the R subunits would prevent methylation by the M subunits, but would form a 
molecule capable of translocation along the DNA and scission of the DNA 
molecule. Aspects of this hypothetical model were derived to explain 
experimental evidence described in the next few paragraphs. 
If the recognition sequence is hemi-methylated, ATP stimulates methylation of 
the other strand. Methylation will occur in the absence of ATP, but at a much 
slower rate. It is unknown whether the ATP causes a minor conformational 
change which allows a faster rate of methylation, or whether it has some other 
effect (Yuan, 1981). Evidence suggests that the enzyme has two types of binding 
sites for AdoMet (Burckhardt et al., 1981a and 1981b): effector sites involved in 
the transition to EcoK*, and methyl donor sites. The AdoMet concentrations 
required for methylation indicate there is a minimum of five AdoMet binding sites 
used in the methylation reaction, compared with three for EcoK activation alone. 
The AdoMet is required both as an allosteric effector and a methyl donor in the 
methylation reaction. The nature of the complex formed at a hemi-methylated 
site allows the methyl donor site to become accessible to unmethylated adenine 
residues, and transfer of a methyl group from enzyme bound AdoMet can occur. 
EcoK appears to turn over during methylation, thus behaving catalytically, in 
contrast to the restriction reaction (Burckhardt at a/., 1981b). Hemi-methylated 
sites are not substrates for the restriction endonuclease but efficient methylation 
of these sites is obviously crucial to cell survival since hemi-methylated sites are 
the normal product of semi-conservative replication. 
If the recognition site is unmodified, ATP causes a major conformational change 
(into EcoK), which is visible in the electron microscope (Bickle at al., 1978). The 
enzyme releases AdoMet and may either lose one or more subunits, or undergo 
subunit rearrangement. EcoK is able to bind unmodified DNA as a complex 
which is retained on nitrocellulose filters, unlike free or activated enzyme. Non-
hydrolysable analogues of ATP will induce the conformational change of EcoK to 
EcoK
+  but cleavage of DNA does not occur. Thus ATP appears to have two 
roles: firstly, as an allosteric effector enabling EcoK to release, modify or cleave 




mutation in the R subunit prevents binding of unmodified DNA to filters, although 
recognition complexes form and the methylation reaction can occur. This 
suggests that the mutation in hsdR prevents the conformational change to 
EcoKt necessary for scission (Buhier and Yuan, 1978). 
Although the enzyme has been shown, by electron microscopy, to remain 
bound to the recognition site throughout the restriction reaction (Bickle et al., 1978; 
Rosamond et at., 1979), DNA cleavage occurs at considerable distances from the site 
(Horiuchi and Zinder, 1972; Murray et at, 1973a; Bickle at at., 1978; Yuan at at, 1980). 
Two models have been proposed to explain this: 
EcoK, remaining bound to the recognition site, may cleave following a random 
second contact with the DNA molecule (Yuan et at., 1980). 
EcoK, whilst remaining bound to the recognition site, winds the DNA past itself 
until it reaches the site of cleavage (Rosamond at at., 1979; Yuan at at., 1980). 
Yuan et al. (1980) proposed that, following activation to EcoK, a second, 
non-specific, binding site on the enzyme becomes accessible to the DNA. Electron 
microscopic examination of enzyme-DNA complexes for both EcoK and EcoB have 
shown looped intermediates (Rosamond et at, 1979; Yuan at at, 1980; Endlich and 
Linn, 1985a) indicating the enzyme is simultaneously bound to the recognition 
sequences and to other sites. Interestingly, both relaxed and supercoiled loops have 
been reported. A model proposed for EcoK (Yuan at al., 1980) suggested that whilst 
bound to the recognition site, EcoK may randomly collide with a distal region of the 
DNA molecule. The enzyme would then bind the DNA at the non-specific binding site 
and translocate the DNA past this site, generating supercoils (Figure 1.3). DNA 
translocation is an ATP-dependent event (Yuan at al., 1980; Rosamond at at., 1979), 
explaining the ATPase activity of the type [ enzymes. However, this model does not 
account for the unidirectional translocation shown by EcoB (Rosamond et at., 1979; 
Endlich and Linn, 1985a). EcoB cleaves only at one side of the recognition site; away 
from the trimeric part. Electron microscopy has shown that EcoB translocates the 
DNA in some way as supercoiled and relaxed loops are seen, and once again 
translocation requires ATP hydrolysis (Rosamond et at., 1979; Endlich and Linn, 1985a). 
This suggests EcoK and EcoB may have different mechanisms for beginning the 
translocation process; however this seems unlikely considering the structural similarity 
and the allelism of these two systems. The mechanism of translocation is unknown 
for both enzymes; it has been proposed that the enzyme may track along the groove 




wrap the DNA around itself, generating superhelical turns (Yuan et al., 1980; Eridlich 
and Linn, 1985b). 
FIGURE 13 Model of the DNA Translocation Mechanism by EcoK 
B 





ADP + P1 
A L/ 
From Yuan et a). (1980). 
EcoK binds at an unmodified sK site and forms a filter binding complex in the presence of ATP due 
to a conformational alteration of the enzyme, shown as EcoK on the second line of the Figure. This 
altered complex can now bind at a second site on the DNA substrate, presumably in any of the four 
configurations depicted on the first and third lines. (A and B are used to indicate relative ends of 
the DNA molecule; the arrows depict the direction in which translocation will occur). Concurrent 
with ATP hydrolysis, the EcoK winds the DNA past itself, and, depending upon the orientation of the 
second binding site, it will either form a twisted loop which will increase in size (left side of fourth 
line) or decrease in size (right side of fourth line). 
DNA cleavage is a two-step process; the enzyme makes a single-stranded 
break on one DNA strand, which is followed soon after by nicking of the second strand 
(Meselson and Yuan, 1968; Eskin and Linn, 1972). This seems to be a stoichiometric 
reaction since if the DNA is in excess only single-stranded breaks are found, 
suggesting two enzyme molecules are required for double-stranded cleavage. An 
unusual feature of the type I enzymes is that there is no turnover of the enzyme as a 
nuclease (Eskin and Linn, 1972). Another unusual feature of the type I enzymes is that, 
in vitro, ATP hydrolysis continues long after cleavage is complete. 
ATP 
ADP + B 
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The exact nature of the cleavage site is unknown. Yuan (1981) suggested that 
translocation occurs at a given rate, and any localized structures of the DNA could 
cause translocation to slow, allowing cleavage to occur. Endlich and Linn (1985a) 
proposed that the supercoiled structures may provide physical constraints which limit 
the region of cleavage to between 1kb and 5kb from the recognition site. After the 
first strand has been cleaved, the enzyme (in the case of EcoB) remains bound to the 
nicked substrate, maintaining the looped structure (Endlich and Linn, 1985b). In this 
way, the first endonuclease molecule may guide a second molecule simultaneously to 
the recognition and cleavage sites. The second endonuclease could verify the 
unmodified nature of the cleavage site before breaking the second strand. Support for 
this model came from an experiment in which DNA which had been cleaved on one 
strand by EcoB was either treated with SDS or phenol extracted to remove all bound 
protein, and then tested for cleavage by additional EcoB. It was found that this DNA 
was no longer a substrate for cleavage (Endlich and Linn 1985b). It is unknown 
whether EcoK performs a similar "guiding" function. 
DNA cleavage by EcoB is accompanied by a release of 70-100 nucleotides as 
small, acid-soluble oligonucleotides. Hemi-restricted DNAs therefore contain gaps of 
this size, and fully restricted products contain 3' single-stranded tails of approximately 
70-100 nucleotides (Kimball and Linn 1976; Endlich and Linn, 1985b). Endlich and Linn 
(1985b) suggested that fragmented DNA which is homologous to chromosomal DNA 
would be an ideal substrate for recA-mediated recombination which readily 
assimilates DNA with unpaired 3' termini. Totally foreign DNA, however, would not be 
a substrate for DNA polymerase since it has 3' tails. Since it has lost up to 200 bases 
of genetic information it has effectively been destroyed. It is unknown whether EcoK 
produces similar tails during cleavage. 
ATP hydrolysis is necessary for translocation of the enzyme to the site of 
cleavage, and for the cleavage reaction. The continued ATPase activity, long after 
cleavage, is less understandable. Endlich and Linn (1985a) suggested that after the 
enzyme has lost its endonucleolytic activity it retains the initial scanning function and 
continues to translocate back and forwards between the recognition sequence and the 
termini of the restricted DNA. Disruption of the loop structure by nucleases 
terminated the ATPase activity (Endlich and Linn, 1985a) and led to the suggestion that, 
in vivo, this seemingly wasteful hydrolysis of ATP does not occur due to rapid 
degradation of restricted DNA by cellular nucleases such as exonuclease V. 
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1.8 THE DISTRIBUTION AND FURTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF TYPE I RESTRICTION 
AND MODIFICATION SYSTEMS 
There has been no extensive survey of bacteria for type I restriction and 
modification systems. Such a survey would be difficult in practice since not all 
bacteria are sensitive to infection by specific phages, and because some phages. are 
resistant to given restriction systems. Molecular probing can be used only to search 
for systems showing some degree of relatedness to the probe. Several bacterial 
strains are known to encode more than one type of restriction and modification 
system, and examples of the three types of restriction and modification systems have 
been found encoded by plasmids. With one exception, all of the type I systems 
discovered to date have been found in Enterobacter/aceae. The exception is the 
enzyme Hindi from Haemoph//us /nf/uenzae which was classified as type I due to its 
requirement for ATP and AdoMet (Gromkova et a/., 1973). This finding raises 
questions about the universal distribution of type 1 systems, but since Hindi has been 
studied no further and no other examples outwith the Enterobacteriaceae have been 
reported, it is impossible to draw any conclusions. 
Examples of all three types of restriction and modification systems have been 
found in E. co/i. One strain, E co/i C, has been extensively studied and does not 
appear to have any restriction and modification system, and some strains encode more 
than one system, e.g. E. coil 15T has a chromosomally encoded type I system (EcoA) 
and a plasmid encoded type [II system called P15 (Arber and Wauters-Willems, 1970). 
To date all the chromosomally encoded systems found in E. co/i are type I, and the 
hsd genes of these systems are allelic (all the hsd loci map at the same position, and 
only one of the hsd systems is encoded per chromosome). However these systems 
appear to represent two families of type I systems. The hsd-encoded systems of 
E. coil K-12, E. co/i B and E. co/i E166 (designated EcoD) are closely related on the 
basis of several criteria: subunits from one enzyme will complement a deficiency in 
another (Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix, 1969; Glover, 1970), the hsd genes of these 
systems show extensive homology, and immunological experiments showed that 
antibodies raised against the hsdR- and hsdM-encoded subunits of EcoK cross-
hybridize with those of EcoB (Murray et at., 1982). The type I systems SB and SP of 
Salmonella typhimur/um and Salmonella potsdam respectively (see later) were also 
shown to be related to EcoK (Van Pei and Colson, 1974; Bullas at al., 1976; Murray at 
at., 1982). However, on the basis of the same criteria the chromosomally encoded 
type I system of E. co/f 15T, designated A, is not related to the K-like family (Murray 
et at., 1982). Although the enzymic activities of EcoA are very similar to those of 
EcoK there is one difference (Suri and Bickle, 1985). Hemi-methylated DNA is modified 
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at comparable rates by both enzymes, whereas unmodified DNA is methylated 
relatively efficiently by EcoA, but inefficiently by the K-like enzymes (Vovis et a/., 
1974; Burckhardt at at., 1981b). This may indicate a difference in the enzyme 
mechanisms of EcoA and EcoK. EcoA was the first example of a non-K-like type I 
restriction and modification system, and it has been shown that EcoA and EcoE, a 
system recently identified in a natural isolate, E. co/i A58, represent an alternative 
family of type I enzymes (this thesis, Chapter 3). A recent survey employing regions 
of the hsd K and hsd A genes as probes with which to detect DNA sharing homology 
with these systems identified a third member of the A-like family (A. Daniel at at., 
1988). Chromosomal DNA of Citrobacter freundil hybridized to the hsd A probe. This 
region of DNA has been cloned in X and has been shown to confer a new specificity, 
CfrA (A. Daniel et al., 1988). 
The survey screened 20 isolates of E. co/i, including E. co/i K-12 and 
F. co/i 15T, and found 4 isolates shared homology with the /isd K genes, while 2 
shared homology with hsd A. The K-related systems identified the three specificities 
K, B and D, whilst the A-related systems identify two specificities, A and E. No 
isolates shared homology with both hsd K and hsd A; but, surprisingly, most isolates 
shared no homology with either probe. Further experiments using DNA flanking the 
hsd K genes and their intermediate neighbour mcrB as probes showed that a 5kb 
region in E. co/i C spans most of an 18kb region in F. co/i K-12 (A. Daniel at at., 
1988). F. coil C may have a deletion of the hsd region or alternatively may have 
descended from a strain which never encoded these genes. 
Plasmid encoded type I restriction and modification systems have also been 
found in F co/i: EcoDXXI encoded by the plasmid pDXXI in E co/i ET7 (Piekarowicz at 
at., 1985), and the two systems EcoR124 and EcoR124/3 encoded by the lncFlV 
plasmid R124 and its derivative R124/3, respectively (Bannister and Glover, 1968; 
Glover and Firman, 1982). These plasmid encoded type I systems are related (Bickle, 
1987), and have been shown to represent a third family of type I enzymes: subunits of 
EcoR124 and of EcoR124/3 did not cross-react with antibodies raised against EcoK 
and EcoA (Price et al, 1987a); and at the level of sensitivity of heteroduplex analysis 
both sets of genes are homologous (Firman at at., 1985) even in the region of the 
hsdS gene (see Section 1.9). These are interesting and unusual systems in that their 
recognition sequences include the same specific trimer and tetramer, and only the 
lengths of the intervening spacers are different (Price at al., 1987b). It has been 
shown that the plasmids R124 and R124/3 carry both sets of hsd genes, but only one 
set is expressed at any one time (Firman at at., 1983). The regulatory mechanism 
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controlling the alternate expression of hsd R124 and hsd R124/3 involves a physical 
rearrangement of DNA sequences (Glover et al., 1983). These are the only type I 
systems in which the /isdR gene is known to be inverted relative to hsdM and hsdS 
(Price et al., 1987a). The type I restriction and modification systems of E. co/i 
therefore show considerable diversity. It is interesting from an evolutionary point of 
view that some strains of E. co/i encode type I systems which are unlike those found 
in other strains of E. co/i, but closely related to systems in Salmonella, or Citrobacter. 
An extensive survey of 85 serotypes of Salmonella has shown that most 
serotypes possess at least one restriction and modification system (Bullas et al., 1980). 
The serotypes fall into three groups on the basis of the restriction and modification 
systems they encode: 
Those which lack the LT system. 
Those in which only the LT system is detected. 
Those which have the LT system in addition to another system. 
Salmonella typhimur/um LT2 has three chromosomally encoded restriction and 
modification systems: the LT system, mapped at 8.5 minutes on the Salmonella map 
(Colson et al., 1970); the SA system mapped at 98 minutes, close to serB (Colson and 
Colson, 1971); and the SB system which is located between SA and serB (Colson and 
Van Pei, 1974). The discovery of the SB system highlights the problems encountered 
in a survey for restriction and modification systems. The Salmonella phages P22 and 
L are not sensitive to the SB system which therefore went unnoticed during the early 
experiments. The transfer of the serB linked genes to E. coil and infection of the 
resulting strain by the phages P3 and X allowed identification of this system. The SB 
system has been shown to be type I but the natures of the LT2 and SA systems are 
unknown. Bullas and Colson (1975) screened 42 Salmonella strains with phage P3 and 
identified 5 new systems in five different serotypes. Analysis of one of these, the SP 
system from Salmonella potsdam, showed that the SP genes are allelic and 
functionally homologous to those of SB (Bullas and Colson, 1975). The other four have 
not been further investigated. The SB and SP systems have been shown to be related 
to the K-like type E systems of E. coil by genetic complementation tests (Van Pei and 
Colson, 1974) and by molecular experiments which detected DNA hybridization and 
immunological cross-reactivity (Murray et al., 1982). Sequence comparisons of the 
hsdM genes of Salmonella typhimurium SB and E. coil K have indicated approximately 
one difference per ten nucleotides (A. Daniel and J. Kelleher, pers. comm.) which would 
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suggest divergence from a common ancestor. A new specificity, SQ, was isolated 
subsequent to P1-mediated transduction of serB from S. potsdam to an E. co/i-
s. typ/1/murium hybrid (Bullas at at, 1976). This system is a recombinant generated 
by a crossover in the hsdS genes of SIB and SP (Fuller-Pace at al., 1984; Fuller-Pace 
and Murray, 1986). The recombinant of reciprocal structure, SJ, has been constructed 
(Gann et a/., 1987) and these systems have been useful in gaining insight into DNA 
recognition by the type I enzymes (see Section 1.9). 
The extensive survey of Bullas at al. (1980) has shown that the specificity of 
the serB-linked restriction and modification system is unique for each serotype, and 
different strains within a serotype express the same specificity. The classification of 
serotypes according to their restriction and modification systems therefore parallels 
the taxonomic classification, which supports the suggestion that one function of 
restriction and modification systems is to reduce flow of genetic information between 
different bacteria. The survey of E. co/i (A. Daniel et a/., 1988) did not detect any 
simple correlation between the specificity of restriction and modification and other 
protein polymorphisms characterized by Selander and Levin (1980). 
The limited occurrence of K and A-related systems in E. co/i is surprising 
considering the presence of such systems in Salmonella strains and in Citrobacter 
freundii, and that the nucleotide sequence divergence of the hsdM genes of E. co/i K 
and Salmonella SIB suggests a common ancestry rather than a recent interspecific 
gene transfer event. The apparent allelism of the hsd K and hsd A genes is also 
puzzling: either the two gene clusters share a common origin but have undergone 
extensive divergence (which is difficult to understand considering the conservation 
seen between Salmonella and E. co/i K), or these unrelated but analogous genes have 
an identical chromosomal location. 
At present the variation and occurrence of type I systems in Enterobacteria 
seems limited but an accurate assessment of their diversity and distribution requires 
the capacity to distinguish between the absence of such systems and an inability to 
detect them. Further analysis of the known type I systems (particularly analysis and 
comparisons of nucleotide sequences) and a continued search for new systems is 
necessary to provide insight into the evolution and diversity of type I systems. 
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1.9 DNA RECOGNITION 
The hsdS-encoded subunit is responsible for dictating the specificity of a 
type I restriction and modification enzyme. It seems reasonable to assume that this 
polypeptide exerts its effect by directly interacting with the bases of the DNA 
molecule. In order to gain insight into this interaction the primary structures of 
several S polypeptides, and their recognition sequences, have been determined. The 
recognition sequences of nine type I systems are now known, and all show the same 
fundamental organization (Table 1.1). In all cases except one, the two specific targets 
recognized are a trinucleotide and a tetranucleotide. Some of the tetranucleotide 
sequences are degenerate (e.g. those recognized by EcoD and StySP). The specificity 
subunit of StySB recognizes a pentanucleotide rather than a tetranucleotide, but 
interestingly the pentanucleotide has two degenerate positions (Nagaraja et al., 1985a; 
see Table 1.1). EcoK and StySP share the same trinucleotide target sequence, but the 
tetranucleotide targets differ at one position. The plasmid-encoded type I enzymes 
EcoR124 and EcoR124/3 recognize the same two specific target sequences, but the 
length of the non-specific spacer differs by one base-pair (Price et a/., 1987b; see 
Table 1.1). 
The nucleotide sequences of the hsdS genes of the E. co//-encoded members 
of the K-like family were the first to be determined (Cough and Murray, 1983). The 
nucleotide sequences showed remarkably little homology: only lQObp near the middle 
and 250bp at the distal end of the 1335-1425bp coding sequences are conserved 
(Figure 1.4). Since the K-like systems are functionally equivalent, structurally similar 
enzymes, and the M subunits (which must bind to the S subunit) are interchangeable, 
the extent of the non-conserved sequence was surprising. Cough and Murray (1983) 
suggested that the highly conserved carboxy terminus of the S polypeptide may be 
involved in interaction with the M subunit; the less well-conserved central region 
(Figure 1.4), or alternatively the variable regions, could confer the specificity. Analysis 
of the amino acid sequences of the S polypeptides revealed a repeating domain 
spanning the conserved regions (Argos, 1985). Secondary structure predictions 
suggested the repeats were largely helical which led Argos (1985) to propose a third 
model correlating the helical regions with the target DNA sequences, in analogy with 




TABLE 1.1 Recognition Sequences of Type I Restriction Endonucleases 
EcoK 
k 
A A C N N N N N N G T G C Kan 	et al. 	(1979) 
TTGN N N N N N CACG 
EcoB 
* 
TGANNNNNNNNTGCT Ravetch et al (1978) 
A C I N N N N N N N N A C G A Lautenberger et al. 	(1978) 
EcoD 
* 
TTANNNNNNNGT C V Nagaraja at at 	(1985a) 
AATN N N N N N N CAGR 
StySB 
* 
GAGNNNNNNRTAYG Nagaraja at al. 	(1985b) 
CTCN N N N N N YATRC 
StySP 
* 
AACNNNNNNGTRC Nagaraja 	et al. 	(1985b) 
ITGN N N N N N CAYG 
StySQ 
* 
AACNNNNNNRTA YG Nagaraja et al. 	(1985c) 
TTGN N N N N N YATRC 
SrySJ 
* 
GAGNNNNNNGTRC Gann at at (1987) 




CTCN N N N N N N CAGI 
EcoDXXI I C A N N N N N N N A I T C Piekarowicz & Goguen (1986) 
AGIN N N N N N NTAAG 
EcoR124 G A A N N N N N N R T C G Price etal. 	(1987) 
CTIN N N N N N YAGC 
EcoR124/3 GA A N N N N N N N RI C G Price 	et al. 	(1987) 
CTTN N N N N N N YAGC 
* indicates methylated adenine residues. 




FIGURE 1.4 The Specificity Polypeptides 
A 
I -- - - - - - - - - proximal - - - - - - - - - - + central 4- ---------------distal ------------------- -1 
Argos repeats 
B 	 IPPPLAEQI' tPEK.DTLLAQ'JDSTKARLEQIPQLLKRFRQAVL 
0 VAL SPS TL 	 C 
B LL 
S 	 F 
Sp S 
SB VV 	 V 	 s  
SQ 	S 	 51 
EOHEIVRRVEOLFAYADYIEQVALARVNNLTOSILAKARFRCCAQRAENPDC.tSGENSAAALLCKIKAERAA5GCKKASKl<S 
	
0 	 1' 
B S 	 F 
K 	A 
5? T S 	 K 	 V T 
SB/SQ 	 T 	T 5 C 	 I A 
From Fuller-Pace and Murray (1986). 
A schematic diagram of an hsdS polypeptide. The regions encoded by the conserved nucleotide 
sequence are stippled. The non-conserved regions are indicated as open segments. The positions 
of the repeated domains identified by Argos are shown. The proximal variable region is the amino-
terminal segment of the polypeptide. 
Amino acid sequence (in single-letter code) of the central conserved regions of the E. coli and 
Salmonella specificity polypeptides. The first two amino acids (number 157 and 158 for SP and K) 
are within the first Argos repeat but are outside the conserved region identified by nucleotide 
sequence. The uppermost line is a consensus sequence deduced from sequences of the hsdS genes 
of the five natural systems. Occasionally ambiguities are arbitrarily resolved by using the archetypal 
K-12 sequence. 
Amino acid sequences (in single-letter code) of the distal conserved regions of the same 
polypeptides with a consensus sequence on the uppermost line. This sequence begins at amino 
acid 377 for the SP specificity polypeptide. 
The S genes of the two other members of the K-like family, SP and SB, show 
the same pattern of conserved and variable regions (Fuller-Pace et al., 1984; Fuller-
Pace and Murray, 1986; Gann et at., 1987). The transductant, SQ (Bullas et at., 1976), 
which has a new specificity, arose as a result of recombination between the two 
parental (SP and SB) hsdS genes. Heteroduplex analysis (Fuller-Pace et al., 1984) 
indicated that recombination within the central conserved regions had led to 
reassortmerit of the flanking regions such that the SQ specificity gene is composed of 
the proximal variable region of SP, and the distal variable region of SB. The sequence 
recognized by the recombinant polypeptide consists of the trinucleotide element 
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recognized by SP, and the pentanucleotide element of the SB recognition sequence 
(Nagaraja et at., 1985a; see Table 1.1). Sequence analysis of the central conserved 
region of SQ (Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986) localized the position of the crossover and 
showed that recombination of minor differences in the central conserved regions 
(Figure 1.4(B)) was concomitant with the reassortment of the variable regions. These 
data implicate the variable regions in sequence recognition, although the reassortment 
of the differences in the central conserved regions may also be involved. The 
recombinant gene of reciprocal structure, SJ, was made to test the prediction that SP 
and SB contain two separate and relatively independent DNA recognition domains 
(Gann et al., 1987). As predicted, the recombinant polypeptide comprising the 
proximal half of SB and the distal half of SP recognizes the hybrid recognition 
sequence 5'-GAG(N6)GTRC (Gann et at., 1987). The crossovers generating SQ and SJ 
occurred in the region of longest identity within the central conserved region. This 
limits the variation within the first repeat which could function in DNA sequence 
recognition, and makes it seem less likely that the Argos model explains the nature of 
DNA recognition (Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986; Gannet al., 1987). 
The hypothesis that the variable regions represent DNA recognition domains is 
supported by circumstantial evidence from the comparison of the /isdS genes of K 
and SP, both of which recognize the trinucleotide 5'-AAC. The nucleotide sequences 
of these two genes show striking conservation within the proximal regions (Fuller-Pace 
and Murray, 1986). Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequences of the proximal 
regions of the specificity polypeptides of K and SP show a degree of identity which 
parallels that found in the distal conserved regions (Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986). 
These two systems are the only representatives of the K-like family to show extensive 
homology within the specificity genes. The sequence recognized by SP, 
5'-AAC(N6)GTRC, is a degenerate version of the recognition sequence of the EcoK 
enzyme (5'-AAC(N6)GTGC), which explains the genetic finding of protection by StySP 
against restriction by EcoK (Bullas, 1980). Failure to select mutations to relax the 
specificity of K to that of SP (Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986), and the lack of homology 
between the distal variable regions further supports the hypothesis that diversity of 
specificity is not due only to a few limited contacts between amino acid side chains 
and bases in the DNA, but is governed in part by structural variation. 
The recognition sequences of the plasmid-encoded systems EcoR124, and 
EcoR124/3 are typical of type I enzymes. However, the target sequences of these two 
systems are identical, the only difference between the recognition sequences is in the 




sequences of the S genes differ only in that EcoR124/3 has three copies of a 12bp 
repeat which is present only twice in EcoR124 (T.A. Bickle, pers. comm.). Whether or 
not the specificity genes of this family have a similar organization of conserved and 
variable regions relative to the K-like systems is unknown. 
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21 BACTERIAL STRAINS 
See Table 2.1. 
2.2 PHAGE STRAINS 
See Table 2.2. 
23 PLASMIDS 
See Table 2.3. 
24 ENZYMES AND CHEMICALS 
DNA polymerase (Klenow fragment) and T4 DNA ligase were purchased from 
Boehringer; DNA polymerase I from NBL Enzymes; restriction endonucleases from 
Boehringer, New England Biolabs, or NBL Enzymes; DNase I, RNase A, Proteinase K, and 
lysozyme were all from Sigma Chemical Company Ltd. 
M13 sequencing primer (17-mer) and M13 hybridization probe primer were 
purchased from New England Biolabs; other synthetic oligonucleotides were from 
Oswel DNA Service (Edinburgh); deoxynucleoside triphosphates and dideoxynucleoside 
triphosphates from Boehringer. 
L- [35S] methionine and deoxycytidine 5'-[ct-32P] triphosphate were purchased 
from Amersham International; deoxyadenosine 5'-[a-35S] thiotriphosphate from New 
England Nuclear. 
Acrylamide and bis-acrylamide were supplied by BDH Ltd; TEMED was from 
Sigma; standard and Seakem LE agarose from Miles Laboratory Ltd; ethidium bromide 
and bromophenol blue from BDH. 
Ampicillin (Penbritin) was purchased from Beecham Pharmaceuticals, 
tetracycline hydrochloride from Sigma; vitamin 131, L-methionine, DTT, 
2-mercaptoethanol and IPTG were all from Sigma; X-gal was from Boehringer. 
Nitrocellulose filters were purchased from Schleicher and Schuell; HP5 film 
from Ilford; Cronex intensifier screens and X-ray film from Du Pont Ltd. 
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TABLE 2.1 Bacterial Strains 






hsdA in E. coli K-12 
hsdMSL2 derivative of WA2899 
hsdfl derivative of C600 




E. coli AP  
no known restriction system 
Citrobacter freundii 
hsdSP genes in E. coli K-12 
hsdSP hsdSA genes in E. coli 
K-12 
hsdSJ 
K 	(lac-pro)tx hsdMSt5 
F' /acZtM15 
IaClq 
K 	hsd/? recA 13 














A58  E 
C-la d 
NCTC9750 e Cf/-A 
L4002 SP 
L4003 SA,SP 
AG1 	 SJ  
Gough & Murray (1983) 
Fuller-Pace et at (1985) 
P. Kourilsky 
Arber & Wauters-Willems 
(1970) 
W. Arber 
Fuller-Pace et at. (1985) 
Appleyard (1954) 
Hubacek & Glover (1970) 
Gough & Murray (1983) 
Cesareni (1981) 
Loenen & Murray (1986) 
Jaskunas et al. (1975) 
Duguid et al. (1955) 
Bertani (1968) 
Bullas & Colson (1975) 
Bullas & Colson (1975) 
Gann et al. (1987) 
Derivatives of E. coli K-12 unless stated otherwise. 
Natural isolate of E. coli. 
APi refers to the Analytical Profile Index 20E system in which 20 biochemical tests are performed on 
each bacterial strain and the profile is matched with that of a large number of coliform strains to 
give a "best fit". The A58 strain was classified by K. Cartwright at the Western General Hospital, 
Edinburgh. 
E. coli C. 









A Vectors and Derivatives 
NM761 1"att-red)Li 1mm 21 c 	n/n5 
NM5 
NM63 c126 
NM507 b2 1mm 21 cl 
NM848 h 82 b522 1mm 21 Cl 
NM243 XvIr 
NM1151 1mm 21 cl 
XCharon35 WL113t cIAKH54 nIn5 
XEMBL3 b189 cIKH54 nln5 
REFERENCE 
Murray et at. (1977) 
Jacob & Wollman (1954) 
Murray (1983) 
Loenen & Blattner (1983) 




vectors for DNA sequencing 	Yanisch-Perron et al. (1985) 
M13mp19 
2.5 MEDIA 
L-Broth: lOg Difco Bacto tryptone, 59 Difco Bacto yeast extract, lOg NaCl, distilled 
H 20 to 1 litre; adjusted to pH 7.2 with NaOH before autoclaving. 
L-Agar: lOg Difco Bacto tryptone, 5g Difco Bacto yeast extract, lOg NaCl, 15g Difco 
agar, distilled H20 to 1 litre; adjusted to pH 7.2 with NaOH before autoclaving. 
BBL-Agar lOg Baltimore Biological Labs. trypticase, 5g NaCl, lOg Difco agar, distilled 
H 20 to 1 litre. 
BBL Top Agar: as for BBL agar but only 6.5g Difco agar added per litre. 
Minimal Agar: 4g Difco agar, distilled H20 to 300m1. After autoclaving the following 
sterile solutions were added: 80m1 5x Spizizen salts, 4ml 20%  glucose, O.lml 
vitamin B1 (2mg ml-1). 
5x Spizizen Salts: log (NH4)2SO4, 70g K2HPO4, 30g KH2PO4, 5g tn-sodium citrate 
dihydrate, 19 MgSO4.7H20, distilled H 20 to 1 litre. 
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Mg-Maltose Medium: 250m1 4x M9 salts, 15m1 20% maltose, imi 1M MgSO4.7H 20, 
distilled H20 to 1 litre. 
4x M9 Salts: 28g Na2HPO4, 12g KH2PO4, 2g NaCl, 4g NH4CI, distilled H20 to 1 litre. 
Phage Buffer: 39 KH2PO4, 7g Na2HPO4, 5g NaCl, lOmi 0.1M MgSO4.7H 20, lOmI 0.01M 
CaCl2, imi 1% (w/v) gelatin, distilled H20 to 1 litre. 
LTB Buffer: Storage buffer for M13 phages. 0.5M Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 0.1M MgCl2, 0.1M 
DTT. 
Antibiotics: Antibiotics were used at the following concentrations: Ampicillin, lOOjig 
ml-1; Tetracycline, bug m11. When used in plates the antibiotic was added 
to molten agar immediately prior to pouring. 
Xgal Indicator Plates: 20i.il Xgal (30mg mL1 ), 20j.il IPTG 20mg ml-1 , per 2.5m1 of BBL 
top agar. 
All media were sterilized by autoclaving at 151b in-2 for 15 minutes. 
TABLE 2.3 Plasmids 
PLASMID RELEVANT FEATURES REFERENCE 
pBR322 AP R 1cR Bolivar et 8/. 	(1977) 
pFFP19 hsdS Fuller-Pace et al. 	(1985) 
pFFP21 hsdR ,M 
pFFP26 hsdR 
pFFP30 MS ,  hsdR , 	, 
pFFP31 hsdM ,S 
pFFP32 hsdM ,  
pBS11,RVb hsdRM ,  Sun 	& Bickle (1985) 




2.6 STANDARD SOLUTIONS 
TE Buffer: 10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA; adjusted to appropriate pH with HCI. 
20x SSC: 3M NaCl, 0.3M tn-sodium citrate. 
lOx TBE Buffer: 890mM Tris, 890mM boric acid, 25mM EDTA. 
Ethidium Bromide: 10mg m11  in distilled H20. Stored at 4°C, protected from light. 
Non-Solubilizing Scintillation Fluid: 4g butyl-PBD made up to 1 litre in toluene. 
Solubilizing Scintillation Fluid (Petri Scintillant): 3.6g PPO, 101mg dimethyl POPOP, 
lOOmI 'Soluene', 900ml toluene, 9ml 1% SOS. 
2.7 MICROBIAL TECHNIQUES 
2.7.1 Preparation of Plating Cells 
A fresh overnight culture was diluted 20-fold in L-broth and grown at the 
required temperature to mid-logarithmic phase. The cells were pelleted by spinning in 
a bench centrifuge at 2,0009m for 5 minutes and resuspended in half the original 
volume of 10mM MgSO4 before storage at 4°C. 
2.7.2 Preparation of A Plate Lvsates 
A single plaque was picked into lml of phage buffer containing a drop of 
chloroform and mixed. After addition of 0.1ml of the phage suspension to 0.2m1 of a 
fresh overnight bacterial culture supplemented with 10mM MgSO4 the phage were left 
to adsorb to the cells for 15 minutes. BBL top agar (3m1) was added and the mixture 
poured onto a fresh L-agar plate. The plate was incubated (without inversion) at the 
required temperature until confluent lysis was observed, usually after 6-8 hours. 
Approximately 3m1 of L-broth were added to the plate before storage at 4°C overnight. 
The L-broth was decanted and a few drops of chloroform added. Cell debris was 
pelleted by centrifugation in a bench centrifuge at 2,0009m for 10 minutes before 
titration of the phage stock which was stored at 4°C. 
2.7.3 Phage Titration 
Serial dilutions of the phage stock were made in phage buffer before mixing 
0.1ml of phage suspension with 0.2m1 plating cells, and leaving to adsorb for 15 




incubated overnight at 37°C. Plaque numbers were counted in order to calculate the 
p.f.u. per lml of phage lysate. 
2.7.4 Spot Tests 
A lawn of cells was prepared by adding 0.2ml of plating cells to 2.5ml of BBL 
top agar for plating out on a BBL plate, and lO.il aliquots of the phage dilutions were 
spotted onto the lawns. The spots were allowed to dry before incubation at 37°C, 
overnight. 
2.7.5 Preparation of CsCl Purified Phage 
A fresh overnight culture of the host bacterium was diluted 50-fold into lOOml 
of L-broth supplemented with 10mM MgSO4, and grown at 37°C with good aeration 
until they reached an O.D.650 of 0.5 (i.e. 2 x 108  cells m1 1). Phage were added to a 
m.o.i. of 0.2 for imm X phages and 1 for 1mm21  phages, and incubation at 37°C was 
continued. The turbidity of the culture was periodically measured at 650nm until lysis 
occurred, usually 2-4 hours later. Chloroform (0.2m1) was added and the flask shaken 
at 37°C for a further 15 minutes. The lysate was clarified by centrifugation and the 
supernatant was titred. 
Phage in the cleared lysate were precipitated by polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
essentially as described by Yamarnota at a/. (1970): sodium chloride (4% w/v) was 
added, followed by DNAseI and RNAseI, both to lug m11. After standing at room 
temperature for 1 hour, log of PEG 6000 was added and allowed to dissolve. The 
lysate was left at 4°C for a minimum of two hours (but usually overnight). The PEG 
precipitate was recovered by centrifugation at 10,2009 for 10 minutes and 
resuspended in 5ml of phage buffer by swirling gently at 4°C for 2-3 hours. Debris 
was removed by centrifugation at 2,0009m  for 5 minutes before concentration of the 
phage on a CsCl step gradient. 
Step gradients of CsCl (Thomas and Abelson, 1966) were prepared in 14ml 
polycarbonate tubes: 1.5ml of 31% w/w CsCl solution was pipetted into the tube and 
underlaid with 1.5ml of 45% w/w CsCl solution; finally these two steps were underlaid 
with 1.5ml of 56% w/w CsCl solution. (The CsCl solutions were made with phage 
buffer and clarified, if necessary, in a bench centrifuge). The phage solution was 
overlayed on to the gradient and centrifuged at 140,0009m for 2 hours at 20°C. The 
phage band was collected by piercing the tube using a 21 gauge needle and a syringe. 
The resulting high titre lysate was dialysed at 4°C against phage buffer to remove the 
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CsCI, and stored at 4°C. 
2.7.6 Construction of A Lysogens and Dilysogens 
Fresh plating cells were infected with the appropriate phage (or phage and 
heteroimmune helper phage) at a m.o.i. of 1-2 and allowed to adsorb. The cells were 
diluted 50-fold in L-broth and grown for 2-3 hours at the appropriate temperature. 
The resulting culture was serially diluted in L-broth and plated on L-agar plates in the 
presence of iü p.f.u. each of two hornoimmune, ci phages of different host ranges. 
Colonies which grew after overnight incubation were purified and tested for lysogeny 
(i.e. sensitivity to A vir, but not A CL). 
2.7J Selection of A Deletion Derivatives by their Increased Resistance to Chelating 
Agents 
This method is based on that of Parkinson and Huskey (1971). The 
concentration of EDTA most suitable for selection of deletion mutants of a given 
phage was determined by spot tests of that phage and also phages with full-size 
genomes or with known deletions, on BBL plates supplemented with a range of EDTA 
concentrations (0.2-0.8mM). There was no addition of MgSO4 to the cells or to the 
top agar throughout this method. 
The phage were plated on the relevant BBL/EDTA plates to obtain single 
plaques. Individual plaques were picked into lml of phage buffer containing 2 drops of 
chloroform and purified on BBL/EDTA plates. Phage stocks were prepared from 
individual plaques. The extent and location of the deletions were estimated by 
comparisons of DNA fragment sizes following restriction endonuclease digests of the 
DNA of the original phage and its deletion derivatives. 
2.7.8 Complementation Tests by Co-infection 
Freshly prepared plating cells of a recA strain were co-infected at a m.o.i. of 
5 for each phage in a microcentrifuge tube. After 15 minutes adsorption the infected 
cells were harvested by centrifugation. The supernatant, containing unadsorbed 
phages was discarded and the cells were resuspended in 0.4m1 of L-broth. A 100-fold 
dilution of this suspension in pre-warmed L-broth was grown at 37°C for 45 minutes 
(1 cycle of phage growth). After addition of chloroform and centrifugation to remove 
cell debris, phages were titred on appropriate hosts to estimate the degree of 
complementation. 
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2.79 Complementation Tests by Growth of Phages on Plasmid-Harbouring Cells 
Plate lysates of the phages to be tested were made on the appropriate 
plasmid-harbouring Rec hosts. (Multiple cycles of phage growth occur during lysate 
production). The harvested phages were titred on appropriate hosts to estimate the 
degree of complementation. 
2.8 DNA TECHNIQUES 
2.8.1 Ethanol Precipitation of DNA 
DNA in solution was precipitated by addition of 0.1 volumes of 3M sodium 
acetate and 2 volumes of ethanol. After incubation at -20°C for 30 minutes the DNA 
was sedimented by centrifugation at 8,0009m  for 10 minutes, washed with 70% v/v 
ethanol, and repelleted. The pellet was dried under vacuum and resuspended in the 
appropriate volume of TE buffer pH 8.0. 
2.8.2 Preparation of DNA from Phages 
High titre lysates were prepared as described in Section 2.6.5 and, after 
collection of the phage band, the CsCI was removed by dialysis against TE pH 8.0. The 
phage protein was extracted 3 times with an equal volume of phenol pre-equilibrated 
with TE: the phenol and aqueous phases were mixed gently by tube inversion, and 
then separated by centrifugation at 5,0009m. The lower phenol layer was removed and 
discarded. The aqueous phase was extracted with ether 1-3 times, until it became 
clear. Finally, the DNA was dialysed against TE at 4°C for 24 hours, with several buffer 
changes. The concentration of the DNA was determined by measuring the O.D. at 
260nm (an O.D.260 of 1 is equivalent to 50pg m11). 
2.8.3 Large-Scale Preparation of Plasmid DNA 
This method is based on that of Clewell and Helinski (1969). A fresh overnight 
culture of the plasm id-contain ing cells was diluted 100-fold into 150m1 of L-broth 
containing the appropriate antibiotic, and grown overnight at 37°C, with aeration. The 
cells were harvested (6,5009m  for 10 minutes), resuspended in 7m1 of lysis solution, 
and left on ice for 5 minutes. Addition of 14ml of alkaline SDS was followed by a 10 
minute incubation on ice. After addition of 10.5m1 of 3M potassium acetate pH 4.8, 
and a further 5 minutes on ice, the precipitated protein, dodecyl sulphate, and 
chromosomal DNA was removed by centrifugation at 6,5009 for 10 minutes at 4°C. 
The supernatant was poured through glass wool to remove any remaining precipitate. 
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Plasmid DNA was precipitated by addition of 15ml of isopropanol, and pelleted by 
centrifugation at 6,500gm  for 10 minutes. The pellet was washed with 70% ethanol, 
pelleted, and dried under vacuum for 30 minutes. The DNA was dissolved in TE pH 8.0 
to a volume of 9.4m1, and then CsCI (to 0.95g m11) and ethidium bromide (to 0.6mg 
MI-1) were added. The final density of the solution should be 1.55g ml'. The CsCl 
solution was transferred to a lOmi "quick-seal" polyallomer tube and centrifuged at 
90,0009m for 48-60 hours at 18°C. Two bands were visible under UV light: the upper 
band consisted of nicked and linearized plasmid DNA and fragmented chromosomal 
DNA, and the lower band of supercoiled plasmid DNA which was removed using a 21 
gauge hypodermic needle inserted through the side of the tube. Ethidium bromide 
was removed by 4 extractions with isopropanol saturated with NaCl-saturated TE. 
Two volumes of H20 were added to the (lower) aqueous phase before the DNA was 
precipitated with ethanol (without addition of sodium acetate). The DNA was dissolved 
in 500l TE pH 8.0, and any residual protein was extracted twice with phenol 
equilibrated with TE. The DNA in the aqueous phase was ethanol precipitated and 
redissolved in 500j.il of TE pH 8.0. The concentration of DNA was determined by 
measuring the O.D. at 260nm. 
Lysis Solution: 25mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA pH 8.0, 1% glucose. 
Alkaline SOS: 0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS. 
2.8.4 Preparation of M13 Replicative Form (RF) DNA 
Early log phase cells (NM522) were prepared by growing a 100-fold dilution of 
a fresh overnight culture to an O.D.650 of 0.2. A single plaque was picked into 1.5ml of 
cells and the culture was shaken at 37°C for 5-6 hours. The culture was transferred 
to an Eppendorf tube and spun for 5 minutes at 11,6009n  in a microcentrifuge to pellet 
the cells. The supernatant was titred (titres were 10
1' p.f.u. ml') and used to infect a 
50m1 culture of early log phase cells at a final concentration of 10 p.f.u. 	The 
culture was grown with aeration at 37°C for 16-18 hours before the cells were 
pelleted and the supernatant titred. 
An overnight culture of NM522 was diluted 100-fold into 500ml of L-broth and 
grown to an O.D.650 of 0.1. Phage were added to 1011  p.f.u. m11  and the culture was 
grown for a further 2 hours at 37°C. The cells were sedimented by centrifugation at 
6,500gm  for 10 minutes and the RF DNA was prepared as described for the purification 




2.8.5 Plasmid Miniprep 
(lsh-Horowitz and Burke, 1981) 
The cells from 1.5m1 of an overnight culture were harvested in a 
microcentrifuge tube at 11,600g, for 5 minutes, resuspended in 1001.11 of solution I, and 
incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. After addition of 2001.11 of solution II 
and gentle mixing, the suspension was left on ice for 5 minutes. Precooled solution 
Ill (150l) was added, mixed gently, and the tube returned to ice for a further 5 
minutes. The resulting precipitate was removed by a 5 minute centrifugation at 
11,6009 and the DNA in the supernatant was precipitated by addition of ethanol. The 
DNA pellet was dissolved in 50l of TE pH 8.0, and aliquots of 151j1 were used for 
restriction analysis. 
Solution I: 25mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0, 10mM EDTA, 50mM Glucose. 
Solution II: 0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS. 
Solution III: 5M potassium acetate pH 4.8. (Final concentration is 3M potassium 
acetate and 2M acetic acid). 
2.8.6 Restriction Endonuclease Digestion of DNA 
Digestion of DNA with restriction enzymes was normally carried out in a 
volume of 20l containing 0.5-1g of DNA, under conditions recommended by the 
suppliers. Reactions were stopped after incubation at 37°C for 2 hours by heating at 
70°C for 10 minutes, or, if the enzyme was not heat labile, by isopropanol 
precipitation. This was done by adding 0.4 volumes of 5M ammonium acetate and 2 
volumes of isopropanol. After a 15 minute incubation at room temperature the DNA 
was sedimented by centrifugation at 11,6009m  for 10 minutes, washed with lml of cold 
ethanol, repelleted, and dried under vacuum. The DNA was resuspended in an 
appropriate volume of TE pH 8.0. 
2.8.7 Ligation of DNA 
DNA was ligated using T4 DNA ligase, in a volume of 10l containing 50mM 
Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 10mM MgCl2. 0.2mM spermidine, 10mM DTT, 1mM ATP, 25-150ng 
DNA, and 1-2 Weiss units of T4 DNA ligase. Incubation was at 10°C overnight, or at 




2.8.8 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis 
Fragments of DNA were analysed by separation on a 0.7% w/v agarose gel in 
1 x TBE buffer. DNA samples (usually 0.2-0.5g) were loaded mixed with 3l of 5x 
Ficoll loading dye. Electrophoresis of non-submerged gels was carried out at 1.5V 
cm-1; minigels were run submerged at liv cm-1  for 1 hour. The DNA was visualized 
over a long-wave UV light transilluminator after staining for 20 minutes in a 1g m11  
solution of ethidium bromide and destaining in distilled H20 for 20 minutes. 
5x Ficoll Loading Dye: 20% Ficoll 400 in H20, with bromophenol blue dye. 
2.8.9 Isolation of DNA Fragments from Agarose Gels 
(Maniatis et al., 1982) 
DNA fragments were isolated from 0.7% Seakem agarose gels in ix TBE buffer. 
Both the gel and the electrophoresis buffer contained 1119 m11  ethidium bromide. 
Electrophoresis was carried out at 1.25V cm-1  overnight in a submerged gel. The DNA 
was visualized under long-wave uv to minimize damage to the DNA. To collect the 
band the current was switched off and the buffer removed until the buffer surface was 
just below the gel surface. A trough was cut directly in front of the leading edge of 
the DNA band, about 2mm wider than the band on each side. At the edge of the 
trough remote from the band the gel was cut at the corners of the trough. This 
allowed a piece of dialysis tubing which was wider than the trough itself to be 
inserted and pushed underneath the gel, forming a base for the trough and a barrier at 
the edge of the trough remote from the DNA band. The trough was filled with buffer, 
the current reapplied and the voltage adjusted to 12.5V cm-1. It was possible to 
observe the DNA eluting from the gel into the trough. When all the DNA was in the 
trough (approximately 10 minutes) the current was reversed for 1 minute to release 
any DNA attached to the dialysis tubing. The buffer from the trough was collected, 
and the trough rinsed with a further 300l of buffer. Ethidium bromide was removed 
from the recovered DNA by extraction with TE-saturated butan-i-ol, and protein was 
extracted once with TBE-saturated phenol. Finally, the DNA was precipitated with 
ethanol and redissolved in an appropriate volume of TE. 
2.8.10 Transfection and Transformation of Competent Cells 
Cells were normally made competent for the uptake of DNA using a 
modification of the procedure of Mandel and Higa (1970). A fresh overnight culture 
was diluted 50-fold and grown, with aeration, at 37°C to an O.D.650 of 0.7. The cells 
were harvested at 2,0009 for 5 minutes at 4°C and resuspended in half the original 
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volume of cold 100mM CaCl2. After 30 minutes on ice the cells were repelleted and 
resuspended in a tenth of the original volume. The cells were kept on ice for a 
minimum of 1 hour (up to 20 hours). DNA was diluted in 100l SSC/CaC12 and added 
to 2001il of competent cells in a 5ml glass tube. After 10-30 minutes on ice the cells 
were "heat-shocked" at 37°C for 5 minutes. For transfection, the cells were then 
plated out in 2.5ml of BBL top agar and incubated at 37°C overnight. Transformation 
of cells with plasmid DNA required the addition of lml of L-broth to the tube after 
heat-shock, and the cells were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to allow expression of 
antibiotic resistance. Aliquots of 10l and 501.11 were spread on L-agar plates 
containing the appropriate antibiotic, and incubated at 37°C overnight. A transfection 
frequency of 106  p.f.u.jig-I DNA was routinely observed. 
M13 recombinants containing sonicated fragments were recovered by 
transfection of cells made competent by a modification of the method of Hanahan 
(1983). A fresh overnight culture of NM522 was diluted 500-fold and grown at 37°C to 
an O.D.650  of 0.6. The cells were chilled on ice for 30 minutes before harvesting 
(2,0009 for 10 minutes at 4°C). After resuspension in one third of the original volume 
of TFB buffer the cells were left on ice for 20 minutes, repelleted, and resuspended in 
one twelfth of the original volume of TFB buffer. The cells were kept on ice 
throughout the next stages: after 20 minutes 70j.il DMSO per 2ml cells were added, 
and after 5 minutes 701iI DIT (in potassium acetate) per 2m1 cells were added. 10 
minutes later a further 70.il DMSO per 2m1 cells were added followed by 5 minutes on 
ice. Aliquots of 200i.il of cells were placed in chilled 5ml glass tubes and the DNA 
(100-150ng) was added. After 30 minutes on ice the cells were heat-shocked at 42°C 
for 1.5 minutes, and returned to ice. Aliquots of these cells were plated on minimal 
plates in 2.5m1 BBL top agar containing 100l NM522 plating cells, and the inducer, 
IPTG, and indicator, X-gal, of -gaIactosidase. The plates were incubated at 37°C 
overnight. Transfection frequencies were iO p.f.u. g 1  DNA. 
SSC/CaCl2: 0.4x SSC, 0.06M CaCl2. 
TFB Buffer: 10mM K-MES pH 6.3, 100mM RbCl or KCI, 45mM MnC12.4H20, 10mM 
CaC12.2H20, 3mM Hexamino cobaltic chloride. 1M MES was adjusted to pH 6.3 
using KOH, sterile filtered and stored at 20°C. TFB was filtered and stored at 
4°C. 
DMSO: Spectroscopically pure dimethyl sulphoxide was saturated with nitrogen and 




DTT: 2.25M DTT in 40mM potassium acetate, pH 6.0, was filtered before storage at 
-20°C. 
2.8.11 Southern Transfer 
(Smith and Summers, 1980) 
After electrophoresis the agarose gel was stained, photographed, and trimmed 
to an appropriate size. The gel was soaked in 0.25M HCl for 15 minutes, rinsed in 
distilled H20 for 10 minutes, and then soaked in denaturation buffer for 30 minutes. 
After a second 10 minute rinse the gel was soaked in 1M ammonium acetate pH 8.0 
for 1 hour. The gel was placed on a glass plate and a sheet of nitrocellulose (of the 
same dimensions) which had been soaked in the ammonium acetate was carefully 
placed on the gel, ensuring that there were no trapped air bubbles. Five or six sheets 
of blotting paper of the same size as the gel were soaked in the ammonium acetate 
and placed on the nitrocellulose. These were covered by a 6cm stack of dry blotting 
paper which was in turn covered by a glass plate as a weight to maintain even contact 
between the gel and the nitrocellulose. After 16 hours the filter was rinsed briefly in 
2x SSC, blotted dry, and heated at 80°C under vacuum for 2 hours. The gel was 
restained with ethidium bromide and viewed under UV light to verify that transfer was 
complete. 
Denaturation Buffer: 0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl. 
Neutralization Buffer: 0.5M Tris, 1.5M NaCl; pH adjusted to 7.5 with HCI. 
Ammonium Acetate Solution: 1M ammonium acetate; adjusted to pH 8.0 with NaOH. 
2.8.12 Transfer of DNA from Plaques to Nitrocellulose 
(Benton and Davies, 1977) 
Phage recombinants were plated in BBL top agar on dry agar plates. After 
incubation at 37°C overnight the plates were cooled at 4°C for 1 hour to prevent 
damage to the top agar during transfer. A circular nitrocellulose filter with an 
orientation mark was placed on the agar and left for 1 minute. The filter was carefully 
peeled off the agar and placed, plaque side uppermost, on a pad of blotting paper 
saturated with denaturation buffer for 2 minutes. The filter was transferred to a 
beaker containing neutralization buffer for 2 or 3 minutes, rinsed briefly in 2x SSC, and 
blotted dry before baking at 80°C under vacuum for 2 hours. 
Denaturation Buffer: 0.5M NaOH, 1.5M NaCl. 
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Neutralization Buffer: 0.51VI Tris-HCI pH 7.4, 3M NaCl. 
2.8.13 Radiolabelling of Double-Stranded Probes by Nick-Translation and Hybridization 
to Filters 
Deoxycytidine 5'-[ct-32P] triphosphate (lOj.iCi) was added to 201.11 of lx dNTP 
buffer, 11iI of DNAse I (2 x 105mg m11), 11.11  DNA Polymerase I (1 unit 	L1) and 
0.5-1.0g of DNA (in 2l). After incubation at 16°C for 1-3 hours the reaction was 
terminated by the addition of 100UI of 10mM EDTA pH 8.0, and loaded onto a column 
of Sephadex G-50 equilibrated with TE buffer. The DNA was eluted with TE and 
collected as the first peak of radiolabel (detected using a mini-monitor) in a volume of 
0.5-1.0ml. Samples of 1UI  on Whatman GF/C discs were dried and the activity was 
counted in a non-solubilizing scintillant to determine the amount of label incorporated. 
Filters were prehybridized in 50m1 of hybridization buffer for 30 minutes at 
37°C. The radiolabelled DNA (106 cpm per filter) was added to 250jg of sonicated calf 
thymus DNA, denatured at 95°C for 10 minutes, and immediately cooled on ice. The 
probe was added to the filter in lOmI of hybridization buffer and the hybridization was 
carried out at 37°C with gentle agitation, overnight. The filter was washed twice in 2x 
SSC. 0.1% SDS for 30 minutes at 37°C, and then twice in lx SSC, 0.1% SDS for 30 
minutes at room temperature. Finally the filter was rinsed in lx SSC, blotted dry, and 
placed between two sheets of plastic film. Hybridization of the probe to the filter was 
detected by autoradiography at -70°C using preflashed X-ray film. 
Nick Translation Buffer: 210mM Tris-HCI pH 7.5, 21mM MgCl2, 20g m11  BSA; stored 
in aliquots at -20°C. 
lx dNTP Buffer: 250UI nick translation buffer, lOpI 2mM dATP/dTTP/dGTP, 2.51.11 
2-mercaptoethanol, 737.51.11 distilled H20; stored at -20°C in 250l aliquots. 
20x Denhardt's Solution: 0.4% polyvinylpyrolidone, 0.4% w/v Ficoll 400, 0.4% w/v 
BSA. 
Hybridization Buffer: 50% formamide, 4x SSC, lx Denhardt's Solution 
2.8.14 Radiolabelling of Single-Stranded M13 DNA and Hybridization to Filters 
(Hu and Messing, 1982) 
M13 	reverse 	primer 	(liil) 	was added to 	5jig (5j.il) 	M13 	single-stranded 
template 	DNA 	(see 	Section 	2.9.2), 	li.Il of 	lOx annealing mixture 	was 	boiled 	for 	3 
minutes and slowly cooled (over 15-30 minutes) to room temperature. 	After addition 
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of 10iCi deoxycytidine 5'-[c -32P] triphosphate, 11.11  each of 500mM dATP, dGTP and 
dTTP, lj.il Kienow potymerase (1 unit 1111)  and 6j.il H20, the reaction was incubated at 
15°C for 90 minutes. The reaction was terminated by the addition of 1001.11 of 10mM 
EDTA. The probe was not denatured before use. 
Filters were prehybridized for several hours at 65°C in a solution containing, 
5x SSC, 501g mL1  denatured, sonicated calf thymus DNA, and 0.1% SDS. A half 
volume of the probe was added to the prehybridization buffer and hybridization was 
carried out at 65°C overnight. The filter was washed twice in lx SSC, 0.1% SDS for 30 
minutes (the first wash at 65°C, the second at room temperature), and then twice in 
0.5x SSC, 0.1% SDS for 30 minutes at room temperature. Filters were placed between 
two sheets of plastic film, and the hybridization of the probe to the filter was detected 
by autoradiography at -70°C, using preflashed X-ray film. 
2.9 DIDEOXY CHAIN TERMINATION SEQUENCING OF DNA 
(Sanger et al., 1977 and 1980) 
2.9.1 Generation and Cloning of Random DNA Fragments 
Purified DNA fragments (lOUg) were circularized by formation of dimers in the 
presence of 10 units of T4 DNA ligase in a total volume of 100I. After phenol 
extraction and ethanol precipitation the DNA was sonicated to generate small, random 
fragments (Deininger, 1983). Sonication was carried out in an Electrosonic H60-2 
sonicating waterbath containing 500ml of H20. The DNA (30p1) was placed in a 0.5m1 
Sarstedt tube, which was secured in a polystyrene float in the centre of the waterbath, 
and was sonicated for 3 bursts of 45 seconds. The tube was spun briefly after each 
burst to "concentrate" the solution in the bottom of the tube. The ends of the DNA 
were repaired to provide blunt ends for ligation to SmaE cut M13 DNA: sonicated DNA 
solution (28il) was added to 3l of sequencing chase mix, 41.11  TM buffer, and 20 units 
of Klenow polymerase. The reaction was incubated at 15°C overnight, and then run on 
an agarose gel next to a Sau3A digest of pBR322 which provided size markers. DNA 
in the 300-600bp size range was collected from the gel (Section 2.8.9) and the 
ethidium bromide removed by extraction with butan-2-ol saturated with TE. After 
phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation the DNA was resuspended in SOul TE 
buffer. Aliquots of 1-5ul were ligated to 25ng of Smal cut M13mp19 DNA which had 
been treated with alkaline phosphatase to prevent self-ligation. Recombinants were 
recovered by transfection of NM522 cells. 
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2.9.2 single-Stranded Template DNA Preparation from M13 Lysates 
A single white plaque was picked into 1.5m1 of a 100-fold dilution of an 
overnight culture of NM522 in a lOmi glass tube. The culture was grown with 
vigorous shaking at 37°C for 5.5-6 hours, and then transferred to an Eppendorf tube 
and clarified by centrifugation at 11,6009n for 5 minutes. The supernatant was 
transferred to a clean tube and 150111 of PEG/NaCI solution was added. After 20 
minutes at room temperature the phage were pelleted by centrifugation at 11,6009m for 
10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded, the tube respun briefly and any residual 
PEG solution removed with a Pasteur pipette connected to a vacuum pump. The pellet 
was dissolved in 100111 of TE and extracted with 50111 of TE-equilibrated phenol. The 
aqueous layer was transferred to a clean tube and the DNA was precipitated with 
ethanol, dissolved in 30j.il of TE buffer pH 8.0, and stored at -20°C. 
PEG/NaCl: 20% PEG 6000, 2.5M NaCl. 
2.9.3 Dideoxy Chain Termination Sequencing Reactions 
The DNA templates were annealed to M13 sequencing primer in a mixture 
containing 8l of template DNA, 1111  (0.2pmol) 17-mer primer, and 1l TM buffer. After 
incubation at 60°C for 1 hour the mixture was allowed to cool before 2111  were 
dispensed into each of 4 wells of a microtitre plate. The appropriate termination mix 
(2j.il) was added to each well, and finally 2111  Klenow polymerase mix was added (see 
Table 2.4) 
TABLE 2.4 Composition of Dideoxynucleotide Sequencing Reactions 
COMPONENTS T a c G A 
Template/primer 2 2 2 2 
Tmix 2 - - - 
Cmix - 2 - - 
Gmix - - 2 - 
Amix - - - 2 
Klenow mix 2 2 2 2 
a. Quantities of components are given in ul. 
A Hamilton repetitive dispenser was used to dispense all the reagents used in 
the sequencing reaction, and the 2p1 aliquots were placed on the sides of the wells 
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near the bottom. This allowed all the reactions to be started simultaneously by 
tapping the microtitre plate on the bench. After 30 minutes at room temperature 2Ml 
of sequencing chase mix was added to each well and the chasing reaction begun. 
Incubation was at room temperature for 30 minutes. The reactions were stored at 
-20°C until required. Before loading on to a separating gel, 2l of formamide dyes 
was added to each sample and the microtitre plate was floated for 15 minutes on the 
surface of H20 heated to 80°C in a waterbath, to allow denaturation of 
double-stranded DNA. Approximately 2U1  of the sample was loaded. 
Although deoxy-7-deazaguanosine triphosphate (dc 7GTP; Mizusawa et al., 
1986) was routinely used in the sequencing reactions to reduce the formation of 
secondary structures (particularly in GC-rich regions) some regions still proved difficult 
to read. In these cases inosine triphosphate was substituted for dc7GTP in all the 
dideoxy mixes (Mills and Kramer, 1979) to further reduce secondary structures and, 
therefore, band compression. 
TM Buffer: 100mM Tris, 50mM MgCl2; adjusted to pH 8.5 with HCI. 
50mM Stock dNTP Solutions: 312mg 10mL1  dTTP. 296mg 10m11  dCTP. 316mg 
10m11  dc7GTP. 295mg 10mL1  dATP. All made up in distilled H20. 
10mM Stock ddNTP Solutions: 61mg 10m11  ddTTP. 58mg 10m11  ddCTP. 62mg 
10mL1  ddGTP. 62mg 10mL1  ddATP. All made up in distilled H20. 
Chain Termination Mixes: See Table 2.5. 
Chase Mix: 0.25mM dTTP, 0.25mM dCTP, 0.25mM dC7GTP, 0.25mM dATP; made up in 
distilled H20 from 50mM stocks. 
Kienow Polymerase Mix (per clone): 4iCi [0x-35S]ATP, 1.5 units Kienow polymerase, 
10mM Tris-HCI pH 8.5, 10mM DTT; made up to 941 with distilled H20. The 
appropriate quantity of mix was made up immediately before dispensing into 
reactions. 
Formamide Dyes: iOOml deionized formamide, 2ml 0.5M EDTA, 0.1g xylene cyanol FF, 
Dig bromophenol blue. Formamide was deionized by stirring with 2g of 
Amberlite MB-1 resin, and filtered before storage. 
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TABLE 2.5 Composition of Dideoxynucleotide Chain Termination Reaction Mixes for 
Sequencing a 
COMPONENTS T Mix 
b C Mix G Mix A Mix 
50mM dTTP - 2.5 2.5 2.5 
50mM dCTP 2.5 - 2.5 2.5 
50mM dc7GTP C 2.5 2.5 - 2.5 
10mM ddTTP 15.0 - - - 
10mM ddCTP - 7.5 - - 
10mM ddGTP - - 15.0 - 
1mM ddATP - - - 7.5 
0.5mM dTTP 12.5 - - - 
0.5mM dCTP - 12.5 - - 
0.5mM dc7GTP C - - 12.5 - 
TE buffer 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
Distilled H20 500.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 
The chain termination mixes were stored at -20°C in lOOul aliquots. 
Quantities of components are given in ul. 
In the case of inosine reactions. 12.5u1 of 2mM dITP was substituted for dc7GTP. 
2.9.4 DNA Sequencing Gels 
Gels were poured between 20 x 40cm glass plates. The plates were carefully 
cleaned with ethanol before the notched plate was siliconized. Plates were taped 
together using Sellotape thermosetting tape, and separated by 0.35mm Plastikard 
spacers. A crude buffer gradient gel (Biggin et al., 1983) allowed at least 250 bases to 
be read from a clone. For each gel 7m1 of 2.5x TBE gel mix (to which was added 141.11 
25% AMPS and 71.11  TEMED), and 40ml of 0.5x TBE gel mix (to which was added 701.11 
25% AMPS and 35Ul TEMED) were prepared. Using a lOmI pipette, 4ml of 0.5x TBE gel 
mix and then 6ml 2.5x TBE gel mix were taken up; 2-3 air bubbles were drawn through 
to create a gradient. This was poured between the clamped plates. The remaining 
0.5x TBE gel mix was used to fill the space left as the plates were gradually lowered 
to the horizontal. Plastikard sharkstooth combs (Bethesda Research Laboratories) were 
used to form loading wells 
Samples were loaded with a drawn out plastic Gilson pipette tip. The gel was 
run at 25-30W in 0.5x TBE buffer for approximately 2.5 hours - until the bromophenol 
blue dye was within 3cm of the bottom of the gel. The notched plate was carefully 
prised off and the gel was fixed in a solution of 10% methanol, 10% acetic acid. It 
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was then drained, transferred to damp blotting paper and covered with Saranwrap 
plastic film. The gel was dried on a vacuum gel drier at 80°C before the Saranwrap 
was removed and the gel placed in direct contact with X-ray film overnight at room 
temperature. 
40% Acrylamide Stock: 38g acrylamide, 2g N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide; made up 
to lOOmI in distilled H20 and deionized by stirring with 5g Amberlite MB-1 
resin. Filtered before storage at 4°C, protected from light. 
0.5x TBE Gel Mix (per gel): 6ml 40% acrylamide, imi 20x TBE, 17g urea; made up to 
40m1 with distilled H20. 
2.5x TBE Gel Mix (per gel): 1.5ml 40% acrylamide, 1.25m1 20x TBE, 4.25g urea, 2g 
sucrose, 0.5mg bromophenol blue; made up to iOml with distilled H20. 
Gel Fix: 10% methanol, 10%  acetic acid. 
2.9.5 Computer Analysis of Sequence Data 
A VAX/VMS computer (Digital Equipment Corporation) was used for 
compilation and analysis of the DNA sequences. The program GEL.EXE 
(A. F. W. Coulson, unpublished) was used to enter new sequence data into the 
computer by reading directly from an autoradiograph using the Graf/Bar GP7 sonic 
digitizer (Science Accessories Corporation). The gel readings were checked for any 
M13 or pBR322 sequences using the program SCREENV (Staden, 1982a) which rejects 
the vector sequences. DBAUTO (Staden, 1982b) was used to compile the sequence 
database, which was edited using the general database handling program DBUTIL 
(Staden, 1982b). 
Interpretation and analysis of sequence data was effected by the use of the 
University of Wisconsin Genetics Computer Group (UWGCG) programs: MAP produced 
the amino acid sequences of all the reading frames and indicated restriction enzyme 
sites within the nucleotide sequence; protein and nucleotide sequences were matched 
using GAP, and aligned using PRETTY; sequence comparisons were presented 
graphically on a Hewlett Packard 7475A plotter using the programs COMPARE and 




2.10 ANALYSIS OF POLYPEPTIDES 
2.10.1 Radiolabelling of Polypeptides Following Phage Infection of UV-Irradiated Cells 
(Jaskunas etal., 1975) 
An overnight culture of M159 cells grown in M9-maltose medium at 37°C was 
diluted with fresh medium to an O.D.650 of 0.1, and grown at 37°C to an O.D.650 of 0.5 
(4-5 hours). The cells from 15m1 of culture were harvested by centrifugation at 
2,0009m  for 5 minutes, and resuspended in 4.5ml of ice-cold M9-maltose medium 
supplemented with 20mM MgSO4. The suspension (4m1) was transferred to an open 
Petri dish on ice, and was UV-irradiated in a darkroom for 7.5 minutes at 4,500 ergs 
mm-2  with constant gentle swirling. The irradiated cells were transferred to a 
foil-wrapped flask to exclude visible light, and left on ice for 10 minutes. 
Phage from high titre lysates (CsCI purified) were diluted to 1011  p.f.u. m11  
and 5U1  (5 x 108 p.f.u.) placed in Eppendort tubes on ice. Duplicate tubes were usually 
prepared for "early" and "late" labelling. Irradiated cells (501.11, i.e. 5 x 10
7 cells) were 
added and the phage adsorbed for 10 minutes on ice. The tube was warmed at 37°C 
for 2 minutes before the addition of 200l of prewarmed M9-maltose medium 
supplemented with 0.04g mL1  "cold" L-methionine. L-[35S]methionine (20MCi) was 
added after 3 minutes to label protein synthesized early after infection by X, or after 
25 minutes to label proteins synthesized late after infection. The tubes were incubated 
at 37°C for 10 minutes before adding 50Ul of 1mg mi1 "cold" L-methionine. After a 
further 10 minutes at 37°C the tubes were placed on ice for a few minutes before 
pelleting the cells at 11,6009n  for 6 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was removed 
and the pellet resuspended in imI ice-cold acetone, repelleted at 11,6009m for 6 
minutes at 4°C, and resuspended in lOOpl of sample loading buffer. The samples were 
boiled for 2 minutes and the amount of label incorporated was determined by counting 
a 5l sample (diluted in 2ml of Petri scintillant) in a liquid scintillation counter. 
Samples were stored at -70°C and reboiled for 2 minutes before loading on an 
SDS-polyacrylamide gel. Approximately 400,000 cpm were loaded per sample. 
2.10.2 SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis of Polypeptides 
Electrophoresis of polypeptides was carried out in SDS-polyacrytamide gels 
using the discontinuous buffer system described by Laemmli (1970). Gels were poured 
between 18 x 25cm glass plates separated by 1.5mm spacers. The gel plates were 
sealed by standing the plates, clipped firmly together, in a small trough which was 
subsequently filled with approximately lOmI of separating gel solution. When set, the 
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gel solution sealed the plates. Separating gel solution (40ml) was poured between the 
glass plates to a distance 3x the depth of the slot former from the top of the notched 
plate, and overlaid with water. After the gel had set (approximately 15 minutes) the 
water was poured off and the slot former placed between the plates. The stacking gel 
solution was poured onto the separating gel and allowed to polymerize. The slot 
former was removed, the gel plates clamped onto an electrophoresis tank, and the 
tank filled with lx Laemmli electrophoresis buffer. The wells were washed out and 
samples loaded (with a microsyringe) after boiling for 2-5 minutes. Electrophoresis 
was carried out at 15mA (constant current) overnight. 
Acrylamide Stock Solution: 30g acrylamide, 0.8g bis-acrylamide, distilled H20 to 
lOOml. Degassed, and filtered through Whatman No. 1, before storage in a 
dark bottle at 4°C. 
Resolving Gel Buffer: 3.OM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8. 
Stacking Gel Buffer: 0.5M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8. 
Resolving Gel Mixes: see Table 2.6. 
Stacking Gel Mixes (lOmi): 1.25m1 acrylamide stock, 2.5m1 stacking gel buffer, 0.1ml 
10% SDS, 0.5m1 1.5% AMPS, 5.65m1 distilled H20, 15l TEMED. 
lOx Laemmli Buffer: 0.25M Tris, 1.9M glycine, 1% SDS. 
Sample Loading Buffer: 62.5mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 5% 2-mercaptoethanol, 
10% sucrose, 0.01% bromophenol blue. 
TABLE 26 Composition of Resolving Gel Mixes for Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis 
COMPONENTS FINAL CONCENTRATION OF ACRYLAMIDE IN RESOLVING GEL (%) 
20 17.5 15 12.5 10 7.5 5 
Acrylamide stock (ml) 20.0 17.5 15.0 12.5 10.0 7.5 5.0 
Resolving Gel Buffer (ml) 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 
10% SDS (ml) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
1.5% AMPS (ml) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Distilled H20 (ml) 4.45 6.95 9.45 11.95 14.45 16.95 19.45 
TEMED (uI) 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 
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2.10.3 Staining and Autoradiography of Protein Gels 
Where mg quantities of protein were present, gels were stained with 
Coomassie blue. The gel was soaked in 10% acetic acid, 20% methanol for 30 minutes 
to fix the polypeptides and remove the SDS which can interfere with staining. The gel 
was stained with Coomassie blue (0.25% w/v in 50% methanol, 7.5% acetic acid) for 30 
minutes, and destained over 16-20 hours in 7% acetic acid, 10% methanol. 
Where radiolabelled proteins were used the gel was fixed for 2 hours in 10% 
acetic acid, 20% methanol and then dried onto blotting paper under vacuum on a 
heated gel drier. The gel was autoradiographed by exposure to Cronex X-ray film at 
room temperature for 1-4 days. 
2.10.4 Western Blotting and Detection of Antibody-Antigen Complexes by ELISA 
(Towbin et al., 1979) 
Polypeptides were separated by electrophoresis in SDS-polyacrylamide gels as 
described in Section 2.10.2. After electrophoresis the orientation of the gel was 
marked and the stacking gel removed. When setting up the transfer each layer was 
presoaked in transfer buffer, and air bubbles between the layers were removed. The 
transfer layers were placed in a hinged plastic gel holder in the following order: (i) 
Scotch-Brite pad, (ii) 3 sheets of blotting paper cut to the same size as the gel were 
put in place one at a time, (iii) gel, (iv) nitrocellulose, cut to the same size as the gel, 
and with an orientation mark, (v) 3 sheets of blotting paper, as before, (vi) Scotch-Brite 
pad. The gel holder was closed and placed in a Bio-Rad Trans-Blot tank, with the 
nitrocellulose filter towards the anode. A cooling coil was placed next to the gel 
holder and the tank filled with transfer buffer. Electrophoretic transfer was at 60V, 
0.24A for 4 hours. 
After transfer the nitrocellulose sheet was blocked (i.e. the binding capacity 
was saturated) by incubation for 30 minutes with gentle shaking in lx Tris-saline 
containing 5% w/v fat-free milk powder. The nitrocellulose was then transferred to a 
sealable plastic bag and 40m1 of lx Tris-saline containing 5% w/v milk powder and 541 
antiserum was added. The bag was sealed and the filter incubated at room 
temperature with gentle shaking for a minimum of 4 hours (usually overnight). The 
filter was washed S times for 5 minutes in lx Tris-saline and then transferred to a 
sealable plastic bag. A 1/7500 dilution of anti-rabbit IgO, alkaline phosphate conjugate 
(Promega ProtoBlot System) in lx Tris-saline (usually 15m1) was added, the bag sealed, 




times for 5 minutes in lx Tris-saline before staining. The position of antibody on the 
filter was detected by washing in lOmI alkaline phosphatase buffer containing 66jil 
NBT (nitro blue tetrazolium) substrate and 33Ml  BCIP (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-
phosphate) substrate (Promega ProtoBlot System). The colour reaction was stopped 
by immersion of the filter in lOOmI of distilled H20. 
Transfer Buffer: 25mM Tris, 192mM glycine, 20% v/v methanol. 
lOx Tris-Saline: 10mM Tris, 150mM NaCl, adjusted to pH 8.0. 
Alkaline Phosphatase Buffer: 0.1M Tris-HCI pH 9.5, 0.1M NaCl, 50mM MgCl2. 
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Type I restriction and modification systems can be physiologically 
distinguished from other restriction systems by their response to methionine 
starvation (Lark and Arber, 1970). The restriction reaction of type I enzymes requires 
ATP, Mg 2+  and, unlike other systems, AdoMet. If cells containing type U or type III 
systems are starved of methionine, AdoMet synthesis is prevented and therefore newly 
synthesized DNA cannot be modified. The restriction enzyme will degrade the 
chromosomal DNA, resulting in cell death. Under the same conditions, cells containing 
type I systems are likewise unable to modify newly synthesized DNA, but, since 
restriction requires AdoMet, these cells survive (Lark and Arber, 1970). The EcoA 
enzyme encoded by the chromosome of E. co/i 15T (Arber and Wauters-Willems, 
1970) was thought to be type I because of its response to methionine starvation and 
its map position (Arber and Wauters-Willems, 1970). The genes encoding EcoA, as 
well as those for the K-like family of enzymes, map close to serB at 98.5 minutes on 
the E. co/i chromosome (Boyer, 1964; Glover and Colson, 1969; Arber and 
Wauters-Willems, 1970; Colson and Van Pet, 1974; Bullas and Colson, 1975). However, 
the restriction and modification system of E. co/i A does not seem to be genetically 
related to the type I restriction and modification systems found in E. co/i strains K, B, 
D, or Salmonella strains SB, or SP. Complementation tests between the K and A 
systems gave no indication of relatedness (W. Arber pers. comm. to N.E. Murray), 
although interchangeability of subunits between the enzymes of the K-like family is 
well documented (see, for example, Boyer and Roulland-Dussoix, 1969; Van Pel and 
Colson, 1974). Molecular experiments which demonstrated the similarity within the 
K-like family failed to detect any structural homologies between the K and A systems: 
the chromosomal DNA of E. co/i 15T did not hybridize with hsd DNA of E. coil K-12, 
and antibodies prepared against the hsdM and hsdR-encoded subunits of EcoK failed 
to show cross-reactivity with cell extracts of E. co/i 15T (Murray et al., 1982). 
In order to determine whether the restriction and modification system of 
E. co/i A identifies a new family of type I restriction and modification systems, or a 
fourth class of restriction enzymes, the hsd A genes of E. co/i 15T were cloned in X 
(Fuller-Pace et at., 1985). The cloned genes allowed purification of EcoA in quantity 
(Suri et al., 1984b). The enzyme is composed of three subunits and recognizes an 
asymmetrical, hyphenated DNA sequence similar to the known recognition sequences 
of type I enzymes. Restriction endonuclease activity was found to require all three 





FIGURE 3.1 Subclones of the hsd A Region in pBR322 
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Taken from Fuller-Pace et a). (1985). 
The upper line shows a restriction map of the 15kb fragment cloned in the original Xhsd A phages. 
Eco, EcoRl; Hin, Hindilt; Barn, BamH!; Sal, Salt. Segments from the Hindili fragment of Xhsd A 
subcloned in pBR322 are defined by the respective continuous lines. The hsd genes within each 
plasmid are listed, but these were deduced from complementation tests described in Sections 3.2.3 
and 3.2.4. pFFP30 contained the Hindlil fragment from the deletion derivative of Xhsd A. pFFP20 
was used as a probe to screen natural isolates of E. coil for DNA sequences sharing homology with 
hsd A genes and hybridized to the hsd genes of E. colt A58. All other plasmids shown here were 
used to identify the polypeptides produced by the various fragments (Figure 3.3). 
A subclone in pBR322 of a DNA sequence entirely within the hsd A region 
(pFFP20 in Figure 3.1) was used as a probe to screen the DNA5 from natural isolates of 
E. coil for the presence of hsd sequences sharing homology with hsd A (Fuller-Pace 
et al., 1985). The probe showed homology with DNA from two isolates in addition to 
E. co/i 15T. The hsd genes of these strains, E. coil A58 and E. co/i A101 (Duguid at 
a/., 1955), were cloned in the X vector NM761. An experiment in which these phageS 
were plated on the A-restricting strain, WA2899, determined that the Xhsd phage 
derived from E. co/i A58 has a different specificity as this phage is restricted by 
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WA2899. The phage derived from E. co/i A101 was not restricted and therefore 
modifies the same sequences as are recognized by A (Fuller-Pace et al., 1985). 
This new specificity was designated E. The Xhsd E phage and its derivatives 
were used for characterization of the hsd E genes and for comparisons with those of 
hsd A, as described in this chapter. The availability of an enzyme with a new 
specificity, which is related to A, allowed the distinction of two genes required for 
methylation. 
The work described in this chapter has been published previously in 
Fuller-Pace et al., (1985) as part of a collaborative project, in which Frances 
Fuller-Pace analysed the Xhsd A phage and its derivatives and the hsd A-encoding 
plasmids. 
3.2 RESULTS 
3.2.1 Isolation and Analysis of Deletion Derivatives of Ahsd E 
Deletion derivatives of Xhsd E were isolated to enable further localization of 
the hsd E genes within the insert. Several deletion derivatives of Xhsd E were 
selected on BBL agar supplemented with 0.4mM EDTA. Later, consistent with the large 
(16kb) DNA fragment included in the Xhsd E phage, it was found that even in the 
absence of EDTA many of the phages were deletion derivatives. 
Most deletion derivatives retained the ability to modify their DNA against 
E-specific restriction. Dilysogens of these mphages were made to determine 
whether a functional /isdR gene had been retained. Restriction-proficient lysogens 
identified deletions that were designated class 1. Those that were rm were 
designated class II, and class Eli deletions were impaired for both restriction and 
modification. 
DNA was prepared from Xhsd E phages and their deletion derivatives, and the 
extent of the deletions determined by restriction analysis. Representatives of the three 
phenotypic classes of deletion derivatives are shown in Figure 3.2. The extent of the 
class I deletion 9 localizes the hsd E genes towards the right end of the insert (Figure 
3.2). Class II deletions extend further to the right, encroaching into the hsd E region 
producing an rmphenotype, indicating that the hsdR gene is to the left of the 
modifying genes. The ability of class II deletion derivatives to modify DNA indicates 
the presence of a second promoter, separate from that of hsdR, which allows 
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expression of the modifying genes. Class Ill deletions, which fail to modify their DNA, 
have lost DNA from the right of the hsd E region. 
A plasmid, pGC1 (Figure 3.2), was constructed by cloning the EcoRl - Hindlll 
fragment in pBR322 to aid localization of the hsd E genes. A non-restricting strain 
(NM522) transformed with this plasmid became restricting with E specificity. The 
entire hsd E region must therefore be within this fragment. 
FIGURE 3.2 Analysis of Xhsd E Phages 
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The upper line shows a restriction map of the 16kb fragment cloned in the original Xhsd E phages. 
Abbreviations: Eco, EcoRl; Hin, Hindu!; Barn, BamHI. Representatives of the three phenotypic classes 
of deletion derivatives are shown; gaps indicate the DNA deleted. (Deletion end points have not 
been determined accurately, but in each case are between the flanking restriction sites). The entire 
hsd E region is in the EcoR! - Hind!!! fragment (9kb) contained in pGC1. 
3.2.2 Comparison of the E-Specificity with the Specificities of the Other Type I 
Enzymes 
In order to determine whether the specificity of EcoE is novel, the following 
experiment was done. Lambda phages (X vir) which had been protected against the 
various restriction enzymes by previous growth on the respective modifying strains 
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were plated on the E-restricting strain, NM522/pGC1 (Table 3.1). With the exception of 
the phage protected with E-specificity (X v/rE), all the phages showed reduced 
efficiencies of plating, indicating that EcoE has a new specificity. 
TABLE 3.1 Efficiencies of Plating of Modified X vir Phages on the E-Restricting 
Strain a 
PHAGE  
E.O.P. ON BACTERIAL STRAIN b 
NM522/pBR322 	NM522/pGC1 
Xvir.E 1 1 
Xv/r.O 1 10 
Xvir.K 1 iO 
Xv/r.B 1 iU 
Xv/r.D 1 iO 
Xvir.SB 1 iO 
Xv/r.SP 1 10 
Xvir.SASP 1 iO 
Xv/r.R124 1 10 
Xvir.74 1 iO 
Xvir.A 1 iO 
Xvir.O was non-modified; Xvir.K was K-modified, etc. 
E.O.P.: efficiency of plating. 
3.2.3 Isolation of Two Classes of Modification-Deficient Mutants 
The modification methylases of EcoK and EcoB are composed of two 
polypeptides encoded by the genes hsdM and hsdS, where hsdS alone is responsible 
for the sequence specificity. Mutations in either hsdM or hsdS result in a 
modification-deficient phenotype. A distinction between hsdM and hsdS-  mutants 
requires complementation tests between systems conferring different specificities; in 
which case each functional hsdS gene imparts a distinctive phenotype, i.e. a system-
specific modification. It follows that if the two subunits of the EcoA methylase (Sun 
et al, 1984b) are analogous to those of EcoK, complementation tests between 
modification-deficient mutants of the A and E systems will correlate one of the 
complementation groups of each system with a specificity gene. 
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Modification-deficient deletion mutants, some of which are characterized in 
Figure 3.2, have the advantage that they are readily located on a physical map. 
However, such mutants frequently inactivate more than one gene, in some cases 
because they remove a promoter sequence common to more than one gene. Point 
mutants were therefore included in the analysis since, unless polar in nature, they 
should inactivate only one gene. Modification-defective point mutants were derived 
from hsdFi phages following growth on the mutO host RP526. These mutants, 
obtained at a frequency of 10, were detected by their low efficiency of plating on a 
pGC1-harbouring strain. Modification-deficient mutants were readily divided into two 
classes by various types of complementation test. 
In the first test, the growth of modification-deficient derivatives of Xhsd E 
phages was checked on a strain (NM522) carrying either plasmid pFFP21 (shown in 
Figure 3.1) or pBS11ARVb (Suri and Bickle, 1985). These plasmids both encode the 
restriction subunit and the smaller of the two modification subunits (Fuller-Pace et al., 
1985; Suri and Bickle, 1985). The Xhsd E phages were divided into two classes on the 
basis of their response; one class grew as well as on a control strain, the other 
showed a greatly reduced efficiency of plating (Table 3.2). 
These results can be understood if the phages showing a reduced efficiency of 
plating encode the component missing from the plasmid, thereby producing a 
functional restriction enzyme. The resulting restriction endonuclease degrades the 
host chromosome, leading to cell death without a productive infection. The low 
efficiency of plating of modification-proficient phages (e.g. Xhsd E6) indicates that 
restriction of the host DNA is occurring, rather than simply restriction of the infecting 
phage's DNA. Phages showing a low efficiency of plating will be referred to as kill. 
Point mutants and deletion derivatives of Xhsd A showed a similar killing effect. 
The dependence of the killing effect on the presence of the plasmid-encoded 
restriction subunit was shown by the absence of killing when Xhsd E derivatives were 
grown on a host strain harbouring pFFP32 (see Figure 3.1). This plasmid differs from 
pFFP21 in that it lacks the DNA from the extreme left of the hsd A region and 
therefore does not encode the restriction subunit. 
The most likely explanation of the killing effect is that kill phages retain, while 
the plasmid pFFP21 lacks, a functional specificity gene. To test this, the rmZ strain 
WA2552 was transformed by the plasmid pFFP21. In this situation, the host 
chromosome is already modified against the A restriction endonuclease. The Xhsd E 
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TABLE 3.2 Interactions Between Phage and Plasmid-Encoded fisd Gene Products 
PHAGE 	 E.O.P. ON NM522 CARRYING PLASMIDS a 
DERIVATIVE b 	 PHENOTYPE 	pFFP21 (hsdR) 
C 	pFFP32 (hsdR) 	pBR322 
or pBS11áRVb 
XhsdEL9 
M+ 10-4  1 	 1 
XhsdEA6 MiO- iO 1 	 1 
XhsdELI5 ME 1 1 	 1 
XhsdEt59 ME 1 1 	 1 
XhsdE 25,2118 ME 10-3
_ 10-4  1 	 1 
XhsdE 11,1447 M 1 1 	 1 
E.O.P.: efficiency of plating. 
Deletion mutants are given the symbol ; other numbers refer to mutants isolated after growth on 
the mutD strain RP526, which are generally expected to result from point mutations. 
pBS11.ARvb and pFFP21 have the same genetic content and behave in the same way. 
deletion and point mutations to be used were propagated on an A-modifying strain 
(WA2552) to protect their DNA against A-specific restriction. Killing of the 
WA2552/pFFP21 strain would be expected only if a gene encoding a specificity other 
than A enters the cell and is able to complement the plasmid-encoded functions. As 
expected, Xhsd E kill phages, but not Xhsd A kill phages, now cause cell death 
(Table 3.3). This can be explained if the gene missing from the plasmid is the hsdS 
gene. Infecting Xhsd A kill" phages will not cause killing, as the host chromosome is 
A-modified. However, if the Xhsd E kill' phages provided the E specificity subunit, 
complementation with the plasmid-encoded subunits will produce an E -specific 
restriction endonuclease that can degrade the host cell DNA. This result indicates that 
kill phages are hsdS+ and pFFP21 is hsdS. Since plasmid pFFP21 does not encode 
the subunit of intermediate size (Fuller-Pace et al., 1985), this polypeptide is identified 
as the A specificity subunit. 
Growth on a strain carrying pFFP21 was found to be a useful enrichment step 
in the isolation of hsdS (kill) mutants. Plaques isolated when Xhsd kill phages are 
plated on a pFFP21-carrying host were found to include kill phages, and those kill 
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TABLE 3.3 Efficiencies of Plating of Xhsd Phages on Plasmid-Carrying Strains When 
Both Phage and Host Chromosome are A-Modified a 
PHAGE 	 E.O.P. b 
DERIVATIVE C 	 PHENOTYPE 	WA2552/ 	WA2552/ 
pFFP21 	 pBR322 
XhsdA M, 0.5 1 
XhsdAA4, 	8 MZ 0.65 1 
XhSdAL\2C M, 1 1 
XhsdEt6 M10 1 
XhsdEL5 ME 1 	 1 
XhsdEL59 ME 1 	 1 
XhsdE 25,2118 ME 10 	 1 
XhsdE 11,1447 ME 1 	 1 
All phage lysates were assayed on the r strain WA2899 and were shown to be fully modified. 
E.O.P.: efficiency of plating. 
XhsdAi2 was kill; the other hsdA phages all kill. 
phages checked by intraspecific complementation tests (see Section 3.2.4) were found 
to be hsdS. Prior growth of the Xhsd phages on the mutD strain gave a 10-fold 
increase in the frequency of hsdS mutants. 
3.2.4 Complementation Tests Confirm the Identification of hsdM and hsdS 
Complementation tests were effected either by co-infection of recA cells 
(NM531 or NM546) with two modification-deficient Xhsd phages, or by propagating a 
modification-deficient Xhsd phage in Rec hosts carrying plasmids encoding one, or 
the other, of the subunits of the modification enzyme. In each case, specific 
modification was assessed by protection against the appropriate restriction system. 
For interspecific tests, protection against both the A and E restriction systems was 
assayed. 
Complementation tests by co-infection included Xhsd E phages shown to be 
kill and those shown to be kill-. The phage Xhsd EA59, which has lost the right-hand 
end of the insert, was of particular relevance in these tests. Two discrete 
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E.O.P. ON BACTERIAL STRAINS a 
CONTROL b 	NM522/pGC1 	WA2899 
Eki111  25 1 10 10 
2118 1 10 10 
E kill 11 1 10  
10 2 
1447 1 10 10 
A59 1 io io 
1 i0 
-c 
Akill 1375 1 10 10 
A kill 1042 1 10 10 
E kill t 	E kill 25 + 2118 1 10 - 
E kill. E kill 11 + A59 d 1 10-4 
 - 
5 + A59d 1 io - 
E kill. 	E kill 25 + 11 1 10 1 _10_2 
 e - 
2118 + 1447 1 10 1 
 e - 
25 + A59d 1 10 2 e - 
1 51O 2 e - 
E kill. A kill 25 + 1375 1 10 10 
E kill. A kill A59 + 1042 1 io io 
E kill +. A kill 25 + 1042 1 101 
C 10-3  
2118 + 1042 1 101 
e 10-3 
E kill. A kill 59 + 1375 1 10 
2 4 x 10- 
E.0.P.s quoted were after one cycle in the non-modifying recK strain NM531. 
The control strains (NM531 and NM522/pBR322) were both non-restricting. NM522/pBR322 was 
used because the E-restricting strain contained a pBR322 derivative. 
Phage combinations not tested are indicated by a dash (-). 
A59 could only complement kill phages, indicating that the hsdE DNA removed in the deletion (i.e. 
that remote from hsciR) must include at least part of hsdS. 
The increased E.O.P. on the appropriate restricting strain indicates complementation has occurred. 
The interspecific tests indicate that the kill' phage carries the specificity gene. 
complementation groups were identified: the so-called kill phages, including 
Xhsd E59, complemented kill phages (Table 3.4). On the assumption that the 
specificity subunit is defective in kill phages, A59 inactivates hsdS but leaves hsdM 
intact, and from the location of t59 on the restriction map (see Figure 3.2), the gene 
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order for hsd E is hsdR, hsdM, hsdS. This is the same order as the hsd genes of 
E. co/i K. 
The plasmids pFFP32 and pFFP19 (see Figure 3.1) are subclones which each 
span one of two genes encoding the methylase subunits. Plasmid pFFP32 spans the 
central hsd gene, while pFFP19 spans the gene remote from hsdR. That each 
plasmid-harbouring strain carries a functional hsd gene was shown genetically by 
intraspecific complementation tests, and confirmed by the appearance of appropriate 
polypeptides in minicells (see Figure 3.5). In the complementation tests, Xhsd A kill 
phages were complemented by pFFP19, and Xhsd A kill phages by pFFP32. 
Proof that pFFP19 encodes the hsdS polypeptide of the A system, and hence 
that pFFP32 includes the hsdM gene, relies upon the acquisition of A-specific 
modification by Xhsd E phages propagated in a host carrying pFFP19 (Table 3.5). As 
predicted, Xhsd E kill- phages (hsdMS) acquired only A-specific modification, 
whereas a modification-proficient E phage (hsdM1 S) acquired protection against both 
A and E-specific restriction (Table 3.5). The order of the hsd A genes is therefore also 
hsdR, hsdM, hsdS. 
3.2.5 Identification of Polypeptides Encoded by the hsd E Region 
A correlation of genes with the EcoE polypeptides was deduced using 
ultraviolet-irradiated cells infected with phages (Jaskunas et at, 1975), and plasmid-
harbouring minicells. The minicell strain WL542 was transformed with the rm 
plasmid pGC1, and newly synthesized polypeptides in the minicells were labelled with 
[35S]-methionine. Four polypeptides with approximate molecular weights of 92,000, 
65,000, 57,000, and 37,000, encoded by pGC1 but not by pBR322, were detected by 
autoradiography following SOS-PAGE (Figure 3.3). The three larger polypeptides are 
believed to be the EcoE polypeptides, since their mobilities indicate a similar size 
range to those of EcoA (encoded by pFFP30, see Figure 3.3), and to those of the 
functionally homologous K -like family, and this was later confirmed by immunological 
analysis (Section 3.2.6). The fourth polypeptide (Mr= 37,000)may represent another 
open reading frame within the insert of pGC1. 
In order to correlate these polypeptides with the hsd E genes, UV-irradiated 
cells (M159) were infected with Xhsd E and deletion derivatives. Newly synthesized 
proteins were labelled with [35S1-methionine and detected by autoradiograph 




TABLE 3.5 Interspecific Complementation Tests 
XhsdE PHAGE 
PHENOTYPE 	MUTANT 






kill 25 pBR322 10_2 
 10 - 
25 pFFP32 10_2 10_11 E 
25 pFFP19 10 2 - 
kill 2118 pBR322 10_2 
 lo-  - 
2118 pFFP32 10 2 10 1  E 
2118 pFFP19 10_2 io - 
kill 11 pBR322 10_2 io - 
11 pFFP32 i02 io - 
11 pFFP19 0.4 10 A 
kill 1447 pBR322 10 2 io - 
1447 pFFP32 10 10 - 
1447 pFFP19 1 10 A 
kill L59 pBR322 i0 10 - 
59 pFFP32 10 
 10 - 
A59 pFFP19 10_2 io A 
kill pBR322 10 0.4 E 
pFFP32 10 0.5 E 
pFFP19 10_
11  0.4 A + E 
kill A5 pBR322 10 
 10 - 
pFFP32 10 10 - 
pFFP19 10 10 - 
a. In each case, the plasniid carried by the nnA rn E  host is identified. 	This was the recA host NM531, 
except for the Fec 	deletion derivatives (59 and t5) where the recBC strain NM546 was used. 
methylase (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). The vector XNM761 was used as a control to allow 
identification of X encoded polypeptides, and two additional polypeptides encoded by 
the rm derivative, Xhsd E6, were detected. These two polypeptides have the same 
mobilities as two of the pGC1 encoded polypeptides (Figure 3.4). The deletion 
derivative Xhsd E59, which has lost the hsdS gene, lacks the larger of the two 
methylase polypeptides (Figures 3.4 and 3.5.). The polypeptide of Mr= 
57,000is 
therefore the M subunit, and that of M65,000 the S subunit. 
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FIGURE 3.3 Autoradiographic Analysis of Polypeptides Produced by Subclones of the 
hsd A and hsd E Regions 
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All hsd DNA fragments were cloned in p8R322 (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2) and transferred to the 
minicell strain WL542. Newly synthesized proteins were labelled for 1 hour and separated by 
electrophoresis through a SDS/100' polyacrylamide gel. The leftmost track shows standard proteins, 
which were stained with Coomassie blue and their positions were marked with radioactive ink: 
phosphorylase b. M, 94k; bovine serum albumin, M 67k; ovalbumin. M 43k; carbonic anhydrase M, 
30k. pFFP30 has the entire hsd A region, which specifies three polypeptides with mobilities 
corresponding to molecular weights of 98k, 64k, and 55k (Suri et al., 1984bl. All the hsd A 
derivatives that include the hsdR gene encode the largest polypeptide (M, 98k). pFFP21 also 
includes the next gene and encodes the smallest polypeptide )M, 55k). The plasmids pFFP1 9 and 
pFFP32, used in the interspecific complementation tests, encode the intermediate polypeptide and 
the smallest polypeptide respectively; thus correlating polypeptides with genes and establishing the 
gene order. The plasmid, pGC1, which carries the entire hsd E region, encodes four polypeptides 
with mobilities corresponding to molecular weights of 92k. 67k. 55k, and 37k. The three largest 
polypeptides are assumed to be the subunits of EcoE since they show a similar size range to those 
of other type I enzymes. The mobilities of these three polypeptides are distinguishable from those 




FIGURE 3.4 Autoradiographic Analysis of Polypeptides Specified by Xhsd E Phages 
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Polypeptides were separated by electroohoresis through a SDS;10 	polyacrylarnide gel 	The two 
outer tracks snow the polypeptides encoded by pGC1 in a mrnicell strain for comparison. XNM76. 
the vector used for cloning the hsd E genes, encoded only X polypeptides the strongest band 
corresponds to the XE polpeptide IM, 38kl. and the large polypeptide (M. 90k) to XH 	Xhsd Et9 
has the entire hsd E region but only two polypeptides can be seen. These two polypeptides, with 
mobilities corresponding to molecular veights of 65k and 57k. are also encoded by Xhsd E6 lr m'l 
and therefore must be those required for methylase activity. Xhsd E59. which lacks the hsdS gene, 
expresses only the smallest of the two methylase polypeptides (see Figure 3.5 also) which must be 
encoded by hsdM 	Xhsd E5 Ir m I expresses none of the hsd E polypeptides. The hsdM 
polypeptide encoded by the Xhsd E derivatives 9, 6 and 59 frequently comigrates with a host 
encoded polypeptide (see Figure 35), but confirmation that this is an hsd E encoded polypeotide 
comes from comparison with the pGC1 encoded polypeptides 
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FIGURE 3.5 Autoradiographic Analysis of Polypeptides Specified by XhsdE Phages 
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Polypeptides were separated by electrophoresis through a SOS/7" . polyacrylamide gel. The bands 
appear split, presumably due to an artefact related to sample preparation resulting in incomplete 
interaction of SOS with the polypeptides However, individual polypeptides with differing mobilities 
are still distinguishable. The three Xhsd E phages all have inserts in the orientation shown in 
Figure 3.6. In each case the hsd polypeptides encoded are expressed late after infection indicating 
that transcription is from P5 	and therefore hsdM and hsdS are transcribed from left to right as 
shown in Figure 3.6. 	phage (Xhsd E3) with the hsd genes in the opposite orientation showed 
early expression of hsdM and hsdS (not shown). The polypeptide which comigrates with the hsdM 
product can be seen to be host encoded. 
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A band corresponding to the hsdR encoded polypeptide was not apparent, 
despite the anticipated efficient transcription from the X promoters. (Neither the 
92,000 nor the 37,000 polypeptide of pGC1 was detected). The inserted hsd E DNA 
fragment in X may be transcribed early after infection from the leftwards X promoter 
and 	late from the rightwards promoter P R'• The transcript from P R' 
 requires 
activation by pG (a product of early rightwards transcription from P R  and must 
traverse more than 20kb of the intervening X genome (Figure 3.6). 
FIGURE 3.6 The Orientation of the Insert in Xhsd E 
R M S IF 	L PR Pp. 
AhsdA 
( 	 W-0-11111. 
- 
A map of the linear genome of Xhsd E indicating the position of the insert relative to the A 
promoters PL . 	, and 5'. The orientation of the insert is as shown in Figure 3.2. Transcription 
occurs from circular molecules; open arrows indicate leftward transcription, closed arrows represent 
rightward transcription. R M S relate to hsd E genes in the EcoRl (Eco) - Hindlil (Hin) insert. 
By labelling polypeptides encoded by the hsd E region either early (3-13 
minutes) or late (25-35 minutes) after infection, the direction of transcription can be 
deduced. Early and late labelling of the polypeptides encoded by inserts of hsd E DNA 
in either orientation failed to detect an hsdR-encoded polypeptide. This may reflect 
instability of the hsdR polypeptide in UV-irradiated cells, or in the presence of some 
unidentified protein encoded by phage A. 
For the phage with the insert shown in Figure 3.6, i.e. with hsdR as the 
leftmost gene in the insert, a lag of more than 13 minutes was required before 
expression of the hsdM and hsdS polypeptides was detected (Figure 3.5). This 
indicates that the hsdM and hsdS genes are oriented such that their transcription 
awaits activation of the late promoter, P R' 
and therefore they are transcribed in the 
direction from left to right, as shown in Figure 3.6. 
Dilysogens of rm Xhsd E deletion derivatives, such as Xhsd E6, with X 
helper phages were found to be modification-proficient. This expression could be due 
to a promoter situated between the hsdR and hsdM genes (an organization which 
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parallels that in hsd K; Sain and Murray, 1980), but the possibility that this expression 
may be due to a weak, constitutive X promoter (possibly in the b2 region of X) 
cannot be ruled out. The absence of evidence concerning the direction of 
transcription of the hsdR gene means that divergent transcription of hsdR and hsdM 
from promoter sequences between the two genes remains a possibility. 
32.6 Immunological Cross-Reactions Between Anti-hsd A Antisera and the A-Like 
Type I Enzymes 
Polypeptides of members of the K-like family of type I systems cross-react 
with antisera directed against two of the subunits of EcoK (Murray et at, 1982). 
Antisera raised against EcoA ( a generous gift of T. A. Bickle) was used to screen for 
structural homologies in strains encoding other type I systems. Total cell protein was 
fractionated by SDS-PAGE and "blotted" onto nitrocellulose by transverse 
electrophoresis. After incubation with anti-hsd A antisera, the antibody-antigen 
complexes were detected by ELISA. The anti-hsd A antisera cross-reacted in a 
specific manner with material from the E. co/i A and E, and Citrobacter freundil 
strains only (Figure 3.7). No material present in any K-like strains tested, or in 
E. co/i C, showed specific cross-reaction although non-specific interactions were 
detected in all strains. The hsdR and hsdM gene products of A showed a strong 
reaction with the antisera. A third polypeptide (or polypeptides) of the same mobility 
as the hsdS product reacted less strongly and was detected as two diffuse bands 
(Figure 3.7). Attempts to raise antibodies against the S polypeptide of EcoK had been 
unsuccessful (Murray et at, 1982); therefore, to ensure that the third specific 
interaction detected was due to the hsdS product rather than, for example, to a 
breakdown product of the R subunit, strains harbouring plasmid derivatives carrying all 
or part of the hsd A region were screened for reaction with anti-hsd A antisera 
(Figure 3.8). Only the strains encoding hsdS had material of the same mobility as the 
S polypeptide which reacted in a specific manner with the antisera, and this is 
therefore assumed to be the S subunit. (The strain harbouring pFFP19, hsdRMSt did 
not show a specific reaction with the anti-hsd A antibodies. However, the hsdS 
product is expressed at a low level by this plasmid (F. V. Fuller-Pace pers. comm.) and 
therefore its failure to react with the antisera is thought to be due to a quantitative 
effect). The appearance of the stained band representing the antibody/S polypeptide 
complex is puzzling. Radiolabelled S polypeptides were detected as a discrete band 
following SDS-PAGE. However, the difference may be due to the procedures 
employed in the two experiments: the radiolabelled polypeptides were newly 
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FIGURE 3.7 Analysis of Material Cross-Reacting with Anti-hsd A Antisera 
SA 
C K EP Ec A Cf SJ SP SP 
4- 
J,_i • 	 - - 	 4- 
4,- S 
The strains used are indicated at the head of each track: C. E coil C; K, E. colt K12; Ep, 
NM522/pGC1; Ec, E. coil A58; A. WA2899; Cf. Citrobacter freundli; SJ, 4G1; SP, L4002; SASP, L4003. 
The positions of the subunits identified are indicated by arrows. 
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FIGURE 3.8 Cross-Reaction Between Plasmid-Encoded hsd A Products and the 
Anti-hsd A Antisera 
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 plasmids used, and the genes which they encode, are indicated at the head of each track. The 
positions of the subunits are indicated by arrows. The strain harbouring the hsd A plasmids (pFFP) 
was HB101; pBR322 and pGC1 were in the host NM522. 
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synthesized whereas the protein detected as an antibody-antigen complex by ELISA 
was from log phase cells; furthermore, proteins in UV-irradiated cells would be under 
very unusual physiological conditions. It is possible that the S polypeptide is degraded 
relatively rapidly but that this is not detectable within the time-scale of the 
radiolabelling experiment. 
The strain harbouring pGC1 showed the strongest cross-reaction with the 
anti-hsd A antisera (Figure 3.7) indicating that EcoE is over-expressed by this plasmid. 
All three hsd E products were detected; the band corresponding to the S polypeptide 
had the same appearance as that corresponding to the /isd A specificity subunit. The 
pGC1-encoded polypeptide of Mr92000 is confirmed as the hsdR product due to its 
strong cross-reaction with the antisera. The hsdME product was the only EcoE 
subunit detected in the natural isolate, E. co/i A58. Failure to detect the hsdR and 
hsdS products reflects the difference in the levels of expression of EcoE in the 
natural isolate and in the over-expressing strain, and the disparity in the antigenicity 
of the different subunits. Two polypeptides encoded by C. freundli cross-reacted with 
the anti-hsd A antibodies, providing further evidence for structural homology between 
the two systems. The polypeptides detected showed mobilities similar to the M and S 
polypeptides of A and E. 
3.3 DISCUSSION 
The organization of the genes encoding the A-like restriction and modification 
systems closely parallels that of E. co/i K. In each case, only one of the three genes, 
/7sdS, imparts the specificity of the enzyme. The products of only two of the three 
genes are required for methylation of the recognition sequence, whilst all three genes 
are required for restriction. The order of the genes in both hsd A and hsd E is hsdR, 
hsdM, hsdS. The modification genes of EcoE are transcribed in the same direction, 
but no evidence was obtained for the direction of transcription of hsdR. The three 
hsd A genes, like those of EcoK, are all transcribed in the same direction (Fuller-Pace 
at al., 1985; Suri and Bickle, 1985). Analysis of the deletion derivatives of Xhsd E 
implied that, as for K (Sain and Murray, 1980) there are two promoters in hsd E: one 
allowing transcription of hsdR (and, possibly, the modification genes), and a separate 
promoter situated upstream of hsdM from which the methylase genes are transcribed. 
The locations of the promoters in hsd A are the same (Fuller-Pace et al., 1985; Sun 
and Bickle, 1985). Such an organization provides the means for expression of the 
methylase without the restriction endonuclease. However, there is no evidence to 
support a sequential expression of the methylase followed by the complete complex 
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with endonucleolytic activity for either the K-like, or A-like systems. 
Despite these similarities, no evidence of relatedness between the K and A 
genes has been detected (Murray et at., 1982) even though the hsd A genes are 
located in the same region of the E. co/i chromosome (Arber and Wauters-Willems, 
1970), apparently as alleles (Daniel et at, 1988). However, on the basis of DNA 
homology and interchangeability of subunits between EcoA and EcoE, the A-like 
enzymes represent an alternative family of type I restriction and modification systems. 
The interchangeability of subunits between EcoA and EcoE indicated that the 
polypeptides show some conservation of structure. Further evidence for structural 
homology was provided by the cross-reactivity of the EcoE polypeptides with antisera 
raised against EcoA. The close relationship of the C. freundli type I system to EcoA 
(Daniel et at., 1988) was further demonstrated by the cross-reactivity of two 
C. freundil polypeptides with the antisera. The mobilities of these polypeptides were 
very similar to those of the M and S subunits of A and E. The correlation of hsd 
genes with subunits in EcoE and EcoA differs from that of the K-like enzymes. The 
relative sizes of the two methylase subunits are reversed; the smallest polypeptide of 
EcoK being the product of hsdS (Sain and Murray, 1980), whereas the smallest in the 
A-like family is the product of hsdM. In both the K-like and A-like enzymes the hsdR 
polypeptide is the largest. The mobilities of the relative subunits of EcoA and EcoE 
are readily distinguishable (Figure 3.3). However, there is considerably more variation 
in polypeptide sizes between the two families of type I enzymes. The R subunit of 
EcoK (M135,000) is considerably larger than that of EcoE (assuming Mr92000) The 
difference in size between the hsdS polypeptides (50,000 for EcoK compared with 
65,000 for EcoE) is greater than that between the hsdM subunits (62,000 for EcoK 
compared with 57,000 for EcoE). Such differences between two families of enzymes 
which are fundamentally similar but appear to be unrelated provoke speculation over 
the detailed structures of the genes and subunits of the A-like systems, the 
mechanisms of DNA recognition and restriction, and the evolutionary origins of these 
two families of type I restriction and modification systems. Determination of the 
nucleotide sequence was initiated in order to further analyse the A-like systems. 
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Comparisons of the nucleotide sequences of the specificity genes of the K-like 
family demonstrated limited homology (Gough and Murray, 1983). The unusual 
organization of these genes prompted questions concerning their evolutionary origin 
and the function of the various regions. The specificity subunits have at least two 
functions: interaction with a specific DNA sequence, and binding of the M subunits. 
Primary sequence comparisons of the K-like specificity polypeptides indicated that 
they are composed of domains; the correlation of these domains with the 
polypeptide's functions is fundamental to an understanding of the specificity 
polypeptide and its role in the enzyme complex. 
The nucleotide sequences of the hsdS genes of both EcoA and EcoE were 
determined for comparisons within and between the families. A critical evaluation of 
such comparisons requires knowledge of the recognition sequences of the specificity 
polypeptides. Those of the K-like systems, and that of EcoA are known; the 
recognition sequence of EcoE has been determined. 
4.2 RESULTS 
4.2.1 The Nucleotide Sequence of the hsdS Gene of EcoE 
The nucleotide sequence of hsdSE  was determined by dideoxy chain 
termination sequencing (Sanger et al., 1977, 1980) of sonicated fragments of hsd E 
DNA cloned in M13. The 9.1kb EcoRl - Hindlll fragment (Figure 4.1) containing the 
entire hsd E region was purified following digestion of the plasmid pGC1. The 
fragment was ligated to generate circular dimers in order to favour recovery of a more 
random distribution of fragments (300-600bp) after sonication. After repair of the ends 
of the sonicated fragments with DNA polymerase, these fragments were ligated to 
Smal digested M13mp19. Recombinants (identified as white plaques) were screened 
by plaque hybridization using both pBR322 and pGC1 as probes in order to eliminate 
any clones of pBR322 sequence. Some pBR322 DNA had comigrated with the 9.1kb 
hsd E fragment, and this was thought to be due to EcoRl* activity. Initially some 250 
recombinants were sequenced, and these sequences were compiled and ordered on a 
VAX-VMS computer using the programs of Staden (1982b). Three contiguous 
sequences of approximately 5kb, 3kb, and 0.8kb were obtained. In order to correlate 
these contiguous sequences with the restriction map of pGC1, several sequenced 




FIGURE 4.1 The hsd E Region of E. co/i A58 
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The restriction targets in the 9.1kb EcoRl—Hindlil fragment encoding hsd E. E, EcoRl; C, Clal; B, 
BamHl; P. Pstl; H, Hindill. Shaded areas identify hsd DNA. The region within the 5kb contiguous 
sequence is indicated. 
A map indicating the position of the 1785bp o.r.f. within the 3.1kb BamHi fragment, and the o.r.f.'s in 
the other five reading frames. 
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restriction fragments. The 5kb contiguous sequence was found to contain the 3.1kb 
BamHl fragment and the majority of the 1.6kb BamHl - H/ndlll fragment (Figure 4.1). 
Most of the coding sequence for the hsdM and hsdS genes was predicted (from 
genetic analysis, Chapter 3) to lie within the 3.1kb BamHl fragment, and so further 
sequence determination was concentrated on this region. Generation of DNA 
fragments by sonication is not absolutely random, which leads to some regions being 
sequenced more often than others, and both double- and single-stranded gaps in the 
sequence. To complete single-strand gaps in the 5kb contiguous sequence, 
oligonucleotides complementary to the sequence upstream of the gap were used in 
place of universal primer, with clones of specific restriction fragments in M13 as 
templates. 
An open reading frame of 1785bp was identified within the 3.1kb BamHl 
fragment, beginning 30bp upstream of the C/al target and ending 488bp downstream 
of the Pstl target (Figure 4.1). The molecular weight of the 594 amino acid 
polypeptide was calculated to be 65,340; in agreement with the value of 65,000 
predicted from the electrophoretic mobility of the hsdSE  product (Section 3.2.5). The 
direction of transcription of the open reading frame agrees with that determined for 
expression of the hsdS gene in Xhsd E (Section 3.2.5). The initiation codon of the 
open reading frame (Figure 4.2) overlaps with the proposed termination codon of the 
hsdM gene (deduced from sequence comparisons of nucleotide sequence upstream of 
hsdSE and hsdS A,  predicted to be hsdM (see Section 4.2.3). Overlap of initiation and 
termination codons has been found in members of the K-like family (Gough and 
Murray, 1983; Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986; Gann et at., 1987), and was first described 
for the B and A genes of the trp operon of E. co/i (Platt and Yanofsky, 1975) where 
it had been shown to allow translational coupling of gene expression (Oppenheim and 
Yanofsky, 1980). A purine-rich region, AGGGGG, 7bp upstream of the initiation codon 
could serve as a ribosome binding site (Shine and Dalgarno, 1974). 
4.2.2 The Nucleotide Sequence of the hsdS Gene of EcoA 
The nucleotide sequence of hsdSA  was determined by dideoxy chain 
termination sequencing (Sanger et a/., 1977, 1980) of specific hsd A DNA fragments, 
primed by synthetic oligonucleotides which allowed generation of overlapping sections 
of sequence. Genetic analyses had shown that the entire hsdSA  gene is within the 
4.3kb EcoRl fragment of hsd A DNA (figure 4.3) in the plasmid pFFP19 (Section 3.2.4, 
this thesis). Deletion of an 800bp BamHl fragment from within the region resulted in 
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FIGURE 4.2 Nucleotide Sequence of the hsdSE  Region 
	
1 	GGC GGA AAT CGG CGA GCT GCG TAA CCA GCT GCG CGA TAT CCT CGG AGC CGC GCT GGC GGG 
C/al 
61 	CAA CAA GGG GGC GAA CTG ATG GCC GTT GAG AAA CTG ATC ACC GAC CAC ATC GAT ATC TGG 
Met Ala Val Glu Ls Leu lie Thr Asp His lie Asp lie Trp 
121 	TCC TCT GCA CTG CAA ACC CGC TCC ATG GCC GGG CGC GGC AGT AAC GGT AAA ATC GAC CTC 
Ser Ser Ala Leu Gin Thr Arg Set Met Ala Giv Arg Glv Ser Asn GIv LS lie Asp Leu 
181 	TAT GGT ATT AAG AAA CTG CGC GAG CTG ATT CTG GAA CTA GCG GTG CGC GGC AAA CTG GTA 
TVr Glv lie LYS LVS  Leu Arg Glu Leu lie Leu Glu Leu Ala Val Arg Giy LS Leu Val 
241 	CCG CAG GAC CCG AAT GAT GAG CCA GCG TCA GAG CTG TTA AAG CGT ATT GCC GCA GAG AAA 
Pro Gin Asp Pro Asn Asp Glu Pro Ala Ser Glu Leu Leu Lvs  Arg lie Ala Ala Glu Lys 
301 	ACG GAG CTG GTA AAG CAG GGT AAA ATT AAA AAG CAG AAG CCG TTG CTT AGG ATT AGC GAG 
Thr Glu Leu Val LyS Gin Gly LVS lie Lys LVS Gin LyS Pro Leu Leu Arg lie Ser Glu 
361 	GAT GAA AAG CCG TTT GAG CTG CCG GAG GGG TGG GAG TGG ATC ACT TTA AGT GAG ATT GCC 
Asp Glu LVS Pro Phe Glu Leu Pro Glu Giy Trp Glu Trp lie Thr Leu Set Glu lie Ala 
421 	ACG ATT AAT CCA AAG ATA GAA GTA ACA GAT GAT GAG CAA GAA ATT TCT TTT GTC CCA ATG 
Thr lie Asn Pro Lys tie Glu Val Thr Asp Asp Glu Gin Glu lie Ser Phe Val Pro Met 
481 	CCA TGT ATT TCT ACC CGA TTT GAT GGT GCT CAT GAC CAA GAA ATA AAA AAA TGG GGT GAG 
Pro CVs lie Ser Thr Arg Phe Asp Gly Ala His Asp Gin Glu lie Lys LyS Trp Giy Glu 
541 	GTG AAG AAA GGC TAT ACG CAT TTC GCG GAC GGG GAT ATT GCG TTA GCA AAA ATA ACA CCT 
Val Lys Lys Giv Tyr Thr His Phe Ala Asp Gly Asp lie Ala Leu Ala Lys lie Thr Pro 
601 	TGC TTT GAA AAT AGT AAG GCG GTG ATT TTT AAG GGG TTA AAA GGT GGT GTT GGA GTA GGT 
CVs Phe Glu Asn Ser Lys Ala Val lie Phe Lys Civ Leu Lys Giy Giy Val Giv Val Giy 
661 	ACA ACA GAA TTA CAT GTT GCT CGT CCG ATA AGT TCA GAG CTA AAC CTT CAA TAT ATT CTT 
Thr Thr Glu Leu His Val Ala Arg Pro lie Ser Ser Glu Leu Asn Leu Gin Tyr lie Leu 
721 	CTT AAT ATA AAA TCA CCT CAT TAT TTA AGT ATG GGG GAA TCA ATG ATG ACT GGT TCT GCC 
Leu Asn lie LYS Ser Pro His Tyr Leu Ser Met Civ Glu Ser Met Met Thr Giy Set Ala 
781 	GGT CAA AAA CGA GTC CCA AGA AGT TTC TTT GAA AAC TAT CCA ATA CCG TTT CCA CCA AAT 
Gly Gin LVS Arg Val Pro Arg Ser Phe Phe Glu Asn Tyr Pro lie Pro Phe Pro Pro Asn 
841 	ACA GAG CAG GCC AGA ATA GTA GGG ACT TTT TCG AAA CTA ATG TIC CTC TGC GAC CAA CTG 
Thr Glu Gin Ala Arg lie Vat Gly Thr Phe Ser Lvs  Leu Met Phe Leu CVs Asp Gin Leu 
901 	GAA CAG CAA TCT CTA ACC AGT CTG GAC GCA CAT CAG CAA CTG GIG GAA ACC CTG CTG GCG 
Glu Gin Gin Set Leu Thr Set Leu Asp Ala His Gin Gin Leu Val Glu Thr Leu Leu Ala 
961 	ACG CTG ACC GAC AGC CAA AAT GCC GAA GAA CTC GCC GAA AAC TGG GCG CGA ATC AGO CAG 
Thr Leu Thr Asp Set Gin Asn Ala Glu Glu Leu Ala Glu Asn Trp Ala Arg lie Set Gin 
1021 TAT TTC GAO ACA CTG ITT ACC ACC GAA GCG AGT ATT GAT GCG CTT AAG CAA ACT ATT CTA 




FIGURE 4.2 (continued) 
1081 CAA CTG GCG GTG ATG GGT AAA CTT GTG TCG CAA GAT CCT AAC GAC GAA CCT GCA TCT GAA 
Gin Leu Ala Val Met Glv Lys Leu Val Ser Gin Asp Pro Asn Asp Glu Pro Ala Ser Glu 
1141 CTG CTT AAA CGT GTT GAG CAG GAA AAA GTG CAA CTG GTG AAA GAA GGC AAA ATT AAA AAG 
Leu Leu Lys Arg Val Glu Gin Glu Lys Val Gin Leu Val Lys Glu Gly Lys lie Lys Lys 
1201 CAA AAA CCT TTG CCG CCA GIG AGT GAT GAT GAG AAA CCA ITT GAG TTA CCA ATA GGA TGG 
Gin Lys Pro Leu Pro Pro Val Ser Asp Asp Glu Lys Pro Phe Glu Leu Pro lie Gly Trp 
1261 GAG TGG TGT CGC ATT GGA GAA ATT ATT GCA AAC ATG GAT GCT GGT TGG AGT CCC GCC TGT 
Glu Trp CVs Arg lie Gly Glu lie lie Ala Asn Met Asp Ala Gly Trp Ser Pro Ala CVs 
Pst I 
1321 TCT CCT GAG CCA TCA CCC AAT GAA GAT ATT TGG GGA GTG TTG AAA ACT ACT GCA GTA CAA 
Ser Pro Glu Pro Ser Pro Asn Glu Asp lie Trp Gly Val Leu Lys Thr Thr Ala Val Gin 
1381 AGT TTG GAG TAT AGA GAA CAG GAA AAT AAA ACT TTA CCT AAT AGT AAA CTG CCC CGA CCT 
Ser Leu Glu Tyr Arg Glu Gin Glu Asn Lys Thr Leu Pro Asn Ser Lys Leu Pro Arg Pro 
1441 CAA TAT GAG GTT CAT GAT GGT GAT ATC TTA GTA ACA AGA GCG GGA CCA AAG AAC AGA GTT 
Gin Tyr Glu Val His Asp Giy Asp lie Leu Val Thr Arg Ala Gly Pro Lys Asn Arg Val 
1501 GGT GTT TCG TGT TTA GTT GAA AAG ACA CGT TCC AAG TTA ATG ATA TCG GAC AAA ATC ATC 
Gly Val Ser CVs Leu Val Glu Lys Thr Arg Ser Lys Leu Met lie Ser Asp Lys lie lie 
1561 AGG TTT CAT TTA ATT TCA GAT GAT ATA TCA GCA AAA TAT ATT TCA TTA TGC CTT AAC CGT 
Arg Phe His Leu lie Ser Asp Asp lie Ser Ala Lys Tyr lie Ser Leu CVs Leu Asn Arg 
1621 GGG GTG ACA GCT GAT TAT TTG GAA GCA TCG AAG TCT GGG ATG GCT GAA AGC CAA ATG AAT 
Gly Val Thr Ala Asp Tyr Leu Glu Ala Ser Lys Ser GIV Met Ala Glu Ser Gin Met Asn 
1681 ATA TCT CAA GAA AAT TTG AGG TCA GCT CCC ATA GCT CTT CCT CCT ACA GCA ATT CAA TTG 
lie Ser Gin Glu Asn Leu Arg Ser Ala Pro lie Ala Leu Pro Pro Thr Ala lie Gin Leu 
1741 AAG GTG ATA TCC ACT ATT GAA GAT ITT TTC AAA GTA TGT GAC CAA CTC AAA TCC CGT CTG 
Lys Val lie Ser Thr lie Glu Asp Phe Phe Lys Val CVs Asp Gin Leu Lys Ser Arg Leu 
1801 CAA TCC CCC CAG CAA ACC CAG CTC CAC CTG CCC GAT CCC CTC ACC CAT GCA GCA TTA AAC 
Gin Ser Ala Gin Gin Thr Gin Leu His Leu Ala Asp Ala Leu Thr Asp Ala Ala Leu Asn 
1861 TAA GGA ACA GAA GAT CCC GGT TCA TCA TGC TAT CTG CCC GAT AGG GGA GCA TCC CCA GCC 
End 
1921 GCT CAC CAT CAG CAA ACT AGC CAG CGA GCA ACT GCT GGA GAA CAT CAT TTT AAA CGA TCC 
1981 GAC GAT TCT CTC CGA TCA GTG CAT GAT CAT CCC CCC ATC AGG AAA ATA CGC TCG ATA AAG 
2041 GGC CIA TCG ACC TGC TGG CGA TTG CGC CCC ATG CCT CCC TGA TCC TGA TTG AGC TCA AGC 
The sequence is numbered consecutively from the 5' tQ'the 3' end. The predicted amino acid 
sequence for the hsdS gene is shown, and the positions of key restriction enzyme sites are 
indicated. 
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a rm phenotype (Fuller-Pace et 8/., 1985), indicating that this small fragment encodes 
part of the /lsdSA  gene. The two BamHI targets (Figure 4.3) were therefore used as 
starting points for sequence determination: the three hsd A DNA fragments resulting 
from digestion of pFFP19 with EcoRl and BamHl were subcloned in M13mp18 (Figure 
4.3). Nucleotide sequence flanking the BamHl sites was determined from these 
templates with universal primer. Synthetic oligonucleotides (15mers) corresponding to 
the DNA sequence approximately 40bp from the end of the sequences determined 
were used to extend the sequence. The second DNA strand was sequenced by 
priming reactions with synthetic oligonucleotides complementary to previously 
sequenced regions. The 800bp BamHl and the 4.3kb EcoRl fragments, cloned in both 
orientations in M13mp18, were used as templates. Contiguity of sequence across the 
BamHl targets was confirmed by sequence data from the 4.3kb EcoRl fragment. The 
overlapping sections of sequence were compiled into a contiguous sequence using a 
VAX-VMS computer. 
A single long open reading frame of 1770bp, traversing the two BamHl 
targets, identifies the hsdSA  gene (Figure 4.3). The direction of transcription of the 
o.r.f. agrees with that determined for expression of the /isdS4 gene in Xhsd A 
(Fuller-Pace et a/., 1985); and the molecular weight of the product of the gene was 
calculated to be 64,900; in agreement with the value of 64,000 predicted from the 
electrophoretic mobility of the hsdSA  product (Fuller-Pace et 8/., 1985). As observed 
for E, the initiation codon of hsdSA  (Figure 4.4) overlaps the proposed termination 
codon of hsdM. A putative ribosome binding site, AGGAGG (Shine and Dalgarno, 
1974), is situated 7bp upstream of the o.r.f. Twenty-seven base pairs downstream of 
hsdSA is a potential stem-loop structure: a GC-rich region including an inverted 
repeat sequence of 5bp is followed by an AT-rich region. This structure may act as a 
signal for the termination of transcription. 
4.2.3 Comparisons of the hsdS Genes of EcoA, EcoE, and CfrA 
The nucleotide sequences of the hsdS genes of A and E are homologous 
throughout 70% of their length (Figure 4.5). Approximately 500bp of sequence near 
the distal end of the gene is non-conserved; this is followed by a short homologous 
region at the distal end. The conservation of sequence is particularly strong in the 
proximal 300bp, a central region of about 400bp and the 50bp at the 3' end. A 
comparison of the predicted amino acid sequences of the polypeptides shows the 
same pattern of conserved and non-conserved regions (Figure 4.6) but the amino acid 
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The restriction targets in the hsd A region. H, Hindill; S. Sail; E, EcoRl; B, BamHI. Shaded areas 
identify hsd DNA. The region within pFFP19, and the region used as templates are indicated. 
A map indicating the position of the 1770bp o.r.f. extending across the BamHI targets, and the o.r.f.s 
in the other five reading frames. 
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FIGURE 4.4 Nucleotide Sequence of the hsdSA Region 
	
1 	GGC GGA GAT CCA GAC GCT GCG TAA TCA ACT GCG CGA TAT TCT CGG CGC TGC GCT GTC TGT 
61 	CAA GGA GGT TAA CTG ATG AGT GTG GAA AAG CTG ATC GTT GAT CAT ATG GAA ACC TGG ACC 
Met Ser Val Glu Lvs  Lau lie Val Asp His Met Glu Thr Trp Thr 
121 	TCG GCG TTG CAA ACC CGT TCC ACC GCC GGG CGC GGC AGT TCC GGT AAA ATT GAT TTG TAT 
Ser Ala Lau Gin Thr Arg Ser Thr Ala Giv Arg Giv Ser Ser Glv LV5  lie Asp Lau Tvr 
181 	GGC ATT AAG AAA TTA CGT GAG CTG ATT CTG GAA CTG GCA GTG CGC GGT AAA CTG GTG CCG 
Glv lie Lys LyS Lau Arg Glu Lau lie Lau Glu Lau Ala Val Arg Giv LVS Lau Val Pro 
BamHl 
241 	CAG GAT CCG AAC GAT GAA CCG GCG TCG GAG CTG CTG AAG CGT ATT GCG GCG GAA AAA GCA 
Gin Asp Pro Asn Asp Glu Pro Ala Ser Glu Lau Lau LVS Arg lie Ala Ala Glu Lys Ala 
301 	GAG CTG GTG AAA CAG GGG AAA ATT AAA AAG CAA AAA CCA CTG CCG GAA ATT AGC GAG GAA 
Glu Lau Val Lys Gin Gly LVS  lie LVS Lys Gin Lys Pro Lau Pro Glu lie Ser Glu Glu 
361 	GAG AAG CCG TTT GAA TTG CCG GAT GGA TGG GAG TGG ACA ACG CTA ACT AGA ATT GCG GAA 
Glu Lys Pro Phe Glu Lau Pro Asp Gly Trp Glu Trp Thr Thr Lau Thr Arg lie Ala Glu 
421 	ATA AAT CCT AAA ATT GAT GTC AGT GAT GAT GAG CAA GAA ATA TCA ITT ATT CCA ATG CCA 
lie Asn Pro Lys lie Asp Val Ser Asp Asp Glu Gin Glu lie Ser Phe lie Pro Met Pro 
481 	CTC ATA TCA ACT AAA TTT GAT GGC TCG CAT GM TTT GAA ATA AAA AAA TGG AAA GAT GTT 
Lau lie Ser Thr Lys Phe Asp Gly Ser His Glu Phe Glu lie Lys Lys Trp LVS  Asp Val 
541 	AAA AAA GGT TAT ACA CAC ITT GCT AAT GGT GAT ATC GCT ATT GCA AAA ATA ACA CCT TGC 
Lys Lys Gly Tyr Thr His Phe Ala Asn Clv Asp lie Ala lie Ala LyS lie Thr Pro CVs 
601 	TTT GAA MT AGT AAA GCA GCT ATT TTT TCT GGC TTA AAA AAC GGC ATT GGT GTT GGA ACA 
Phe Glu Asn Ser Lys Ala Ala lie Phe Ser Gly Lau Lys Asn Gly lie Gly Val Clv Thr 
661 	ACA GAA TTA CAT GTT GCA CGC CCT TTT AGC GAT ATA ATT AAT CGA AAA TAT CTT CTT TTA 
Thr Glu Lau His Val Ala Arg Pro Phe Ser Asp lie lie Asn Arg Lys Tyr Lau Lau Lau 
721 	AAC TTT AAA TCA CCT AAT TTT CTT AAG TCT GGT GAA TCA CAA ATG ACT GGT TCT GCT GGT 
Asn Phe Lys Ser Pro Asn Phe Lau Lys Ser Gly Glu Ser Gin Met Thr Gly Ser Ala Giy 
781 	CAG AAA CGT GTT CCA AGG TTT TTT TTT GAA AAT AAT CCT ATT CCC TTC CCT CCA TTG CAA 
Gin Lys Arg Val Pro Arg Phe Phe Phe Glu Asn Asn Pro lie Pro Phe Pro Pro Lau Gin 
841 	GAA CAA GAG CGC ATT ATT ATT AGG TTT ACT CAA TTA ATG TCT CTC TGC GAC CAA CTG GAA 
Glu Gin Glu Arg lie lie lie Arg Phe Thr Gin Lau Met Ser Lau CVs Asp Gin Lau Glu 
901 	CAG CAA TCC CTA ACC AGT CTG GAC GCA CAT CAG CAA CTG GTT GAA ACC CTG TTG GGA ACA 
Gin Gin Ser Lau Thr Ser Lau Asp Ala His Gin Gin Lau Val Glu Thr Lau Lau Gly Thr 
961 	CTT ACA GAC AGC CAA AAC GTC GAG GAA CTG GCT GAA AAC TGG GCG CGT ATT AGC GAG CAT 
Lau Thr Asp Ser Gin Asn Val Glu Glu Lau Ala Glu Asn Trp Ala Arg lie Ser Glu His 
1021 TTC GAC ACA CTA TTT ACC ACT GAA GCC AGC GIG GAT GCG TTA AAA CAG ACC ATT CTG CAA 




FIGURE 4.4 (continued) 
BamH 
1081 CTG GCC GTA ATG GGT AAA CTT GTG CCG CAG GAT CCG AAT GAC GAA CCA GCC TCT GAA CTG 
Leu Ala Vat Met Giv LVS  Leu Vat Pro Gin Asp Pro Asn Asp Glu Pro Ala Ser Glu Leu 
1141 CTC AAA CGA ATT GCG CAG GAA AAA GCT CAA CTG GTG AAA GAA GGA AAA ATA AAA AAA CAA 
Leu Lys Arg lie Ala Gin Glu LVS  Ala Gin Leu Vat Lvs  Glu Glv Lys lie LVS  LVS Gin 
1201 AAA CCG TTG CCG CCA ATT AGC GAT GAG GAA AAA CCG TTT GAA CTG CCG GAA GGG TGG GAG 
LVS Pro Leu Pro Pro lie Ser Asp Glu Glu Lys Pro Phe Glu Leu Pro Glu Giv Trp Glu 
1261 TGG TGT CGA TTG GGT TCT ATT TAT AAT TTT TTA AAT GGA TAT GCC TTT AAA AGT GAG TGG 
Trp Cys Arg Leu Giv Ser lie Tyr Asn Phe Leu Asn Gly Tyr Ala Phe LVS Ser Glu Trp 
1321 TTT ACC TCT GTC GGT TTA CGT TTA TTG CGG AAT GCT AAC ATT GCT CAT GGA GTT ACC AAT 
Phe Thr Ser Vat Gly Leu Arg Leu Leu Arg Asn Ala Asn lie Ala His Gly Vat Thr Asn 
1381 TGG AAA GAT GTT GTA CAT ATA CCA AAT GAC ATG ATA TCC GAT TTT GAA AAT TAT ATT TTG 
Trp Lys Asp Vat Vat His lie Pro Asn Asp Met lie Ser Asp Phe Glu Asn Tyr lie Leu 
1441 TCA GAA AAT GAT ATT GTT ATT TCA TTA GAC AGA CCA ATT ATT AAT ACC GGG TTA AAA TAT 
Ser Glu Asn Asp lie Vat lie Ser Leu Asp Arg Pro lie lie Asn Thr Gly Leu Lys Tyr 
1501 GCT ATC ATT AGC AAA TCA GAT TTA CCC TGT TTA CIA CTC CAA CGA GTA GCA AAA TTT AAA 
Ala lie lie Ser Lys Ser Asp Leu Pro Cys Leu Leu Leu Gin Arg Val Ala LVs  Phe Lys 
1561 AAT TAT GCA AAC ACT GTG TCT AAC TCC TTC TTG ACA ATA TGG TTG CAA TCT TAT TIC TTC 
Asn Tyr Ala Asn Thr Val Ser Asn Ser Phe Leu Thr lie Trp Leu Gin Ser TVr Phe Phe 
1621 ATA AAT TCA ATT GAT CCT GGA AGA AGT AAT GGA GTT CCA CAT ATA TCT ACG AAA CAG TTA 
lie Asn Ser lie Asp Pro Gly Arg Ser Asn Giy Val Pro His lie Ser Thr LVS  Gin Leu 
1681 GAG ATG ACA CTA TTT CCT CTT CIA CCG CAA AGT GAA CAA GAT CGC ATT ATT TCA AAA ATG 
Glu Met Thr Leu Phe Pro Leu Leu Pro Gin Ser Glu Gin Asp Arg tie lie Ser Lys Met 
1741 GAT GAA TTA ATA CAA ACC TGT AAT AAA CTG AAA TAT ATT ATC AAA ACC GCC AAA CAA ACC 
Asp Glu Leu lie Gin Thr Cys Asn LVS Leu Lys Tyr lie lie Lys Thr Ala LyS Gin Thr 
1801 CAA CTG CAC CTT GCA GAC GCA CTC ACT GAC GCG GCG ATA AAC TAA TTT CTC GCC CTC ATA 
Gin Leu His Leu Ala Asp Ala Leu Thr Asp Ala Ala lie Asn End 
1861 AAA CCA ATA AAG CGG CTA AAT GGC CGC TTT ATT CAC ATC ACC AAA AAT TAT ATT TCA CGC 
1921 TAA TTT TCA TCT TAT TTT CAT TAA ITT TTA GCT GGA CTT TCC CTG TAT TTA CTG ATG ATA 
1981 TAT CCA GGT ATT TAG CGC GGT GCG GAT GTG CGC CAA CAC ACC CGC ACC GCT AAT CAC AAT 
2041 CGC TGT TAT CGG AGA ATA GCA GTT ATG ACT GAC ACG CAT TCT ATT GCA CAC CGT TCG AAG 
The sequence is numbered consecutively from the 5' to the 3' end. The predicted amino acid 
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FIGURE 4.5 Dot Matrix Comparisons of the Nucleotide Sequences of the hsd A and 
hsd E Regions 
hsd E 
Each dot represents conservation of at least 14bp within a region of Zlbp. Continuous lines indicate 
sequence similarity; repeats are identified as lines parallel to the main diagonal. The start and end 
of the coding regions are indicated. 
conservation in the homologous regions is stronger. The dot matrix comparisons also 
identify repeating domains within the hsdS genes (represented by lines parallel to the 
main diagonal) which are highly conserved between the two genes. The repeats are 
identifiable in both the nucleotide, and the predicted amino acid sequences (Figures 4.5 
A 
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FIGURE 4.6 Dot Matrix Comparisons of the Predicted Amino Acid Sequences of the 
hsd A and hsd E Regions 
E 
Each dot represents conservation of at least 14 amino acids within a region of 20. See legend to 
Figure 4.5 for further details. 
and 4.6). The first of the repeats occurs near the 5' end of the gene, and the second 
is situated at the end of the long homologous region. The repeats consist of 64 
amino acid residues (192bp), and all have a cluster of proline residues near the distal 
ends (Figure 4.7). The available nucleotide sequences for the hsdM genes of A and E 
show homology, but the sequences downstream of the hsdS genes are non-
conserved (Figure 4.5). 
The homology between the hsdS4 and hsdSE genes is more extensive than 
that between the specificity genes of the K-like enzymes. These, in general, are 
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FIGURE 4.7 The Repeated Amino Acid Sequences Within the Specificity Polypeptides 
of EcoA and EcoE 
1 	 50 
E.Rptl ILELAVRGKL VPQDPNDEPA SELLKRIAAE KTELVKQGKI KKQKPLLRIS 
E.Rpt2 ILQLAVMGKL VsQDPNDEPA SELLKRVEQE KvQLVKEGKI KKQKPLPPVS 
A.Rptl ILELAVRGKL VPQDPNDEPA SELLKRIAAE KAELVKQGKI KKQKPLPEIS 
A.Rpt2 ILQLAVMGKL VPQDPNDEPA SELLKRIAQE KAQLVKEGKI KKGKPLPPIS 
51 	 64 
E.Rptl EDEKPFELPE GWEW 
E.Rpt2 DDEKPFELPE GWEW 
A.Rptl EEEKPFELPD GWEW 
A.Rpt2 DEEKPFELPE GWEW 
Rptl refers to the repeat occurring in the proximal conserved region; Rpt2 refers to the second 
repeat sequence which occurs in the central conserved region. The proline—rich regions within the 
repeats are near the distal ends. 
dissimilar over 74% of their lengths, and show a distinctive pattern of conserved and 
non-conserved regions (Gough and Murray, 1983). The exceptions are the hsdS genes 
of EcoK and StySP which show more extensive homology than other pairwise 
combinations (Fuller-Pace and Murray, 1986): there is a striking conservation of 
sequence at the proximal ends of these genes which, in other comparisons, show 
variable sequence. Moreover, the recognition sequences of these two enzymes have 
one of the two specific components in common - 5'-AAC (see Table 1.1). There are 
therefore two alternative explanations for the sequence conservation displayed by the 
specificity genes of A and E: there may be a substantial difference between the basic 
organization of the specificity polypeptides of the A-like and K-like type I systems; or 
alternatively, the A-like and K-like specificity genes have a similar overall organization 
of variable and constant domains, but hsdSA and  ilsdSE  share some feature of their 
recognition sequences and thus demonstrate more extensive sequence conservation. 
Further investigation of the nature of the A-like hsdS genes was effected by 
analysis 	of heteroduplex 	molecules 	by 	electron microscopy. 	(Heteroduplex 	analysis 
was carried out with the help of P. Beattie, who prepared the grids and operated the 
microscope). 	Heteroduplexes between the DNAs of Xhsd derivatives of 	E. coil 15T 
(A) 	and 	C. freundli, 	and 	E. coil A58 	(E) and 	C. freundil, were 	examined. 	In 	each 
heteroduplex 	the 	vectors 	and 	the 	sizes of the inserts differed 	(Figure 	4.8). 	Both 




FIGURE 4.8 The Xhsd Derivatives Used for the Heteroduplex Analyses 
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Xhsd E3 	 sr1?1-2 —s 	- - £KJ154 	£nia5 
Lambda DNAs are represented by a solid line; inserts by open boxes. The positions and relative 
sizes of the deletions in the phage DNAs are indicated. The relative sizes of the hsd inserts and the 
approximate positions of the hsd genes are shown. Xhsd E3 has the left arm TXNM1151 to the 
Hindlil site, and the right arm of XCh35 to the ECORI site ligated to the 9.1kb Hindlil - ECORI hsd E 
fragment from pGC1. 
and downstream of the hsd genes. The deletion derivative Xhsd AL4 (Fuller-Pace et 
al., 1985) is rm 4 but includes DNA downstream of the hsd genes. All of the vectors 
were c1KH54 and tnin5, and all had varying deletions to - the left of gene N (Figure 
4.8). Unpaired regions were therefore expected at the ends of the inserts, due to the 
differences in the vectors near the cloning sites and the differing lengths of the 




Examination of heteroduplex molecules showed that some of the DNA was 
fragmented. However, most molecules were long enough to determine heteroduplexes 
which included hsd DNA: heteroduplex molecules derived from Xhsd AM and Xhsd 
CfrA 6, and from X/isd E3 and Xhsd CfrA 6, showed the same structures in the region 
predicted to encode hsdS (Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11). In the Xhsd ALi4/Xhsd CfrA 6 
heteroduplex, two short unpaired regions indicated non-homologous sequences of 
approximately 500bp which flank a conserved region of about 400bp (Figure 4.9). The 
most distal of these unpaired regions presumably correlates with the non-conserved 
region detected near the 3' ends of the specificity genes of A and E (Figure 4.5). The 
well conserved region of 400bp identified near the centre of the A and E hsdS genes 
in the nucleotide sequence comparison is also conserved between hsd A and hsd 
CfrA. However, a 500bp region predicted to be near the 5' ends of the A and CfrA 
specificity genes is non-conserved. In the heteroduplex between Xhsd E3 and Xhsd 
CfrA 6 the more distal of the two variable regions could be interpreted as part of a 
larger unpaired region (Figure 4.10). However, the same structure was observed in 
approximately half of the heteroduplex molecules in which the hsd regions were 
intact, and it is highly improbable that the two single strands of a large, unpaired 
region would lie crossed at the same position so often. The point at which the single 
strands meet is inferred to be due to base-pairing between the short distal conserved 
regions (50bp) observed in the A/E nucleotide sequence comparisons. (In the other 
half of the Xhsd E3/Xhsd CfrA 6 heteroduplex molecules only the first of the two 
500bp variable regions was observed, presumably because the distal conserved 50 
base-pairs were disrupted by the large non-homologous regions, see Figure 4.10). 
Furthermore, that the hsd E/hsd CfrA comparison would show two variable regions in 
the hsdS genes was inferred from the hsdS A/hsdSE (see Figure 4.5) and Xhsd AA4/ 
Xhsd CfrA 6 comparisons. 
These comparisons indicate the A-like specificity genes, like those of the 
K-like family, have two regions of sequence variability. The non-conserved regions 
are of similar sizes to those of the K-like hsdS genes, and likewise are separated by, 
and flanked by, conserved sequences. The approximate sizes and the positions of the 
conserved regions in the A-like specificity genes were deduced from the nucleotide 
sequence comparisons of hsdSA and  hsdSE together with information from the 
heteroduplex molecules. In all three comparisons a 400bp conserved sequence near 
the centre of the genes was identified. The nucleotide sequence comparison and the 
heteroduplex molecule derived from Xhsd E3 and Xhsd CfrA 6 both identified the 
short conserved sequence at the 3' end of the genes. The lengths of the proximal 
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FIGURE 4.9 Heteroduplex Molecule Derived From the DNAs of Xhsd AA4 and 
X hsd CfrA 6 
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Arrow 1 points towards two substitution loops calculated to be at the position of the hsdS genes. 
Arrow 2 indicates the insertion loop due to differences in the lengths of upstream DNA included in 
the inserts. Arrows 3 and 4 indicate non-homologous regions downstream of the hsdS genes, and 
arrow 5 indicates the insertion loop due to the extra sequence downstream of hsdS, and the 	-N 
genes in Xhsd A.A4. circular molecules are double-stranded DNA of plasmid pAT153 and single 
stranded DNA of phage M13. 




FIGURE 4.10 Heteroduplex Molecule Derived From the DNAs of Xhsd E3 and 
Xh.cd Cfrt&Fi 
B 
A. Heteroduplex in which both the short, unpaired regions within hsdS are evident (arrows 1 and 2). 
The short unpaired region within hsd DNA upstream of hsdS is indicated (arrow 3). 
B Heteroduplex in which the distal 50bp homologous region of the hsdS genes is disrupted by the 
large unpaired region downstream. The first of the two variable regions of the hsdS genes is 
indicated (arrow 1), as is the non-homologous region upstream (arrow 2). One strand of the large, 
single-stranded region upstream of the hsd DNA is broken. 
Circular molecules are double-stranded DNA of pAT153 and single-stranded M13 DNA, and were 
measured as size standards using a Ferranti Cetec Digitizer. 
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variable regions (approximately 500bp) identified in the heteroduplex molecules 
together with the length of the central conserved region (400bp) did not account for 
the 	length of the sequence conservation observed between hsdSA  and hsdS E' 
indicating a third conserved region is situated at the 5' end of the A-like specificity 
genes. This conclusion was strengthened by the predicted positions of the repeats 
along with the observation that the central conserved region and a region of 
approximately 300bp at the 5' end of the hsdS4 and hsdSE  genes are both more 
strongly conserved than the 500bp region separating them. Further evidence in 
support of general similarity in the basic organization and mode of action of the 
specificity genes was gained from elucidation of the recognition sequence of Eco E 
(Section 4.2.4). 
In heteroduplexes derived from both the pairwise combinations the regions 
predicted to encode the hsdM genes (i.e. the DNA extending approximately 1.6kb 
immediately upstream of the hsdS genes) showed homology. Heteroduplex molecules 
derived from X/isd E3 and Xhsd CfrA 6 indicated that DNA upstream of hsdM also 
showed conservation. A short, single-stranded region indicated approximately 300bp 
of non-conserved sequence occurs at a position estimated to be either between the 
hsdl? and hsdM genes, or near the distal end of the /isdR gene (Figure 4.10). A 
comparison of the nucleotide sequences of the hsdS genes and surrounding DNA of 
E. co/i 15T 	(A) and E. coil A58 (E) (Figure 4.5) indicated that the sequence 
immediately downstream of hsdS is non-conserved. It is surprising, therefore, to find 
that the sequence downstream of the specificity genes of EcoA and CfrA is conserved 
over approximately 0.5kb (Figure 4.8). The heteroduplex molecule derived from 
X/isd AM and Xhsd CfrA 6 indicated that this 0.5kb conserved region was separated 
from another conserved sequence of approximately 1kb by about 3kb of dissimilar 
sequence. A second non-conserved region of about 2.5kb is situated downstream of 
the 1kb conserved region (Figure 4.9). In contrast, the heteroduplex molecule derived 
from Xhsd E3 and Xhsd CfrA 6 indicated that the DNA downstream of the hsdSE  and 
hSdScf A genes shows no conservation of sequence detectable by heteroduplex 
analysis within the 1.6kb preceding the end of the hsd E insert (Figure 4.10). As 
mentioned previously, the lack of sufficient conserved downstream sequence 
sometimes prevented the single-stranded distal conserved regions pairing. The 
difference in the region downstream of hsd E compared with those downstream of 
hsd A and hsd CfrA may indicate that a deletion or insertion has occurred in this 
flanking sequence, or that the positions of these genes within the chromosome are not 
absolutely equivalent. 
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4.2.4 The Recognition Sequence of EcoE 
The recognition sequence of EcoA, 5'-GAG(N7)GTCA (Suri et al., 1984), is 
typical of the type I enzyme target sequences. The striking homology between the 
hsdS genes of A and E indicated that these systems may share some feature of their 
recognition sequences. The sequences recognized by many of the type I enzymes, 
including that of EcoA, were elucidated by using purified enzyme to radiolabel DNA 
fragments including the recognition sequence by methylation. Attempts to purify EcoE 
were unsuccessful due to dissociation of the enzyme complex (see Appendix II), and 
therefore the in vivo strategy described by Gann et al. (1987) for the elucidation of 
the StSJ recognition sequence was adopted. The basis of this approach is that 
phages containing an unmodified recognition sequence for a restriction endonuclease 
will plate with reduced efficiency on a strain encoding that endonuclease (Arber 
TABLE 4.1 The Plating Efficiencies of Recombinant M13 Phages on the E-Restrictin 
Strain 
	
ORIGIN OF DNA FRAGMENT 	 SIZE 	PLATING EFFICIENCY a 
(bp) 	ON NM522/pGC1 
Positives b 
i. 	hsd DNA of E. co/i K-12 	 1853 	 10 
pBR322 	 4363 10_1 
HBV 	 3182 	 10_1 
fts region of E. co/i K-12 	 2290 10_1 
Negatives 
hsd region of E. co/i K-12 	 6042 	 1 
/isd region of S. potsdam 1732 1 
dd/ region of E. co/i K-12 	 1152 	 1 
M13mp18 	 6407 1 
Efficiencies of plating are given relative to that on NM522, which was normalized to 1. Positive 1 
showed a very low efficiency of plating; this was believed to be due to increased sensitivity of the 
recognition sequence (see text(. 
Positive 1 was a HindliT fragment including most of the hsdS and some downstream sequence 
(Gough & Murray. 1983); Positive 2 the plasmid pBR322 (Sutcliffe, 1979); Positive 3 the hepatitis B 
viral genome (Pugh et al., 1986); and Positive 4 an EcoRl fragment including ftsQ, ftsA, and part of 
ftsZ (Robinson et al., 1984). 
Negative 1 includes three cloned fragments encoding parts of the hsdR and hsdM genes (Loenen et 
al., 1987); Negative 2 was from the hsdSp gene (Fuller-Pace & Murray, 1986); Negative 3 a BamHI 
fragment spanning the ddl gene (Robinson et al., 1986); and Negative 4 the M13 sequence (Van 
Wezenbeck et al., 1980). 
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and Kuhnlein, 1967). Phage M13, which plates with an efficiency of one on an E-
restricting strain and therefore is assumed not to have the sequence recognized by 
EcoE, was used as a vector in which to insert DNA fragments of known sequence. 
Any fragment including the sequence recognized by EcoE would result in a 
recombinant phage plating with reduced efficiency on an E restricting strain. A further 
advantage of using M13 was the availability of M13 libraries of sequenced fragments 
which could be used in the screen. 
Initially M13 recombinants with large inserts were screened (Table 4.1), and 
four DNA sequences were scored as positives. Since positives with short DNA 
sequences aid the computer search, a series of M13 recombinants including Taql 
fragments of pBR322 DNA (generously provided by A. Daniel) were screened to locate 
more precisely the recognition sequence within pBR322 (Table 4.2). 
TABLE 4.2 Plating Efficiencies of M13 Recombinants Including Taql Fragments of 
pBR322 




 24-339bp 315 1 
1 
 339-652bp 313 1 
1 
 652-1268bp 616 
b 10- 
1 
 1268-2575bp 1307 10_11 
 2575-4019bp 1444 1 
1 
 4019-24bp 368 1 
1 
The positions of the first base in each Taqi site is given relative to the centre of the EcoRi 
recognition sequence. 
The 61 Sbp co-clone was only sensitive to restriction when in the orientation in which the 1 268bp 
end was nearest the primer binding sequence. The 475bp and 141bp fragments that comprised this 
clone were not identified as separate inserts in any other clones. 
The 1307bp Taql fragment (Figure 4.12) was scored as positive, and 
presumably includes the sequence which caused a decreased efficiency of plating of 
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the M13 recombinant including the whole pBR322 molecule. However, a second 
recombinant was also identified as a positive but the sensitivity of this insert was 
found to be orientation dependent, suggesting that an E-specific recognition sequence 
had been fortuitously created by ligation of the Taql fragment to the Accl digested 
M13 DNA. This second positive was a 616bp co-clone including the 475 and 141bp 
fragments as a result of incomplete digestion by Taql. A recombinant including the 
same 616bp fragment but in the opposite orientation was resistant to restriction by 
EcoE (Table 4.2). The junctions of M13 and pBR322 DNA, and the region including the 
undigested Taql site between the 475 and 141bp fragments, were sequenced to verify 
that these junctions were as predicted. The two junctions created by ligation in a 
sensitive phage (Figure 4.12) were both possible candidates for the recognition 
sequence. However, the trinucleotide GAG (one of the specific components of the 
EcoA recognition sequence) was present 5' to the AccI site in M13; therefore a 28bp 
sequence from the 5' junction, extending 13bp each side of the 2bp "sticky ends", was 
included in a trial computer search. The program "RESTRICT" (unpublished) written by 
James Crook of the Edinburgh Biocomputing Research Unit was used. A search for a 
sequence with a general type I structure, including a non-specific spacer sequence 
between 6 and 8bp long, which was present in all the sequences sensitive to 
restriction but absent from all the unrestricted sequences discovered only one seven 
base-pair interrupted sequence: 5' GAG(N7)ATGC. (Sequences with tetranucleotide 
rather than trinucleotide, and pentanucleotide rather than tetranucleotide components 
would have been identified in the same search.) The same search substituting the 3' 
junction sequence for the 5' junction sequence did not identify a candidate sequence. 
The X genome is assumed to contain recognition sequences as it plates with 
an efficiency of 10 on the E restricting strain. The candidate sequence, 
5'-GAG(N7)ATGC, was found to occur 10 times in the X genome. One subclone of X 
DNA in M13, consisting of a sonicated fragment of unknown length, but shown to 
include the 5058-5267bp region by sequence analysis, plates with an efficiency of 10_1 
on an E-restricting strain. The sequence 5'-GAG(N7)ATGC occurs between positions 
5234-5247. 
Degenerate versions of the sequence were searched for by computer and 
were found to occur in sequences previously scored as negatives (Table 4.3). The 
sequence recognized by EcoE is therefore 5'-GAG(N7)ATGC. 
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FIGURE 4.12 The TaqI Fragments of pBR322 and the Sequences Created by Ligation 
With M13 DNA 
24 
616bp 








C 	 GATCCTCTAGAGITCGAC CG1ATGCIC CTTG 
CTAGGAGATCLcIAGCTGG CTACJGGAAC A 
AGCCGGGCCACCTCGACCTG CAGG CATG 
TCGGCCCGGTGGAG CTGGACGTCCGTAC 
A 
The positions of Taql sites in the pBR322 molecule are indicated. The 1307bp fragment and the 
616bp insert of the co—clones are shown. 
The junctions of pBR322 and M13 ONAs in the recombinant resistant to restriction by EcoE. Arrows 
indicate the cleavage sites of ]qL. 
The two junctions of pBR322 and M13 ONAs in the sensitive recombinant. The position of the 




TABLE 4.3 The Recognition Sequence of EcoE 
NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE a SOURCE POSITION 
Positives b 
 G GAG CACGATC ATGC G pBR322 1470bp 
 A GAG TCGACCG ATGC C pBR322-M13 junction 
 A GAG CGAACTG ATGC A hsd K(+) 1406bp 
 C GAG CCAACTG ATGC T ftsQA 2058bp 
 T GAG GTGAACA ATGC T HBV 5234bp 
 G GAG GCCATTG ATGC C X 138bp 
Negatives C 
 C AAG GAAGAGA ATGC G hsd K(-) 1777bp 
 C G G G CATCCCG ATGC C pBR322 1026bp 
 T GAA TTACCTT ATGC G M13 826bp 
 T GAG CGAGGGC G T G C A pBR322 859bp 
 A GAG TTGTTCG A C G C G hsd SP 1374bp 
 T GAG TACGGTG ATAC A M13 1903bp 
 T GAG CGTCAAA ATGT A M13 5156bp 
Consensus 
N GAG NNNNNNN ATGC N 
For clarity, the sequences are written with gaps separating the flanking bases, the trimeric 
component, the spacer region, and the tetrameric component. For references, see legend to Table 
4.1. 
Positives (1-6) are sequences within fragments which confer sensitivity to restriction of M13 phage 
in which they are present. 
Negatives (1-7) are degenerate versions of the positive sequences, and these did not confer 
sensitivity to restriction. 
The positive including the 1.8kb HindIlI fragment of hsd K DNA (Table 4.1) is 
of interest due to its low efficiency of plating (10) on the restricting strain. Other 
positives showed a 10-fold decrease in plating efficiency on the restricting strain, and 
all were subsequently shown to include one EcoE recognition sequence. Gann et al. 
(1987) reported a clone including two SJ recognition sequences which showed an 
efficiency of plating of 10-2  on the restricting strain. However, the hsd K sequence 
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includes only one EcoE recognition sequence; this site is therefore hypersensitive. It 
may be significant that the GAG motif of the recognition sequence occurs within a 
G/A rich region: 
5' GAG GAGAG(CGAACTG)ATGC 3' 
If the type I enzymes have the ability to scan the DNA sequence it would be easy to 
imagine that the two GAG motifs immediately upstream of the recognition sequence 
may slow the scanning enzyme and the recognition sequence would be less easily 
missed. However, the hypersensitivity of this site could be due to some other feature 
of the DNA sequence; site-directed mutagenesis to create a similar feature for the 
recognition sequence of another type I enzyme may distinguish between these 
possibilities. 
42.5 Comparisons of the Specificity Polypeptides of the K-Like and A-Like Families of 
Type I Systems 
The predicted amino acid sequences of the specificity subunits of EcoA and 
EcoE were compared with those of the K-like enzymes by dot matrix analysis (Maizel 
and Lenk, 1981). Pairwise combinations of either EcoA or E with EcoK, B, D or StySP 
using a window of 20 and a stringency of 14 showed no sequence similarity (Figure 
4.13). Most striking, therefore, was the finding that the S subunits of both EcoA and 
EcoE show similarity to a region within the StySB specificity polypeptide (Figure 4.14). 
The proximal 170 amino acids of SB show sequence similarity to amino acids 101-270 
of A and E: the similarity is therefore correlated with the proximal variable regions. 
Furthermore, each of these three specificity subunits recognize the trinucleotide GAG 
as the first of the two specific targets within the recognition sequence (Table 4.4). 
This provides strong circumstantial evidence for the correlation of the variable regions 
of the specificity subunits as the recognition domains, and provides an example of a 
protein domain able to recognize the trinucleotide GAG. 
TABLE 4.4 The Recognition Sequences of EcoA, EcoE, and StySB 
EcoA 	 G A G (N7) G T C A 	 Suri et at. (1984b) 
EcoE 	 G A G (N7) AT G C 	 This thesis 
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FIGURE 4.13 Dot Matrix Comparisons of the Predicted Amino Acid Sequences of the A 
and D Specificity Polypeptides 
A 
Each dot represents the conservation of at least 14 amino acids within a region of 20. This result is 
typical for comparisons of A or E with the members of the K-like family, except SB, using these 
parameters. 
Similarity between the nucleotide sequences within the proximal variable 
regions of SB and the two A-like genes was detected although, not surprisingly, it was 
not as strong as the similarity in amino acid sequence (Figure 4.15). The degree of 
similarity between the proximal region of SB and either of the A-like proximal regions 
is not as strong as the similarity between A and E themselves (Table 4.5); however, it 
is clearly much greater than that between other proximal variable regions. The 
conservation of amino acid sequence is particularly strong in the centre of the 
proximal 'variable' regions of SB and the A-like specificity genes (Figure 4.16). Eight of 
the eleven amino acids at positions 150-160 in Figure 4.16 are identical, and two more 
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FIGURE 4.14 Dot Matrix Comparisons of the Predicted Amino Acid Sequences of the A 
and SB Specificity Polypeptides 
0 	 100 	 200 	 300 	 400 	 500 I I .......'- t 
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A 
Each dot represents the conservation of at least 14 amino acids within a region of 20. Continuous 
lines represent similarity. 
have very conservative substitutions. More striking are the eleven out of twelve 
identical amino acids between positions 170-181. Each polypeptide has a cluster of 
proline residues at the end of the variable region closer to the central conserved 
regions (Figure 4.16). It may be significant that there are proline-rich motifs at the 
distal end of the distal variable regions, although these regions are dissimilar. 
Furthermore, the other K-like specificity polypeptides all have these proline-rich 
sequences at the distal ends of the variable regions (Figure 4.17). 
se 
Two other short amino acid sequences occur in all the specificity 
polypeptides: the sequence LPGW occurs at the beginning of the proximal variable 
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TABLE 4.5 Degrees of Identity and Similarity Between Domains Within the Specificity 
Polypeptides a 
SPECIFICITY PROXIMAL PROXIMAL CENTRAL DISTAL DISTAL 
GENES CONSERVED VARIABLE CONSERVED VARIABLE CONSERVED 
COMPARED REGIONS REGIONS REGIONS REGIONS REGIONS 
Id b 	Sm b Id 	Sm Id 	Sm Id 	Sm Id 	Sm 
AlE 88 	90 75 	82 87 	91 14 	26 89 	94 
A/SB - C 	- 44 	54 - 5 	11 - - 
E/SB - 	- 44 	54 - 	- 7 	11 - 	- 
SB/Kd - - 12 	17 89 	96 13 	18 93 	94 
K/SP - 	- 90 	92 98 	98 23 	33 93 	93 
Percentage similarity was calculated by allowing the following conservative substitutions: FlY, I/V, 
IlL, L/M, E/D, and KIR. These are the only pairings found to increase the signal-to-noise ratio when 
a significantly large number of comparisons is attempted (Collins & Coulson, 1987). The amino 
acids within each pair are chemically similar. 
Id: percentage identity; Sm: percentage similarity. 
Cases in which comparisons cannot be made are indicated by a dash (-). 
The percentage similarities shown for the SB/K comparison are typical for comparisons of two K-like 
specificity polypeptides, except for that of K/SP (Gann et al., 1987). 
regions of all of the specificity genes except that of B. This sequence occurs twice in 
both A and E as it is within the repeat. A short sequence in which five of eight amino 
acids are identical (positions 581-588 in Figure 4.16, and positions 420-421 in Figure 
4.17), TOxxLAxA, occurs within the distal conserved regions. 
The comparison by dot matrix analysis of the nucleotide sequences of the 
specificity genes of EcoA and EcoK indicated that although the genes show no 
sequence similarity, a region beginning approximately lOObp downstream from the end 
of the genes is remarkably similar (Figures 4.18 and 4.19). In contrast, the sequences 
immediately downstream of the specificity genes of E and A show no significant 
similarity (Figs 4.5 & 4.19). 
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FIGURE 4.15 Dot Matrix Comparisons of the Nucleotide Sequences of the hsdS 
Genes of A and SB 
hsd A 
Each dot represents the conservation of at least 14bp in a region of 21bp. Continuous lines 
represent similarity. 
4.2.6 The Significance of Alignments of the A—Like Specificity Polypeptides with Those 
of the K Family and with Sequences in the Database 
Further analysis of the amino acid sequences of the type I specificity genes 
was effected using the I.C.L. 64 x 64 Distributed Array Processor (DAP; Flanders et at., 
1978). Programs for inexact string matching developed by Lyall et at. (1986) and 
implementing the "Best Local Similarity" algorithm of Smith and Waterman (1981) were 
used to assess the significance of scored alignments between the various specificity 
polypeptides, and between specificity polypeptides and other protein sequences in the 
PseqiP databases. (These programs were kindly run by J.F. Collins of the Edinburgh 
Biocomputing Research Unit). The best alignment of two whole or partial protein 
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FIGURE 4.16 An Alignment of the Specificity Polypeptides of EcoA, EcoE, and StySB 
1 	 50 
E.PEP MAVEKLITDH iDWsSALQT RSMAGRGSIG KIDLYG!KKL RELILELAVR 
A.PEP I4sVEKLIvDH METWTSALQT RSTAGRGSSG KIDLYGIKKL RELILELAVR 
SB.PEP 
51 	 100 
E.PEP GKLVPQOPND EPASELLKRI AAEKTELVKQ GKIKKQKPLL RISEDEKPFE 
A.PEP GKLVPQOPND EPASELLKRI AAEKAELVKQ GKIKKQKPLP EISEEEKPFE 
SB.PEP .......... ...................................MSCGI(  
101 	 150 
EPEP LPEGWEWiTL sEIAiINPKI EVTDDEQEIS FVPMPcISTR FOGAHOQEIK 
A.PEP LPDGWEWTTL TRIAEIHPKI UVsOOEQEIS FIPMPLISTK FDGsHEFEIK 
SB.PEP LPEGWATsTI NEMCNLUPKL KL.DDOLDVG FMPMAGVPTT YLGKcNFETK 
151 	 200 
E.PEP KWGEVKKGYT HFADGDIALA KITPCFENSK AVIFKGLKcG VGVGTTELHV 
APEP KWKDVKKGYT HFANGOIAIA KITPCFENSK AAIFSGLKHG IGVGTTELHV 
SB.PEP KWsEVKKGFT QFQNDDVIFA KITPCFENGK AVVIKEFPNG YGAGsTEYYV 
201 	 250 
EPEP ARPISsELNL QYILLNIKSP tYLsMGESMM TGSAGQKRVP RsFFEHYPIP 
APEP ARPFSDIINR KYLLLHFKSP NFLKSGESQM TGSAGQKRVP RFFFENNPIP 
SB.PEP LRSINGLIMP HWLFALVKTK DFLTNGALNM sGSvGitKRVT KEFLENYGVP 
251 	 300 
E.PEP FPPNrEQARI VETFSKLMFL COQLEQQSLT SLDAHQQLVE TLLATLTDSQ 
A.PEP FPPLQEQERI IIRFTQLKSL COQLEQQSLT SLDAHQQLVE TLLGTLTDSQ 
SB.PEP vPPLAEQKvI AEKLDTLL .. .......... .......... .......... 
301 	 350 
E.PEP HAEELAENWf RISoyFDTLF TTEASIDALK QTILQLAVMG KLVsQDPHOE 
APEP NvEELAENWA RISEI-tFDTLF TTEASVDALK QTILQLAVKG KLVPQDPNDE 
SB.PEP .......... .......... ... AQVDsTK ARLEQIPQIL KRFRQSVIVA 
351 	 400 
EPEP PASELLKRVE QEKvQLVKEG KIKKQKPLPP VSOOEKPFEL PiGWEWCRIG 
A.PEP PASELLKRIA QEKQLVKEG KIKKQKPLPP ISOEEKPFEL PEGWEWCRLG 
SB.PEP AVNGQLTKEL HKKNKFKLTE LNISIPSLWK ISEIGQFADV KGGKRLPKGE 
401 	 450 
EPEP EIIANMDAGW spAcspEpsp NEDIWGVLKT TAVOSLEYRE QENKTLPNSK 
A.PEP SIYNFLNGY. . .AFKSEWFT SVGLRLLRNA NIAHGVTNWK DVVHIPHDMI 
SB.PEP SLIA ...... ...... ENTG FPYIRAGQLK HGTVLPEGQL YLEEYIQKSI 
451 	 500 
E.PEP LPRPQYEVHD GDILVTRAGP KNRVGVSC.L VEKTRSKLML SDKIIRFHLI 
A.PEP SDFENYILSE R0IVIsLorP IINTGLRYAI 1sKsDLPcLI LQRVAKFKRY 
SB.PEP SRYTVSSGDL YITIVGACIG DA.. .GIIPD VYNNANLTEN AAKICNLNEN 
501 	 550 
E.PEP SDDISAKYIS LCLNRGVTAD YLEASKsGMA ESOMNISQEN LRSAPIALPP 
APEP ANTVSNSFLT IWLQSYF... FINSIDPGRS NGVPRISTKQ LEKTLFPLLP 
SB.PEP IFNRFLSLWL RSSYLQDIIN SEIKSGAQGK LALARIKSLP LILPPLQEQH 
551 	 600 
EPEP TAIQLKVIST IEDFFKVCDQ LKsRLQsAQQ TQLHLADALT OAALH 
A.PEP OSEQDRIISK MDELIQTCNR LKYIIKTAiQ TQLHLAEJALT DAMN..... 
SB.PEP EIVRRVEQLF AYADTIEKQV NNALTRVNSL TQsILAKAFR GELTAQWRAE 
601 	 635 
E.PEP 
. A.PEP 	..............................
SB.PEP NPELISGENS AAALLEKIKA ERAASGGKKT SRKKA 
An optimal alignment of the amino acid sequences of the 3 specificity polypeptides. The alignment 
was generated using the UWGCG program GAP lDevereux et al., 19841. Gaps (insertions/deletions) 
are allowed, to optimize the alignment. Large characters represent conserved residues: both 
identities and conservative substitutions (see legend to Table 4.4) are indicated. The proximal 
variable region of the three polypeptides occurs between 100 and 270 in this figure; and the distal 




FIGURE 4.17 An Alignment of the Five Specificity Polypeptides of the K Family 
1 	 50 
EcoB MSFNSTSKEL TEONINGLLS IHDSWLRISM DSVANITNGF AFKSSEFNNR 
EcoK MSAGKLPEGW VIAPVSTVTT LIRGVTYKKE QAINILKDDY LPLIRAN4IQ 
StySP MNRGKLPEGW ATAPVSTVTT LIRGVTYKI<E QALNYL000Y LPIIRANNIQ 
EcoD MSAGKLPVDW KTVELGELIK LSTG .......................... 
StvSB MSGGKLPCGW ATSTINEMCN LNPKLKLDDD LDVGFM.... PMAGVPTTYL 
51 	 100 
EcoB KDGVVLIRIR DVLKGNTSTY YSGOIPEGYW VYPEDLIVGM OGDFNATIWC 
EcoK NGKFDTTDL.V FVPKNLVKES .QKISPEDIV LM5SGSKSV VGKSA}iQHLP 
SfySP NGKFDTTDLV FVPEIILFKES .QKISPEDIV IAMSSGSKSV VGKSAHQRLP 
EcoD . . . KLDANAA DNDGQYPFFT .CAESVSOIN SWAFDTSAVL LAGNGSFSIK 
SySB GKCNFETKKW SEVKKGFTQF .ONDDVIFAK ITPSFENGKA VVIKEFPNGY 
101 	 150 
EcoB SEPALLNQRV CKIEVOEDKY NKRFFYHALP GYLSASNANT SSVTVKFILSS 
EcoK FECSFGAFCG VLRPEKLIFS GFIAHFTKSS LYRNKISSLS AGANINNIEP 
SySP FECSFGAFCG ALRPEKFISP NYIAHFTKSS FYRNKISSLS AGANINNIKP 
EcoD KYTGKFNAYQ RTYVIEPILI RTEFLYWLLR GNIKKITENG RGSTIPYIRK 
StySB GAGSTEYYVL RSINGLINPH WL.FALVKTKD FLTNGALNMS GSVGIIKRVTK 
151 	 200 
EcoB RTLODTLLPL. PPLAEQKIIA EKLDTLLAQV DSTKARLEQI PQILKRFROA 
EcoK ASFDLINIPI DPLAEQKIIA EKLDTLLAQV DSTKARFEQI PQILKRFRQA 
StySP ASFDLINIPI PSLAEQKIIA EKLDTLLAQV DSTKARLEQI PQILKRFROA 
EcoD GDITDISVAI. PSPSEQTLIA EKLDTLLAQV ESTKARLEQI PQILKRFRQA 
SySB EFLENYGVPV PPLAEQKVIA EKLDTLLAQV DSTKARLEQI PQILKRFRQS 
201 	 250 
EcoB ELAAAVFGRL TKEDKDFITK KVELDNYKIL IPEDWSETIL NNIINTQRPL 
EcoK VLGGAVNGKL T .........EKWRNFEPOM SVFKKLNFES IL.TELRNGLS 
StySP VLAAAVSGTL T ......... . TALRNSHSL IGWHSTNALA LIVDSCNGLA 
EcoD VLTFAMNGEL TKEWRSQNNN PAFFPAERNS LKQFRNKELP SIPNNWSWMR 
StySB VIVAAVNGQL TKELHKKNKF KLTELNISIP SLWKISEIGQ FADVKGGKRL 
251 	 300 
EcoB CYGVVQPGDD IKDGIELIRV CDINDGEVDL NMt.RKISKEI DLQYKRSKVR 
EcoK SKPNESGVGR PILRtSSVRA GHVDQNDIRF LECSESELNR HKL0000LLF 
StySP KRQGLNGNEI TILRLADFKD AQRIIGNERK IELDSKEENK ySLENDDrLV 
EcoD FOOVADIASK  LKSPLDYPNT IHLAPNNIES WTGKASGYQT ILEDGVTSAK 
StVSB PKGESLIAEN TGFPYIRAGQ LKNGTVLPEG QLYLEEYIQK SISRYTVSSG 
301 	 350 
EcoB KNDILVTSVG AIGRIGIVRE DSNVNIARAV ARISPEYKII VPMFLHIWLS 
EcoK TRYNGSLEFV GVCGLLKKLQ NONLLYPDKL IRARLTKDAL PEYIEIFFSS 
StySP IRVNCSADLA GRFIEYKSNG DIEGFCDHFI RLRLDSNKIM SRFLTYIANE 
EcoD HEFYTGQIXY SKIRPYLCKV TIATFDGMCS ADMI'PINSKI DTBFLFRWML 
StySB oLYIrIVGAC IGDAGIIPDV YNNANLTENA AKICNt.NENI FNRFLSLWLR 
351 	 400 
EcoB SPVMQrWLVQ SSKEVARKTL NLKDLKNAFV PLPSIEEQRE IVERVEOLFA 
EcoK PSARNAMMNC VKTTSGQKGI SGKDIKSOVV LLPPVKEQAE IVRRVEQLFA 
StvSP GEGRFYIRNS LSTSAGONTI NQTSIKGLSF LLPPLKEQAE PYRRVEOLFA 
EcoD TNTFTDWASN AESRTVLPKI NQKDLSEIPV PTPPLPEQHE IVRRVEQLFA 
SvSB SSYLQDIINS EIKSGAQGKL ALRRIKSLPL ILPPLQEOHE XVRRVEQLFA 
401 	 450 
EcoB YADSIEKQVN NALARVNNLT QSILAKAFRG ELTAQWRAEN PDLISGENSA 
EcoK YADTIEKQVN NALARVNNLT QSILAKAFRG ELTAQWRAEN PDLISGENSA 
StySP YADTIEKQVN NALTRVNSLT QSILAKAFRG ELTAQWRAEN POLISGKNSA 
EcoD YADTIEKQVN NALARVNNLT QSILAKAFRG ELTAQWRAEN PDLISGENSA 
StySB YADTIEKQVN NALTRVNSLT OSILAKAFEG ELTAQWRAEN PELISGENSA 
451 	 474 
EcoB AALLEKIKAE RAASGGKKAS REEF 
EcoK AALLEKIKAE RAASGGKKAS EKES 
StySP AALLEKIKAE RAP.SGGKKFS REKA 
EcoD AALLEKIKAE RAASGGKKAS EKES 
StySB AALLEKIKAE RAASGGKKTS RKKA 
From Gann et at. (1987). 
The alignment is based on the greatest number of exact matches between the different sequences 
with the smallest number of necessary insertions/deletions all present in a single gap for each 
sequence. The central and distal conserved regions are indicated by the positions of lines beneath 
the alignment. EcoB, EcoK. and EcoD sequences are from Gough and Murray (1983); §tYSP from 










ATG 	 flSdA 
Each dot represents the conservation of at least 14bp in a region of 21bp. Continuous lines indicate 
sequence similarity. The position of the start and stop codons of the two hsdS genes are indicated 
on the axes. 
sequences is found using a cumulative score derived from Dayhoff (1978) tables. 
These tables give the probability that a particular pair of residues is found in a 
significant alignment rather than in a random selection of two residues from the whole 
population of residues, and empirically reflects both chemical similarity and mutational 
distance between residues. To make a cumulative measure, the logarithm of the odds 
(scaled by xlOO) is generally used. A series of tables (PAM tables) can be generated 
corresponding to different evolutionary spans (1 PAM corresponds to the appearance 




FIGURE 4.19 An Alignment of the Nucleotide Sequences Downstream of the hsdS 
Genes of EcoE, EcoA, and EcoK 
1 	 50 
E .CTGGCGGAT GCGCTCACcG ATGCAGCATT AAACTAA... .GGAACAGAA 
A cCTTGCAGAc GCACTCACTG AcGCGGCGAT AAACTAATTT cTCGcCCTCA 
K GGGGTAAAAA AGCCTCACGT AAAAAATCCT GAACATTATT TTCTGGCGCA 
51 	 100 
E GATGCCGGTT cATCATGCTA TcTGGCGGAT AGGGGAGCAT CCCCAccccc 
A TAAAACCAAT AAAGCGGCTA AATGGCCGCT TTATTCACAT CACCAAAAAT 
K CCTTTCCGGT GCGCTTTTTA TTATTTCACG ccAATCATAA CCCAcATAAA 
101 	 150 
E TCACCATCAG CAAACTAGCC AGCGAGCAAc TGCTGGAGAA GATGATTTTA 
A TATATTTCAc GC.. . TAATT TTCATCTTAT TTTCATTAAT TTTTAGCTGG 
K TATATTTAAA TCATTCCAGA AATTGCCCAT TTTATTcTAT TTTTAGCTGG 
151 	 200 
E AACGATCCGA CGATTCTCTC CGATCAGTGG ATGATcATcG GGCCATCAGG 
A ACTTTCCCTG TATTTACTGA TGATATATcC AGGTATTTAG CGCGGTGCGG 
K ACTTTCCCcA TATTTACTGA TGATATAThC AGGTATTTAG CGCGGTGCGG 
201 	 250 
E AAAATACGCT CGATAAAGGG CGTATCGACC TGCTGGCGAT TGCGCCGGAT 
A ATGTGCGCCA ACACACCCGC AcCGCTAATC ACAATCGCTG TTATCGGAGA 
K ATGTGCGCCA ACACACCCGC ATCGCTAATC ACAATCACTA TTCcTGGAGA 
251 	 300 
E GCCTCGCTGP TCCTGATTGA GCTCAAGCGC GCACcGCAcc GCCGCGTGAA 
A ATAGCAGTTA TGACTGACAC GCATTCTATT GCAC.ACCGT TCGAAGCAGA 
K ATAGCAGTTA TGACTGACAC GCATTCTATT GCACAACCGT TCGAAGCAGA 
301 	 315 
E GTGGTTGCTC AGGCG 
A 	... GTCTCCG GCA.. 
K AGTCTCCCCG GCAA. 
The stop codons of the three hsdS genes are indicated. The homology between K and A begins 
approximately lOObp downstream of the stop codons at position 139 in the alignment. 
The alignments selected include insertions and deletions to improve the quality of the 
alignment, but these are penalized to be worse than the worst mismatch scored. The 
DAP returns details of the best alignments (those with the highest scores) along with 
a table describing the frequency distribution of alignment scores between unrelated 
	
proteins (Coulson et al., 1987 	Collins et al., 1988). In this table the significance of 
an alignment is expressed as the probability that a given score would be reached in a 




size as the database being searched. (The expected frequencies therefore vary with 
database size, but the score remains constant). Essentially, the question posed is: 
what is the probability that a similarity as strong as that observed for a specific 
comparison will occur between unrelated proteins? 
TABLE 4.6 Scores and Expected Frequencies for Alignments of Type I System 
Specificity Polypeptide Sequences 
COMPARISON SCORE EXPECTED FREQUENCY 
a 
KvsK 3936 0 
KvsSP 2414 0 
KvsB 1090 0 
KvsSB 1067 0 
K vs D (except PVRs) b 957 0 
K(DVR/DCR) vs D(CCR) 130 0.6 x 10-2  
K(PVR) vs B(DVR) 128 0.1 	x 10 1  
AvsA 5123 0 
AvsE 3043 0 
A(PVR) vs SB(PVR) 591 0.2 x 10-80  
E(DVR) vs K(DVR) 173 0.2 x 10_13  
A(PVR/CCR) vs SB(DVR/DCR) 165 0.3 x 10_12 
A(DVR) vs B(PVR) 150 0.3 x 10 
A(DVR) vs SP(PVR) 116 0.8 x 101 
A(DVR) vs K(PVR) 115 0.8 x 101 
A(1/2CCR) vs D(DCR) 140 0.1 x 10_2  
A('/zCCR) vs B(DCR) 126 0.1 x 10_i 
A('/2CCR) vs SP(DCR) 119 0.5 x 10_
1  
A(1/2CCR) vs K(DCR) 115 0.8 x 10_1 
E(1/2CCR) vs D(DCR) 87 7.17 
Frequencies expected for alignments attaining the scores shown for a database of 8,117 proteins 
(2,130,642 residues). These alignments were made using 100 PAM comparison tables. 
Letters in parentheses indicate the regions involved in the alignments: PVR, proximal variable region; 
DVR, distal variable region; CCR, central conserved region; OCR, distal conserved region; DVR/DCR, 
etc., indicates sequences across the boundary and extending into the two regions see Figures 4.20, 
4.21, and 4.22.). 
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Initially, comparisons of each specificity polypeptide sequence against a 
database containing only the specificity polypeptide sequences were scored. These 
scored alignments, like other methods of comparison, indicated that the similarity 
within families is much greater than the similarity between families (Table 4.6). Some 
alignments generated supported the hypothesis that the K-like specificity genes arose 
via a gene duplication event (Gann et af., 1987): amino acid sequences from the 
proximal variable, and central conserved domains of one polypeptide, (e.g. K) can be 
aligned with a significantly high score with the distal variable, and part of the distal 
conserved domain of another (e.g. B; see Figure 4.20 and Table 4.6). Other alignments 
indicated that regions within the A-like and K-like polypeptides are similar to a 
statistically significant extent (Table 4.6). Throughout this section the specificity 
polypeptide will be abbreviated to S for clarity, subscripts indicate the identity of these 
S polypeptides. The significance of the similarity between the proximal variable 
regions of SA, SE and  SSB was again emphasized by a high scoring (591) alignment. 
The next highest score (173) for an inter-familial alignment was for that of the distal 
variable regions of SE  and SK.These are polypeptides for which the tetrameric 
component of the recognition sequences differ at only one position: ATGC is 
recognized by EcoE, GTGC by EcoK. 
FIGURE 4.20 A Schematic Diagram of the Alignment of the Variable Regions of the 
EcoK and EcoB Specificity Polypeptides 
B 	 KIIIA v///z'77 
K 
I I 
The region between the vertical dashed lines indicates the relative positions of the sequences 
aligned. Shaded boxes represent the conserved regions; open boxes the variable regions. 
These, and other alignments of the A-like and K-like specificity polypeptide 
sequences indicated that the two families may have diverged from a common ancestor 
as they are more similar than was previously predicted from available molecular 
approaches. For example, the distal conserved regions of SB, SD,  Ssp and SK show 




4.21, Table 4.6). The same regions were aligned in a comparison of SA and SSB, but 
the alignment extended upstream into the variable regions (Figure 4.21). The proximal 
variable regions of S6. Sp and SK were all aligned with the distal variable region of SA 
with significant scores (Figure 4.22, Table 4.6); the recognition sequences of these 
FIGURE 4.21 A Schematic Diagram Representing the Alignments of the Distal 
Conserved Regions of the K-Like Specificity Polypeptides with Sequence of the 
EcoA Specificity Polypeptide 
0 I - 	 V/A 
A rz7/.fi'.f/A 
B 17- 	 I//A 
A P11,17.117717— iL///7 / 7 //A 
I 	I 








SS I 	 Y/ 
A V///////A 	 rA 
The region between the vertical dashed lines indicates the sequences aligned. The arrow indicates 
the positions of the repeats in the conserved regions of EcoA. Shaded boxes represent regions 
conserved within a family; open boxes represent variable regions. 
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enzymes (excepting K and SP) are not similar, so the biological significance of these 
alignments is not clear, but is not directly related to the specificity of the recognition 
sequences. 
FIGURE 4.22 Alignments of the Variable Regions of the Specificity Polypeptides of 
EcoK, EcoB, and StySP with the Distal Variable Region of the EcoA Specificity 
Polypeptide 
B I L,}/A 
A r/"////A 	 —77 
sp i L','A 
A rz//f/lA 	 r///////J EP 
K 
A 171/////1 
The region between the vertical dashed lines indicates the sequences aligned. Shaded boxes 
represent regions conserved within families; open boxes represent variable regions. 
The amino acid sequence of the EcoA specificity polypeptide was compared 
with the PseqiP protein sequence database (8117 proteins, 2130642 residues). This 
database includes the sequences of the specificity polypeptides of K, B and D, but not 
those of SB, SP, E or A itself. The alignments returned with the highest scores were 
those of the proximal variable region of SB  with the distal variable region of SA,  and 
the distal conserved region of S0 with the beginning of the central conserved region 
Of SA (Tables 4.6 and 4.7). Other than comparisons between specificity polypeptides 
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TABLE 4.7 High Scoring Alignments of the EcoA Specificity Polypeptide Sequence 
With Other Protein Sequences in the PseqiP Database 
COMPARISON 	 SCORE 	EXPECTED FREQUENCY a 
A(DVR) vs B(PVR) b 	 150 	 0.3 x 10 
A(1/2CCR) vs D(DCR) 	 140 0.1 x 10_2 
A(1/2CCR) vs B(DCR) 126 	 0.1 x 10_1 
A(DVR) vs K(PVR) 	 115 0.8 x 10_
1  
A (41-104) C  vs rat PKC, type 1(170-234) 110 0.2 
A (41-104) vs rat PKC, type 11(170-234) 110 0.2 
A (41-104) vs bovine 	-PKC (170-234) 110 0.2 
A (329-385) vs Drosophila PKC (170-234) 108 0.25 
A (41-104) vs human 	-PKC (170-234) 106 0.34 
A (333-393) vs bovine -PKC (172-234) 93 2.74 
A (266-385) vs hamster cardiac a-myosin (1-116) 131 0.6 x 10_2 
A (266-385) vs adult rat MHC (118-233) 107 0.3 
A (257-376) vs nematode MHC (894-1008) 107 0.3 
A (266-385) vs rat cardiac MHC (119-234) 107 0.3 
Frequencies expected for alignments attaining the scores shown for a database of 8,117 proteins 
(2,130,642 residues). These alignments were made using 100 PAM comparison tables. 
Letters in parentheses indicate the specificity polypeptide regions involved in the alignments (see 
legend to Figure 4.6 for details). 
Figures in parentheses indicate the amino acid residues of the protein sequences involved in these 
aligments. Rat PKC, types I and Ii, KnopF et al., 1986; bovine $-PKC and human -PKC, Coussens et 
al., 1986; Drosophila PKC, Rosenthal et al., 1987; hamster myosin, Liew & Jandreski, 1986; rat 
myosins, Mahdavi at al. 1982; nematode myosin, Kern et al.. 1983; EcoK. B, and D sequences, Gough 
& Murray 1983. 
the most striking alignments were of the proximal repeat in SA  with a region of about 
64 amino acids within the amino terminal domains of several protein kinase C (PKC) 
sequences (Table 4.7, Figure 4.23). These PKC enzymes (rat, type 1; rat, type II; bovine, 
s-type; Drosophila, and human, l3-type) are known to constitute a family (Coussens et 
al., 1986; Rosenthal et at., 1987). The repeat within the central conserved region of SA 
also aligns with the PKC sequences, but with slightly lower scores. The repeated 
sequences within the E and A specificity polypeptides are not found in the K-like 
polypeptides; a similar comparison of the SK sequence against the PseqIP database 
showed no alignment with PKC sequences. 
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FIGURE 4.23 Sequence Similarities Between PKC Sequences and the Repeated 





r.PKCII GG. VLvvvVR 
r.PKCI RE.VLivvVR 
.GK.LVPQD PNDEPASEL. LKRIAAEKAE LVQGKIKKQK 
KEGRNLIPMD PNGLSDPYVK VKLIPDDKDQ SKK.KTRTIK 
RDAKNLVPMD PNGLSDPYVK LKLIPDPKsE SKQ.KTKTIK 
RDAKNLVPMD PNGLSDPYVK LKLIPDPKsE SKQ.KTKTIK 
D.AKNLVPMD PNGLSDPYVK LKLIPDPKsE SKQ.KTKTIK 
D.AKNLVPMD PNGLSDPYVK LKLIPDPKsE SKQ.KTKTIK 
/isdA .PL. PEISEE EKPFELPDG 
d.PKC ACLNPV.WNE TLTYIJLKPE 
b.PKCB CSLNPE.WNE TFRFQLKES 
h.PKCa csLNPE.wNE TFRFQLKES 
r.PKC[I csLNPE.wNE TFRFQLKES 
r.PKCI csLNPE.wNE TFRFQLKES 
These alignments were generated by the ICL DAP. Large bold characters represent identities or 
conservative substitutions (see legend to Table 4.4) at equivalent positions in EcoA and the PKC 
sequences within the alignment. 
Abbreviations: d.PKC, Drosophila protein kinase C (Rosenthal et al., 1987); b.PKcB, bovine s-type PKC 
(Coussens et al., 1986); h.PKCa, human a-type PKC (Coussens et al., 1986); r.PKCI and r.PKCI1, rat 
type-[ and type-11 PKC, respectively (Knopf et al., 1986). 
Four alignments with myosin polypeptides also showed statistically significant 
scores (Table 4.6): the central conserved region of A (residues 266-382; see Figure 
4.24) was aligned with different regions within the four myosin molecules (Hamster 
cardiac cz-myosin, residues 1-116; adult rat myosin heavy chain, residues 118-223; 
nematode myosin heavy chain, residues 894-1008; rat cardiac myosin heavy chain, 
residues 119-234). The sequences aligned with 5A  from the hamster a-cardiac 
myosin, rat cardiac myosin and rat skeletal myosin heavy chain are from the 23k 
region of the Si domain (the globular "head" of the myosin molecule) believed to be 
involved in hydrolysis of ATP and actin binding (for review see Emerson and Bernstein, 
1987). The region of the nematode myosin aligning with SA  is within the S2 region 
which assembles in register with a second myosin molecule to form a coiled-coil - 
the rod portion of myosin heavy chain (Emerson and Bernstein, 1987). However this 
region of the nematode myosin sequence consists of an a-helical repeat which is 
composed predominantly of hydrophobic residues, and is aligned with a significant 
score with hydrophobic regions in many other proteins (J.F. Collins pers. Comm.). 
Since the repeat in S4 is predominantly hydrophobic, this alignment may not be as 
significant as the other ones. 
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FIGURE 424 Sequence Similarities Between Myosin Sequences and the Central 
Conserved Region of the EcoA Specificity Polypeptide 
A QLMSLcDQL. E.QQSLTSL. DAHQQLVETL LGTLTDSQNV .EELAENwAR 
H QL.SLANRI. A.SEAQKHLK NAQAQLKDTQ L.QLDDALHA NDDLKENIA. 
R QL.SQANRI. A.SEAQKHLK NAQAHLKDTQ L.QLDDAVRA NDDLKENIA. 
Rc QL.SQANRI. A.SEAQKHLK NAQAHLKDTQ L.QLDDAvRA NDDLKENIA. 
N NLESTKTQLS DAEERLAKL. EAQQKDASKQ LsELND.Q.L .AD.NEDRTA 
A ISEHFDTLFT TEASVDALKQ TILQLAVNG. KLVPQDPNDE PAS.ELLKRI 
H IvERRNTLL. .QADVEELR. AGVEQTERSR KLAEQELIET SEFtVQLL.H. 
R IvERRNTLL. .QAELEELR. AVVEQTERSR KLAEQELIET SERVQLL.H. 
RC IvERRNTLL. .QAELEELR. AVVEQTERSR KLAEQELIET SERVQLL.H. 
N 	DVQR.AKK.K IEAEVEALKK QIQDLE.MS. . LRKAESEKQ SKD.HQIRSL 
A AQEKAQLVKE GKIKKQKPLP pI.sD.EE 
H SQNTS.LINQ .KKKMEADLT QLQTEVEE 
R sQNNs.LINQ .KKKMDADLS QLQTEVEE 
Rc SQNNS.LINQ .KKKMDADLS QLQTEVEE 
N 	QDEMQQQDEA IAKLNKEK .......... 
These augments were generated by the ICL DAP. Large bold characters represent identities or 
conservative substitutions (see legend to Table 4.4) in EcoA and the myosin sequences, at equivalent 
positions within the alignment. 
Abbreviations: A, EcoA specificity polypeptide; H, hamster cardiac 	-myosin (Liew and Jandreski, 
1986); R, adult rat myosin heavy chain (Mahdavi et al., 1982); Rc, rat cardiac myosin heavy chain 
(Mahdavi et al., 1982); N, nematode (Caenorhabditis elegans) myosin heavy chain (Karn et al., 1983). 
4.3 DISCUSSION 
The hsdS genes of the A-like type I enzymes are composed of two variable 
regions of approximately 500bp, interspersed and flanked by well-conserved 
sequences. The organization is similar to that of the K-like specificity genes: the 
major differences in organization between the two families are in the lengths and 
positions of the conserved sequences. The A-like hsdS genes are longer than those 
of the K family (approximately 1880bp compared with about 1375bp respectively), and 
this difference can be attributed to the longer conserved regions found in the A family. 
These include a 300bp region at the 5' end and a 390bp region near the centre of the 
gene, compared with the lOObp central and 250bp distal conserved regions of the K 
family. There is a third, short (SObp) conserved region at the 3' ends of the A family 
genes. The conserved regions show identity within but not between families. 
The hsdS genes of EcoA and EcoE are homologous throughout their proximal 
regions: both recognize the trinucleotide GAG as one of the specific components of 
the recognition sequences. This correlation of conservation of sequence within 
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proximal "variable" regions with recognition of identical components within recognition 
sequences has also been observed for the K and SP systems (Fuller-Pace and Murray, 
1986), and supports the hypothesis that the variable regions represent recognition 
domains. Even more striking is the similarity of the proximal variable region of SB to 
those of A and E (Figure 4.25). No other comparisons of specificity genes from the 
two families show such a degree of similarity. Since StySB also recognizes the 
trinucleotide GAG, the circumstantial evidence in support of the variable regions 
providing diversity of recognition is now very strong. 
FIGURE 4.25 An Alignment of the Proximal Variable Regions of the A, E, and SB 
Polypeptides 
PVR.E PEGWEWiTLs EIATINPKIE VTDDEQEISF VPMPcISTRF DGAHDQEIKK 
PVR.A PDGWEWTTLT RIAEINPKID VsDDEQEISF IPMPLISTKF DGsHEFEIKK 
PVR.SB PEGWATsTIN EMcNLNPKLK L.DDDLDVGF MPMAGVPTTY LGKCNFETKK 
PVR.E WGEVKKGYTFI FADGDIALAK ITPCFENSKA VIFKGLKGGV GVGTTELHVA 
PVR.A WKDVKKGYTH FANGDIAIAK ITPCFENSKA AIFSGLKNGI GVGTTELHVA 
PVR.SB WsEVKKGFTQ FQNDDVIFAK ITPCFENGKA VVIKEFPNGY GAGSTEYYVL 
PVR.E RPISSELNLQ YILLNIKSPH YLsMGESMMT GSAGQKRVPR sFFENYPIPF 
PVR.A RPFSDIINRK YLLLNFKSPN FLKsGESQMT GSAGQKRVPR FFFENNPIPF 




Large bold characters represent conserved residues. The following conservative substitutions are 
included: FlY, LIV, IN, LIM, E/D, and K/R. These are the only pairings found to increase the signal 
to noise ratio when a significantly large number of comparisons are attempted (Collins and Coulson. 
1987). 
That such large, and generally variable, domains are involved in recognition of 
short (3, 4, or 5bp) sequences implies a structural complexity in the determination of 
specificity. The elucidation of the structure of the type II enzyme EcoRI (McClarin et 
al., 1987), has demonstrated two relevant principles: that residues well-separated in 
the amino acid sequence can contact adjacent bases in the recognition sequence; and 
that the specificity of recognition is dependent on the precise presentation of those 
residues by the surrounding protein structure. 
The recognition sequence of EcoE, GAG(N7)ATGC has a similar tetranucleotide 
component to that of EcoK, AAC(N6)GTGC. It is of interest that the alignments of the 
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distal variable regions of the specificity polypeptides of these two enzymes gained the 
second highest score for an inter-familial comparison after that of A or E and SB. 
Gann et al. (1987) noticed that the distal variable regions of K and SP were more 
similar than other distal variable regions: the tetramers recognized by these enzymes 
are GTGC and GTRC respectively. As expected, a comparison of the distal variable 
regions of E and SP gained a lower score (139) than comparisons of E and K (173), or 
K and SP. An alignment of all three distal variable regions shows that some short 
sections of sequence are conserved (Figure 4.26). 
FIGURE 4.26 An Alignment of the Distal Variable Regions of the K, SP, and E 
Specificity Polypeptides 
DVR.K ILRIssVRA. GHVDQNDIR. FLECSESELN R.H.KLQDGD LLFTRYNGSL 
DVR.E VLKTTAVQSL EYREQEN.K. TL. .PNSKLP RPQYEVHDGD ILVTR.AGPK 
DVR.SP ILRLADFKDA QRIIGNERKI KLDSKE.E.N K.Y.SLENDD ILVIRvNGSA 
DVR.K EFVGV.CGLL KKLQHQNLL. YPDKLIRARL .TKDALPE.Y IEIFFSSPS. 
DVR.E NRVGVSC.LV EK.TPsKLM. IsDKIIRFHL .IsDDISAKY ISLCLNRGV. 
DVR.SP DLAGR ... FI EK.SNGDIEG FcDHFIRLRL DSNKIMS.RF LT.YIANEGE 
DVR.K ARNAMMNCVK T.TS.GQKGI SGKDIKSQVV LLPPvKEQ 
DVR.E TADYLEAS.K SGMAESQMNI SQENLRSAPI ALPPTAIQ 
DVR.SP GRFYLRNSLS T.sA.GQNTI NQTSIKGLSF LLPPLKEQ 
Large bold characters represent conserved residues. The following conservative substitutions are 
included: FlY, IlL, IN, L/M, E/D, and K/R (see legend to Figure 4.25). 
The alignments of the proximal variable regions of B and SP with the distal 
variable region of A also show sequence similarity (Figure 4.27). The significance of 
this alignment is less clear; these three enzymes do not have similar recognition 
sequences. However, if the two families of type I systems have arisen from a 
common ancestor the sequence similarity may be explained by the random nature of 
mutations. Divergence of sequence to create new specificities may have occurred 
such that, for these three regions, blocks of sequence remain relatively unchanged. 
The resulting structures are still able to interact with the DNA molecule and 
accommodate the M subunits whilst dictating new specificities. Most other variable 
regions have undergone mutations which, in creating new specificities, have caused 
greater structural variation. 
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Assuming that the variable regions represent recognition domains, it seems 
reasonable to suggest that the conserved regions are required for interaction with M 
polypeptides. That the conserved regions show considerable identity within, but not 
between families, along with the finding that the specificity subunits are 
interchangeable only within families supports such a hypothesis. It may be of 
structural significance that both families of type I systems have repeats within or 
spanning the conserved regions; the K-like enzyme complexes are thought to consist 
of two M subunits but only one S polypeptide (Meselson et al., 1972; Eskin and Linn, 
1972). 
FIGURE 4.27 An Alignment of the Proximal Variable Regions of the B and SP 
Specificity Polypeptides with the Distal Variable Region of A 
PVR.B DSWLRISMDS VANITNGFAF KSsE.... FN NRKDG.VPLI RIRDVLKG.. 
DVR.A EGWEWCRLGS IYNFLNGYAF KS.E. .W.FT sv. .G.LRLL RNANIAHGVT 
PVR.SP EGWATAPVST VTTLIRGvTY KK.EQALNYL QD. .DYLPII RANNIQNGKF 
PVR.B N.TST.YYSG Q.IP. .EGYW VYPE.DLIVG MD.G..D. .F N.ATIWCSE. 
DVR.A NWKDvVHIPN DMISOFENY. ILSENDIVIS LDRPIINTGL KYAIIsKSDL 
PVR.SP IDTTDLVFVPK NLVKESQK.. I.SPEDIVIA M .....ssGs K.sVVGKSAH 
PVR.B PALLNQ.RVc KIEVQ.EDK. YNKRFFYHAL PGY. . LsAIN A.NTSSVTVK 
DVR.A PcLLLQ.RVA KFKNY.ANT. VSNSFLTIWL QSYFFINSID P.GRSN.GVP 
PVR.SP QRLPFECSFG AFGALRPEKF ISPNYIAHFT KSSFYRNKIS SLSAGAN.IN 
PVR.B HLSsRTLQDT LLPLPPLAEQ 
DVR.A FIISTKQLEMT LFPLLPQsEQ 
PVR.SP NIKPASFDLI NIPIPSLAEQ 
Large characters represent conserved residues. The following conservative substitutions are 
included: FlY, IlL, IN, L/M, E/D, and KJR (see legend to Figure 4.25). 
The above analyses indicate that in general the two families of type I systems 
show little sequence conservation within the specificity polypeptides. Short sequence 
motifs are present in both families, such as LPEGW at the beginning of the proximal 
variable regions, and multiple proline residues interspersed by leucine or isoleucine are 
situated at the distal ends of both variable regions. It would be easy to imagine these 
proline-rich sequences being important in positioning domains within the specificity 
polypeptides. The A and E specificity polypeptides also have proline-rich motifs at the 
ends of the repeats in the conserved regions. Alignments of regions within the S 
subunits from the two families by the I.C.L. DAP shows that some regions share a 
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greater degree of similarity than would be expected between unrelated proteins. Such 
similarity could be due to structural and functional constraints, but these alignments in 
conjunction with the finding that the hsd A and /isd K sequences are in identical 
positions in the E. coil chromosome support the hypothesis that these two families of 
type I systems have arisen from a common ancestor. However, the sequences of the 
specificity genes have diverged enormously. The repeats spanning the conserved 
regions in the K family S polypeptides indicate that during evolution there has been at 
least a partial gene duplication (Gann et a/., 1987). This is supported by the alignment 
of the proximal variable region of K with the distal variable region of B (see Figure 
4.20), and from simultaneous multiple alignments of the proximal and distal variable 
regions of the K-like specificity polypeptides, which indicate that proximal and distal 
variable regions are as alike as different distal variable regions (Gann et al., 1987). 
The strong conservation of the repeated sequence in S4 and SE  implicates a 
duplication event in the evolution of the A family too. Evidence in support of gene 
duplication in the A-like family or in the ancestral gene comes from the alignment of 
S4 with SSB:  the proximal variable regions of the two genes are clearly similar, but the 
3' end of the distal variable region and part of the distal conserved region of SB aligns 
with the 3' end of the proximal variable region, and 5' end of the central conserved 
region of A with a statistically significant score. Whether the duplication event 
occurred before or after divergence of the two families is unknown. 
The alignments of the conserved regions of the two families do not include 
the repeated sequence within A-like S polypeptides. The repeats identified in the 
K-like specificity polypeptides are not so strongly conserved as those in the A-like 
systems. The alignment of the beginning of the central conserved region of S4 with 
the distal conserved regions of the K-like specificity polypeptides may indicate that 
the A-like family also included the K family repeated sequence. However, if this was 
the case, the divergence between the families means this repeat is unrecognizable in 
A and E. The conservation of sequence within the A family repeats suggest either that 
the sequence is a relatively recent insertion (and if so, why did it get repeated?), or 
that it has an important functional or structural role (and if this is the case, why can 
the K-like S potypeptides function without them?). Since the relative sizes of the 
subunits of EcoA and EcoK differ, sequence similar to the repeat has been searched 
for in the R and M polypeptides of EcoK, but none was found. The EcoA enzymes has 
been found to methylate unmodified DNA efficiently (Suri and Bickle, 1985) unlike EcoK 
which modifies non-methylated DNA inefficiently unless in the presence of the product 
of the X gene ral. Ral is the restriction alleviation function of X which modifies EcoK 
activity such that restriction is severely reduced, and modification is strongly enhanced 
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(Zabeau et al., 1980). A search of the sequence of Ral showed no similarity to the 
repeat in SA. 
The comparison of the amino acid sequence of the specificity polypeptide of 
EcoA with the PseqIP database aligned the repeat with a sequence within a family of 
protein kinase C sequences. These 64 residue sequences showed 44% identity. 
Protein kinase C is an enzyme which is involved in cellular signalling pathways in 
many tissues and organs and occurs throughout the animal kingdom. The enzyme is a 
phospholipid- and calcium-dependent serine and threonine-specific kinase (for review 
see Nishizuka, 1986). The region of PKC similar to the SA  repeat is situated in the 
amino-terminal domain of PKC. The function of the domain is unknown; it has two 
putative metal binding and DNA binding sequences, but these are situated 11 residues 
and 76 residues upstream of the region identified as similar to SA  (Coussens et of., 
1986; Rosenthal et of., 1987). The significance of these and the alignment of the 
central conserved region, including the repeat, of SA  with sequences from myosin is 
not understood at present. 
In conclusion, the A-like and K-like type I systems appear to be distantly 
related. The chromosomal positions and the organization of the hsd genes of EcoA 
closely parallels that of EcoK. The specificity polypeptides have similar patterns of 
conserved and variable regions, and the variable regions of both families are 
implicated in sequence recognition. Extensive divergence of the two families indicates 
that there has been considerable pressure for diversification. The similarity of 
sequence between the proximal variable regions of SB and A or E is emphasized by 
the extensive divergence of sequence when the remainder of the specificity 
polypeptides of the two families are considered. This conservation of sequence 
between "variable" regions strongly implies a functional significance; the sequence 
within the proximal variable regions of A, E and SB identifies a polypeptide domain 
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The genes (hsd A) encoding EcoA, a restriction and modification system first identified in 
Escheriehia colt 15T, behave in genetic crosses as alleles of the genes (hsd K) encoding the 
archetypal type I restriction and modification system of E. coli K12. Nevertheless, 
molecular experiments have failed to detect relatedness between the A and K systems. 
We have cloned the hsd A genes and have identified, on the basis of DNA homology, 
related genes (hsd E) conferring a new specificity to a natural isolate of E. coli. We show 
that the overall organization of the genes encoding EcoA and EcoE closely parallels that for 
EcoK. Each enzyme is encoded by three genes, of which only one, hsdkS', confers the 
specificity of DNA interaction. The three genes are in the same order as those encoding 
EcoK, i.e. hsdR, hsdM and hsdS and, similarly, they include a promoter between hsdR and 
hsdM from which the 1W and S genes can be transcribed. The evidence indicates that EcoA 
and EcoE are type I restriction and modification enzymes, but they appear to identify an 
alternative family to EcoK. For both families, the hs'dR polypeptide is by far the largest, 
but the sizes of the other two polypeptides are reversed, with the smallest polypeptide of 
EcoK being the product of hsdS, and the smallest for the EcoA family being the product of 
hsdM. Physiologically, the A restriction and modification system differs from that of K and 
As relatives, in that A-specific methylation of unmodified DNA is particularly effective. 
1. Introduction 
Restriction and modification systems are quite 
varied and are readily subdivided into at least three 
types (for reviews, see Yuan, 1981: Modrich & 
Roberts, 1982; Bickle, 1982; Suri et at., 1984a). 
Those characteristics of Bscherichia coil K12 (EcoK) 
and B (EcoB) were the first to be studied in detail 
and were classified as type T systems (Boyer, 1971). 
The type T enzymes are the most complex; they 
contain three different subunits, require ATP, 8-
adenosylmethionine and Mg" for endonucleolytic 
activity, and function also as DNA-dependent 
ATPases and modification methylases. Type II 
restriction systems, in which the endonuclease 
contains a single subunit and the modification 
met hylase is a separate enzyme, require no cofactor 
other than Mg2 	while type III restriction 
enzymes are composed of two subunits, require 
ATP and Mg2+  for restriction, but are not 
ATPases. The three types of restriction systems are 
t Author to whom all correspondence should be 
addressed 
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further characterized by their mode of cleavage. 
Type IT enzymes cut DNA within, or close to, the 
sequence they recognize, while type ITT enzymes cut 
24 to 27 bases from their recognition sequence, and 
type I enzymes cut at variable sites, up to several 
thousand bases distant from the recognition target. 
Early genetic analyses showed that EcoK and 
EcoB were each encoded by three chromosomally 
located genes (hsd for host specificity DNA). 
Complementation tests between mutants identify-
ing the three genes of each specificity system led to 
the hypothesis that the product of only one of the 
three genes, hsd8, imparts the specificity for 
recognition of the DNA sequence characteristic of 
each system, that of a second gene, hsdM, together 
with h8d8, is required for modification, while the 
product of the third gene, hsdR, together with the 
other two, is essential for restriction (Boyer & 
Roulland-Dussoix, 1969: Glover &. Colson, 1969; 
Hubacek & Clover. 1970). 
The hsd genes encoding the E. coil K and B 
systems, as well as those for the E. coil A and 
Salmonella 813 and SP systems map close to, and 
counter-clockwise to, serB (Boyer, 1964: Clover & 
© 1985 Academic Press inc. (London) Ltd. 
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Colson, 1969; Arber & Wauters- Willem s, 1970; 
Colson & Van Pel, 1974; Bullas & Colson, 1975). 
Relatedness between EcoK and EcoB and between 
EcoK and the enzymes encoded by the Salmonella 
SR and SP genes was inferred from complementa-
tion tests that indicated an exchange of subunits 
between the different enzymes (Van Pci & Colson, 
1974: 13ullas & Colson. 1975). The K and A 
specificity systems, however, do not appear to be 
related, as judged by complementation tests 
(W. Arber, personal communication), despite the 
finding that these hsd genes behave as alleles at the 
same locus in experiments using phage P1 to 
mediate genetic recombination (W. Arber, personal 
communication; N. B. Murray, unpublished results). 
More recently. molecular experiments that readily 
demonstrated similarity between K and the SB 
and SP systems of Salmonella species failed to 
detect relatedness between the K and A systems 
(Murray et al., 1982). These experiments relied on 
immunological  cross-reactivity, using antiserum 
prepared against each of two subunits of EcoK, and 
DNA hybridization as a measure of homology. 
Nevertheless, early physiological experiments, 
which indicated that S-adenosylmethionine is 
needed for both restriction and modification, imply 
that the hsd A genes encode a type I restriction and 
modification system (Lark & Arber, 1970). 
The A specificity system, first recognized in 
E. coli strain 1.5T 	(Arber & Wauters-Willems, 
1970), may identify either a new family of type I 
restriction systems or a fourth, and hence novel, 
class of restriction enzymes. We therefore cloned the 
hsd A genes to distinguish these possibilities. The 
cloned hsd genes have already facilitated purifi-
cation of EcoA in quantity, thereby providing clear 
evidence that it contains three subunits and 
recognizes a hyphenated DNA sequence that is very  
similar to the known DNA sequences recognized by 
type I restriction enzymes (Suri ci al., 1984b). This, 
and the accompanying paper (Sun & I3ickle. 1985). 
document the organization of the hsd A genes and 
further characterize the enzyme EeoA. In 
particular, we define three hsd genes and show that, 
as for hsd K (Sain & Murray, 1980), the genes are in 
the order hsdR, hsdM, hsdS. The distinction 
between the hsdil'I and hsdS genes has relied on the 
identification and cloning of a new specificity 
system, E, which, though related to A, recognizes a 
different DNA sequence. The hsd genes of the A 
specificity system, like those of the K family, have 
a promoter between hsdR and hsdM from which the 
genes encoding the modification enzyme can be 
transcribed. 
2. Materials and Methods 
(a) Bacterial and phage ,drains 
The bacterial strains are listed in Table 1. 
rEF1e  phage vectors )NM761 and )NM762 (Murray ci 
(il., 1977) were used for cloning the /isd genes of various 
E. coli strains. These are llindl II replacement vectors 
and differ only in that NM 761 has the c1 + allele of the 
Table 1 







VA2899 .A W. Arber 
\VA2552 A hsdl? Arber & Wauters-Willems 
(1970) 
NII555 A hsdA2 Derivative of WA2899 
5K k haiR 1-lubacek & (lover (1970) 
H 131 01 H ha/S ree_4 Rover & Roulland-Dussoix 
(1969) 
NM53I K haiR ro'A13 Arber Si at. (1983) 
546 K usd8 recJj( P. Kourilskv 
NM477 K ha/AS Gough & Murray (1983) 
NM522 K /cr/AS Gough & Murray (1983) 
RP526 K mutD5 ('esareni (1981) 
11159 K ar-tA ,Jaskunas ci sit. (1975) 
\V1,542 K mbA iiott B W. Loenen 
A581 E I)iiguid ci at. (1955) 
A10l A Duguici ci al. (1955) 
t Derivatives of B. coli K12 unless stated otherwise 
Natural isolates of B. co/i. 
immunity region of phage 21. while NM762 is deleted for 
the ci gene of .. ),cir (Jacob & Wollman, 1954) was used 
for checking restriction and modification phenotypes. 
Ac160 and ),cI60ra/18 (Debrouwere ci a?.. 1980) were used 
to test the effect of Ral on the alleviation of restriction 
and enhancement of modification by the A system. 
A hsd phages were generally propagated on derivatives 
of E. coli K12 deleted for the 1c8d K genes (NM477 or 522: 
see Table 1), but hsdR - derivatives of K12 strains were 
used in some experiments. No homology has been 
detected between the md K genes and those of either A or 
E (Murray ci al.. 1982; Fuller-Pace & Murray, 
unpublished results): therefore, recombination between 
the hsd genes of E. coli K 12 and those of the A and B 
systems is unlikely. 
NM555. a derivative of WA2899 (see Table I) in which 
the hsd A genes are deleted, was made by transfi'i'ring the 
deletion from hsd AA2 (see Fig. 1) to the bacterial 
chromosome by homology-dependent recombination. 
(h) Media and microbial techniques 
Media and general methods were as described (Murray 
ci a?.. 1977). 
c) Genetic analysis of had genes 
A )Lhsd phage able to modify its own DNA, thereby 
protecting it from restriction by a particular specificity 
system, is readily recognized by its increased efficiency of 
plating on the appropriate restricting strain (Borck ci at.. 
1976). The restriction phenotype (r or i') associated 
with the inclusion of an entire had region or a deletion 
derivative was tested by checking whether a bacterium 
Isogenic for the )hsd phage restricts unmodified Avis. To 
make lysogens. ;.hsd (!I + phages are needed. Since the 
lied A phages were jmsn cT -, ci derivatives were made 
either in ritro using ).NM761 as a donor of i/nm2 I  •f', or 
in vito using an /8O  im,m 2 cI + fin phage as donor. 
Dilyso(rens were isolated following mixed infection with 
the integration-deficient A/tad inlin 2 1 cJ + phage and a 
lieteroimmune helper L '). The restriction phenotypes of 
the lysogens were determined from the relative 
efficiencies with which Avir.O, Ac'ir.A and lair. E plated out 
EcoA and EcoE: an Alternative Family to EcoK 
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them, and the modification phenotypes by taking phage 
from the area of lysis resulting from Aeir.O and testing 
the efficiencies of plating on strains with A. E or no 
specificity. Lysogens were cured of the .)Jsd prophage and 
restoration of the original phenotype was confirmed. 
Deletion mutants were selected by their increased 
resistance to chelating agents (Parkinson & H uskey, 197 1) 
using I313L trypticase agar supplemented with E JYFA. 
Point mutations resulting in a modification-deficient 
phenotype were isolated following growth on the m utator 
strain noj/J)5 (111`526; Table 1). Complementation was 
estimated for A or E-specific modification, either 
following co-infection of recA he/Il cells (N\1531 
Table 1) at a multiplicity of infbetion of 5 of each phage 
or billowing multiple rounds of growth of a mutant )Jisr/ 
phage on a Pee - host harbouring a p t asia a I carrying ])art 
of the had A legion. 
(d ) Preparation of' J)A'-1 
Bacterial DNA was purified essentially as described ni I Iv 
Kaiser & Mu rrav (1979), except that in later  ) rc a rat to ti 
dialysis was used in preference to precipitation with 
ethanol. 1' lasni i I DNA  was purified from cleared I (alt erial 
lysates by centrifugation in (s( 'l/ethidi inn bromide 
(Clewell & Fleliriski, 1961). IThage l)N\ was pt'e1nit'ed as 
described by Wilson et (it. (1977). 
(e) l?eatricf,on (1)1(1 diqealion of I)X-I 
These reactions were as described by M um'ray el /. 
(1982). Libraries of re('oni Iiiiatit phages wet')' either 
recovered by t ra nsfbct io I) or ía ,'ili'o packaging (see Arbor 
et of., 1983). Fragments f't'otii cloned hail genes were 
transferred in 1)[11':322  an ci the recoin 1) in ant pl asmn i (Is 
recovered by transformation of' either II B 101 or NM 522 
(Mandel & H iga. 1970). 
(f) Hybridization of I)NA 10 labelled probes 
The details of these experiments were as describer! by 
Murray ci of. (1982). 
(g) .'l noiys'ia of poiypeptides 
Protein synthesis was detected by labelling with 
[35$]methionine after phage infection of ultraviolet-
irradiated cells (Jaskunas ci of.. 1975), or labelling of' 
minicells harboui'itig appropriate plastnicls (Reeve, 1979). 
Samples were analysed on sodium íIocleí''l sulphate/100O 
(w/v) polyacrylamide gels (Laemmli. 1970) and labelled 
proteins were detected by autoradiographv. 
3. Results 
(a) Cloning qf hsd 4 genes in 2 
DNA from WA2899 (see Table I). an F. co/i K12 
derivative in which the hsd K genes have been 
replaced by the hsd A genes. was digested with 
J/indITT and a library of recombinants was made in 
the replacement vector NM 762. The phage library 
Was 	recovered on a non-test tiding (r'K ) non- 
modifying (ni' ) F. co/i K12 (let'ival ive (.\31477: see 
Table 1) and the resulting library of phages plated 
wit  an efficiency of plating of less t ban 1()  -2 on the 
I'strain WA2899. Phage that include t he A 
modification genes might he expected to occur at a  
frequency of about 1()-3,  but they will modify their 
own DNA, thereby enabling them to plate with 
high efficiency on the i' strain VA2899. ltii'ich 
merit for )had A phages was therefore effected by 
plating the phage library on WA2899. This strain 
was used rather than B. co/i 15T-,  the original 
strain in which the hsd A system was identified, as 
the latter strain has an additional plasmid-encoded 
restriction system (Amber & Wauters-Wil lems, 
1970). 
All 2us4 A pliages analysed contained a 15 k ht 
I/i dTTT fragment. Dilvsogetis of in) in 21 ci + deriva-
tives of' iJ,,e/ A phages were made in the r1 niK  host 
N M477 (see Table 1) as described in Matet'ials and 
Methods, These Ivsogcmis restricted utnmodittecl 2i'ir 
and imposed an A-specific modification. This was 
true irrespective of the orientation of the cloned 
DNA f'ragnient . The 2us4 phages therefore included 
both the hsd A genes and the promoter, or 
promoters, necessary for their expression. 
(b) 1,,?olation and avalysi,5 of deletion 
derivatives of 2hsd -1 
Deletion  derivatives of 2us4, A were selected on 
11131, agile supplement eel xviI ii 04 mu zr - El )TA 
Twenty such phages were tested for A- in (Xlifidat ion 
and nine of these retained the ability to modify 
heir DNA. The extent of the deletions was 
determined by restriction analysis of DNA. The 
deletions fell into three classes, representatives of 
which are shown in Figure 1. Phages from ('lass T 
'An dclass IT retain A-modification. Lysogens of the 
phages from both of these classes were made to 
determine whether a functional /isdR gene had been 
retained (see Materials and Methods). Lysogens of 
('lass I deletion phages were r, those of class TI 
were t'. since one class I deletion (Al2) removes 
the Bcol3I site marked Eco*  (see Fig. 1). the entire 
hi'el region riiiist lie to the left of this EcoRI site. 
(lass II deletions remove at least part of the hsdR 
gene. thereby locating this gene to the left-hand 
part of the insert, (lass ITT deletions, which fail to 
modify their DNA, locate genes essential for 
modification to the right of the hsdR gene. An 
additional member of class III, in which the DNA 
between the two BamHT sites was deleted in vitro 
(A21), indicates that DNA to the right of the 
RamHT site (marked l3am in Fig. 1) is required for 
modification.  
The /isd genes are therefore localized to a segment 
of the cloned IIindITT fragment. However, although 
an analysis of the EcoA polypeptides (Suri et al,, 
1984b) already implies three genes, two of which 
encode the modification niethylase, the roles of the 
two modification poivpeptides have not been 
distinguished. By analogy with hsd K. it is 
tempting to call the genes hisdM and hisdS, with the 
implication that the hsdS polypeptide determines 
he specificity of the restriction and modification 
I' Abbreviation used: kb, 10 bases or base-pairs. 
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Figure 1. Analysis of Ahsd A phages. (a) The upper line 
shows a restriction map of the 15 kb fragment cloned in 
the original 2usd A phages. Representatives of the 3 
phenotypic classes of deletion derivatives are shown: gaps 
indicate the DNA deleted. (Deletion end-points have not 
been determined accurately but in each case are between 
the flanking restriction sites). Em, EcoRT: Hin. HindIII: 
Barn, Barn HI: sal, Sail. (See the text for the relevance of 
Barn and Eco*.)  (h) A niap of the linear genome of Ahsd A 
indicating the position of the insert relative to the A 
promoters. PL' PR and PR: the orientation of the 15 kb 
insert is as shown in (a). Transcription occurs from 
circular molecules: open arrows indicate leftwards 
transcription, closed arrows indicate rightwards 
transcription. R(MS) relate to hsd genes in the HindIII 
(Hin) insert. 
system. This hypothesis could be checked and the 
hsdS gene identified if an alternative, but different, 
specificity system were available in which the 
polypeptides could be interchanged thereby per-
mitting complementation tests. For this reason, we 
chose to look for related specificity systems. 
(c) identification and cloning of A-related hsd genes 
The localization of the hsd A genes identifies a 
EcoRT—BaniHT fragment (Eco—Bam in Fig. 3) 
entirely within the hsd region. This fragment was 
subcloned in pRR322 (pFFP20 in Fig. 3), and used 
as a probe to screen the DNAs of natural isolates of 
E. coil, including 151'- ,  for the presence of hsd 
genes sharing homology with this segment of hsd A. 
The E. coil I )NAs were digested with either EcoRT 
or 	hind lIT to give two alternative fragment 
patterns and, after separation by electrophoresis 
through an agarose gel, the fragments were 
transferred to nitrocellulose and hybridized with 
"P-labelled pFFP20 DNA. 
In addition to E. coil 15T. the DNA of two 
isolates shared homology with the hsd A probe. The 
hsd genes from these strains (namely, A58 and 
A 101) were cloned in the 1mm21  cI+  vector 
2NM761. The libraries were recovered by in vitro 
packaging and )hsd clones detected by probing with 
radio-labelled pFF1120. Detection by DNA 
homology was necessary because the E. coil strains 
A58 and A101 are resistant to phage A. The )Jcsd 
phage derived from A58 was restricted by the r, 
strain WA2899, those derived from A101 were not. 
This suggests that Al01 has the A specificity, while 
A58 may have a. new specificity. Lysogens of each 
Ahsd phage were made and found to be restriction-
proficient. The restriction properties of these 
lysogens confirmed that A101 had A specificity, 
while A58 had a different specificity. This was 
designated E. 
(ci) isolation and analysis of deletion derivatives of 
Ahsd E 
Several deletion derivatives of Ahsd E were 
selected on BBL agar supplemented with 04 ITSM-
EDTA. Later, consistent with the large (16 kb) 
DNA fragment included in the Ahsd E phage, it was 
found that even in the absence of E1)TA many of 
the phages were deletion derivatives. 
Most deletion derivatives retained the ability to 
modify their DNA against E-specific restriction. 
Dilysogens of these ni phages were made to 
determine whether a functional hsdR gene had been 
retained. Restriction-proficient lysogens identified 
deletions that were designated class I. Those that 
were rE  were designated class TI. ('lass ITT deletions 
were impaired for both restriction and modification. 
DNA was prepared from Ahsd E phages and their 
deletion derivatives, and the extent of the deletions 
determined by restriction analysis. Representatives 
of the three phenotypic classes of deletion 
derivatives are shown in Figure 2. 
The extent of the class I deletion 9 localizes the 
hsd E genes towards the right end of the insert 
(Fig. 2). Class TI deletions extend further to the 
right, encroaching into the hsd F region producing 
an r rn phenotype, indicating that the hsdR gene 
is to the left of the modification genes. Class ITT 
deletions, which fail to modify their DNA, have lost 
DNA from the right of the hsd E region. 
A plasmid, pGC1 (Fig. 2), was constructed by 
cloning the EeoRT-Hind ITT fragment in pBR322 to 
aid localization of the hsd F genes. A non-restricting 
strain transformed with this plasmici became 
restricting with E specificity. The entire hsd E 
region must therefore be within this 9 kb fragment. 
(e) Identification, of poiijpeptides and direction 
0/ transcription in the hsd A region 
Plasmid derivatives carrying all or part of the hsd 
A region (Fig. 3) were used to establish the order of 
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Figure 2. Analysis of Ahsd K phages. The upper line 
shows a restriction map of the 16 kb fragment cloned in 
the original )Lhsd K phages. Eco. EeoRI: Hin, HiadTII: 
Re iii. Barn FIT. Representatives of the l phenotypic 
classes of deletion derivatives are shown; gaps indicate 
the DNA deleted. (Deletion end-points have not been 
determined accurately but in each case are between the 
flanking restriction sites). The entire /isd E region is in the 
EcoR I fIindTIl fragment (9 kb) contained in pUG I. 
the genes coding for the three polypeptides. A 
minicell 	strain 	(WL542) 	facilitated 	the 
identification of polypeptides. As expected, pFFP30 
(Fig. 3) 	conferred A-specific restriction and 
modification ability to the strain HBI01 and 
encoded three polypeptides having mobilities 
consistent with those reported for the EcoA 
polypeptides (Suri et al., 19845) (see Fig. 4). Three 
polypeptides of somewhat similar mobilities were 
identified for had E (pGC1 in Fig. 4), although the 
mobility of each of the three polypeptides is 
noticeably different. 
The polypeptides (Fig. 4) encoded by plasmids 
(Fig. 3) carrying different segments of the had A 
genes established the order of the coding sequences 
for the three polypeptides. The leftmost segment of 
the hsd genes (see Figs 1 and 3), which includes the 
hsdR gene, as shown by Suri et al. (19845), encodes 
the largest polypeptide. This is the only had 
poivpeptide encoded by pFFP26 (Figs 3 and 4). 
Transformation of WA2552 (r m) with pFFP26 
produced a strain that is restriction-proficient, 
indicating that the plasmid has a functional hsdR 
gene. This is due to complementation between the 
subunits rather than recombination, as on curing 
the strain of the plasmid it reverted to its original 
rrn phenotype. pFFP3I conferred A-modifi-
cation, but not restriction, ability to HBIOI, 
indicating that this plasmid carries the genes 
required for modification. As seen in Figure 4, 
pFFP31 encodes the two smaller polypeptides. 
shown by Suri ci of. (19845) to comprise the 
modification enzyme. The smaller of the two 
polypeptides is encoded by the gene next to hadR 
(pFFP32 in Figs 3 and 4) and the remaining 
polvpeptide by the rightmost gene (pFFPI9 in Figs 
2 and 4). Strains harbouring each of these two 
plasrnids are an ideal alternative to deletion 
mutants for complementation tests. 
The direction of transcription of the had region in 
).hsd phages was determined using ultraviolet-
irradiated cells, M159, infected with phage 
(Jaskunas et al., 1975). As with the minicells, newly 
synthesized proteins were labelled with 
i3 5Sjmethionine and detected by autoradiography. 
The inserted had fragment may be transcribed early 
from the leftwards ,l. promoter PL  and late from the 
rightwards 2 promoter p. The transcript from PR' 
requires activation by pQ, a product of early 
rightwards transcription from PR'  and must 
traverse more than 20 kb of the intervening 2 
genome (see Fig. 1(h)). The polypeptides encoded 
by 1had A phages were labelled either early (3 to 
13 mm) or late (25 to 35 mm) following infection. 
For the phage with the fragment in the orientation 
shown in Figure 1, i.e. with hsdk as the leftmost 
gene of the insert, a lag of more than 13 minutes 
was required before expression of the had polypep-
tides was detected (see Fig. 5). This indicates that 
the genes are oriented so that their transcription 
awaits activation of the late 2 promoter (PR')  and 
moderation of the early promoter (PL),  i.e. they are 
transcribed in the direction from left to right 
as shown in Figure 1. Transcription from had 
E E -6 -  p 	 S 	 S 
t V) 	 UJ UJ 	(fl 	1/1 I 
pFFP 30 RM5S5 
pFFP 21 RM 
pFFP 31 MS 
pFFP26 R 
pFFP 32 M 
pFFP 19 S 
pFFP 20 
J 1kb 
Figure 3. $ubclones of the had A legion in pBR322. 
The upper line shows a restriction map of the 15 kb 
fragment cloned in the original 2/osd A phages. Eco, 
EcoRl Hin, Hindlil: Barn, BamHl: Sal, Sall. Segments 
from the HindIIl fragment of 2hsd A subcloned in 
pl3R322 are defined by the respective continuous lines. 
The h.d genes within each plasmid are listed. but these 
were deduced from complementation tests described 
later. pFF130 contained the HindlTI fragment from AG 
(Fig. I). The orientation of the RcoRT fragment relative 
to pBR.322 in pFFPI9 is such that the gene in this 
fragment can be transcribed anticlockwise from the 
promoter. Pt. identified by Stilber & Bujard (1981). 
pFFI'20 was used as a probe to screen natural isolates of 
E. eoli for DNA sequences sharing homology with had A 
genes (see the text for the relevance of Eco+  and Bain').  
All other plasmnids shown here were used to transform 
WL542 to identify the polypeptides produced by the 
various fragniellts. 
Class I 	r 	9 	H 
CLass 11 	M. 	tx 6 	H 
- 
Class III r M- 
6 59 a 9 - 
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Figure 4. Autoradiographic analysis of 35S-labelled polypeptides produced by subclones of the hsd A region. All hsd 
fragments were subcloned in pBR322 (see Fig. 3) and transferred to the minicell strain WL542. Newly synthesized 
proteins were labelled for 1 h and separated by electrophoresis through a sodium dodecy] sulphate/l0°/ polyacrylarnide 
gel. The leftmost track shows standard proteins, which were stained with Coomassie blue and their positions marked 
with radioactive ink: Phosphorylase h. Mr 94.000: bovine serum albumin. Al, 67,000: ovalbumin. Mr 43.000; 
carbonic anh dra.se. Mr  30.000. pFFP30 has the entire hsd A region, which specifies 3 polypeptides with mobilities 
corresponding to molecular weights of 98,000, 64,000 and 55,000 (Suri et al.. 1984h). All the /csd A derivatives that 
inelude the hsdfl gene encode the largest polypeptide (Mr 98.000). pFFP2I also includes the next gene and encodes the 
smallest polvpeptide (Mr 55,000). This polypepticle, together with the third (M, 64.000), is seen in pFFP3I , which codes 
for the inethylase. The extra band seen for pFFI'31 is encoded by DNA downstream from the &d region (data not 
shown). In various complementation tests described in the text, pFFP26. pFFP32 and pFFPI 9 are shown to include 
1(5(11?, /15(1111 and hsd8, respectively, thus correlating polypeptides with genes and establishing the gene order (see Fig. 3). 
1d ( I . which carries the entire hsd K region (see Fig. 2). is included for comparison. /isd K also encodes 3 polypeptides 
but with mobilities readily distinguishable from those of h,sd A. 
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Figure 5. Autoradiographic analysis of polypeptides specified by 2hsd A phages labelled early (3 to 13 ruin) and late 
(25 to :35 mm) after infection. Polvpeptides were separated by electrophoresis through a sodium dodecvl sulphate/1006 
polvacrvlamide gel Arrows identif\ the h-sd polyeptides. pFFP30 tracks provide markers for the 3 hsd A polypeptides. 
)Jcs(I A has the HindTII insert oriented as in Fig. 1: Ahsd A* has the insert in the opposite orientation. For )Jisd A. a lag 
in excess of 13 min was required before hsd A polypeptides were detected. In contrast, for )Jisd A*,  synthesis of these 
polypelitides was detected before 13 ruin. In Jisd A*,  therefore, the hsd genes would be transcribed from PL-  with h.'dR 
the first to be transcribed. Nevertheless, in the phage experiment shown, the hsdR polvpeptide is not visible. On those 
occasions when the hsdl? polypeptiild has been seen, it is a weak band but its appearance is consistent with transcription
of the usd1? gene being in the same direction as h.--.IM and hsdS. The vector ..iNM76I itself does not encode any 
polypeptides with the same mobilities as those of EcoA. An extra polvpeptide encoded by the )Jisd A phage. transcribed 
in the opposite direction f'roni the bid genes, has a mobility consistent with the extra (inc seen for pFFP3I (see Fig. 4). 
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promoters immediately after infection is likely to 
be opposed by convergent transcription (Ward &. 
Murray. 1979). As expected, for the ),hsd A phage 
with the fragment inserted in the alternative 
orientation, the polypeptides were detected early 
after infection (Fig. 5). In the phage experiments, 
although not in those with minicel Is, the hsdR 
polypeptide was difficult to detect and frequently 
not visible, as is the case shown in Figure 5. 
However, when the hsdiR, polypeptide has been 
detected, the timing of its appearance indicates that 
all three genes are transcribed in the same direction. 
We do not understand why the hsdR polypeptide is 
difficult to detect in cells infected with the phage 
despite the anticipated efficient transcription from 
the A promoters. This could reflect instability of the 
hsdR polvpeptide in ultraviolet-irradiated cells, or 
in the presence of some unidentified protein 
encoded by phage i.. 
Since the hsdR gene is expressed in a ).hsd A 
prophage and given the direction of transcription, a 
promoter for this gene is predicted to the left of the 
coding sequence within the region of the insert that 
is missing in some class IT deletions of Ahsd A (e.g. 
A4 and AS in Fig. 1). Nevertheless, the modification 
genes are expressed in a AhsdA4 or AS prophage 
when the A promoters are repressed. This finding 
requires a promoter between the hsdR and hsdIi 
genes, an organization that parallels that for hsd K 
(Sain & Murray, 1950). 
A correlation of genes with the EeoE polypep-
tides was deduced using Ahsd E phages and their 
deletion derivatives (data not shown). However, the 
smallest polvpeptide frequently cornigrates with a A 
polpePtide. therefore making the conclusions less 
convincing. As expected, the correlation parallels 
that shown for EcoA: the rin + deletion derivative 
A6 retains the two smaller polypeptides, while 
A59, which removes the gene remote from hsdfl, is 
lacking the polypeptide of intermediate size. 
Inter-specific complementation tests between 
mutants identifying each of the two modification 
genes permit us to check whether, as for Ii]coK, only 
one of the two polypeptides imparts the specificity 
of recognition to the complex. Of particular 
relevance in the complementation tests are the 
plasmids that separate the two hsd A modification 
genes (pFFPI9 and 32; see Figs 3 and 4), and the 
phage Ahsd EA59, which has lost the right-hand 
side of the insert (see the above paragraph and 
Fig. 2). Subsequent complementation tests show 
that A59 inactivates only one gene. 
(f) isolation of two classes of 
modification-deficient mutants 
The modification methylases of EeoT and Ecolf 
are composed of two polypeptides encoded by the 
genes hsdM and hsd, where hsd8 alone is 
responsible for sequence specificity. Mutations in 
either hsdM or hsd$ result in a modification-
deficient phenotype. A distinction between hsdM 
and hsdS - mutants requires complementation tests  
between systems conferring different specificities, in 
which case each functional hsdS gene imparts a 
distinctive phenotype, i.e. a system-specific 
modification. It follows that, if the two subunits of 
the EcoA methylase (Suri et al., 1984b) are 
analogous to those of EcoK, complementation tests 
between modification-deficient mutants of the A 
and E systems will correlate one of the complemen-
tation groups of each system with a specificity gene. 
Modification-deficient deletion mutants, some of 
which are characterized in Figures 1 and 2, have the 
advantage that they are readily located on a 
physical map. However, such mutants frequently 
inactivate more than one gene, in some cases simply 
because they remove a promoter sequence common 
to more than one gene. Point mutants were 
therefore included in the analysis since, unless polar 
in nature, they should inactivate only one gene. 
Modification-defective point mutants were derived 
from ;.hsdR phages following growth in the rnutD 
host RP526. These mutations, obtained at a 
frequency of iO, were readily divided into two 
classes by various types of complementation tests. 
In the first test, the growth of modification-
deficient derivatives of Ahsd A and Ahsd E phages 
was checked on strains carrying either plasmid 
1)FFP2I (shown in Fig. 3) or pBSIIARVb (Suri & 
Bickle, 1985). These plasmids both encode the 
restriction subunit and the smaller of' the two 
modification subunits. The Ahsd phages were 
divided into two classes on the basis of their 
response; one class grew as well as on a control 
strain, the other showed a greatly reduced efficiency 
of plating (Table 2). 
These results can be understood if the phages 
Table 2 
Interactions between phage and plasmid-encoded 
hsd genes 
Ph age 	 e.o.p. on hosts carrying plasniidsl' 
Pheno- pFFP21f pFFP32 
Derivative 	 type (hsdR') (hsdR) pBR322 
i/eel A m 10-2 1 1 
,Jisd AA4.A8 ni iO 1 1 
iJicd AA2 rflA 1 1 1 
/isd A 1512. 3375 m 10_2 1 1 
Ahsd A 1042, 2648 rnA 1 1 1 
Ahsd EA9 m iO' 1 1 
),/eel EA6 m to- 3_10-4 1 1 
),hsd EL\5 ns 1 1 1 
),hsd EA59 ME 1 1 1 
Ah.el E 25, 2118 ME iO-lO I 1 
2/ee/ F II, 1447 111 E 1 1 1 
t H RIO! was used as host for the plasinids in the 2hsd A tests. 
NM522 was used as host in the Ahsd E tests. The recA - host 
H 1110! could not be used for all tests, since some Ahsd F phages 
were Fee - (Zissler et at., 1971). cop., efficiency of plating. 
Deletion  mutants (see Figs I and 2) are given the symbol A, 
other numbers i'ef'r to point mutants isolated after growth on 
the met I) strain RI '526. 
§ Fig. 3 shows pI"FP2I and pFFP32; pBSAI IRVb has the 
seine genetic content as pFFP2I (8uri & Fickle 1985) and 
behaves in the carne way. 




Efficiency of plating of Ahsd phages on plasmid- 
carrying strains, when both phage and host 
chromosome are. A -modified 
Phage 
WA2552/ 	WA2552/ 
Derivative 	Phenotype 	pFFP21 pBR322 
2hsd A 05 
,thsd AA4,A8 ni 065 	 1 
,ths(l AA2 in 1 
3usd EA6 m IO 	 1 
)jjsi/ EA5 m., 1 1 
)Jisd EA59 mi 1 	 1 
2/ew/E25, 2118 m E - 
A/,sd E 11, 1447 m I 
All pliage lysates were assayed on the rZ strain WA2899 and 
were shown to he fully modified. 
Table 4 
Intra-specific complementation tests 
e.op. on WA2899 
.4/lad A pliaget 	 Host 	 rZ nl, 
kill 	 pI3l{122 l0 




p}l'Il1) 10 	'f 
t Mutant numbers 1512 and 3:75 were used as kill + (presumed 
h.43V ) phages,, inn! ant numbers 1042 and 2648 were used as 
kill (presunied li /5' ) phages. 
( Hosts, on w hi eli the 2/ia/ A phages were pn>pagated before 
litre on \VA2899: the plasmid earned by the in, host H B 101 is 
identified.  
§ (ompleinentation is shown by an increased efficiency of 
plating (cop.) on the r,t strain WA2599. 
showing a reduced efficiency of plating encode the 
component missing from the plasmid, thereby 
producing a functional restriction enzyme. The 
resulting restriction endonuclease degrades the host 
chromosome, leading to cell death without a 
productive infection. The low efficiency of plating of 
modification-proficient phages (e.g. )hsd A and 
,hsd EA(i) indicates that restriction of the host 
DNA is occurring rather than simply restriction of 
the infecting phage's DNA. Phages showing a low 
efficiency of plating will be referred to as kill'. 
The dependence of the killing effect on the 
presence of the plasmid-encoded restriction subunit 
was shown by the absence of killing when )hsd 
derivatives were grown on a host strain harbouring 
pl'FP32 (Fig. 3). This plasmid differs from pFFP21 
in that it lacks the DNA from the extreme left of 
the hsd A region and therefore does not encode the 
restriction subunit. 
The most likely explanation is that kill phages 
retain, while the plasmid pFFP21 lacks, a 
functional specificity gene. To test this, the rm 
strain WA2552 was transformed by the plasmid 
pFFP2I. In this situation, the host chromosome is 
already modified against the A restriction endo-
nuclease. The Ahsd deletion and point mutants to be 
used were propagated on an A-modifying strain 
(WA2552) to protect their DNA against A-specific 
restriction. Killing of the WA2552/pFFP21 strain 
would be expected only if a gene encoding a 
specificity other than that of A enters the cell and is 
able to complement the plasmid-encoded functions. 
As expected, ).hsd E kill '  phages, but not Ahsd A 
kill 5 phages, now cause cell death (Table 3). This 
can be explained if the gene missing from the 
plasmid is the hsdS gene. Infecting Ahsd A kill' 
phages will not cause killing, as the host chromo-
some is A-modified. However, if the Ahsd E kill' 
phages provide the E specificity subunit, comple-
mentation with the plasmid-encoded subunit will 
produce an E-specific restriction endonuclease that 
can degrade the host cell DNA. This result indicates 
that kill phages are hsdS and pFFP2I is hsdS. 
Since plasmid pFFP21 does not encode the subunit 
of intermediate size, this polvpeptide is identified as 
the A specificity subunit. 
Plaques isolated when )hsd kill + phages are plated 
on a host carrying pFFP21 were found to include 
kill - phages. Those kill - mutants that have been 
checked by standard complementation tests (as in 
Table 4) were shown to he hsdS. Prior growth of 
the Ahsd phages on the mutD strain gave a tenfold 
increase in the frequency of hsdS mutants. 
(g) Complementation tests confirm, the 
identification of hsclM and hsdS 
Complementation tests were effected either by co-
infection of recA - cells with two modification-
deficient Ahsd phages, or by propagating a modifi-
cation-deficient Ahsd phage in Rec hosts carrying 
plasmids encoding one, or the other, of the subunits 
of the modification enzyme. In each case, specific 
modification was assessed by protection against the 
appropriate restriction system. For inter-specific 
tests, protection against both the A and E 
restriction systems was assayed. 
Complementation tests by co-infection included 
Ahsd E phages shown to be kill and those shown to 
be kill-. Two discrete complenientation groups 
were identified: the so-called kill -  phages, including 
2h8d EA59, complemented kill' phages (data not 
shown). On the assumption, therefore, that the 
specificity subunit is defective in kill - phages. A59 
inactivates hsdS, but leaves hsdM intact, and from 
the location of A59 on the restriction map (see 
Fig. 2), the gene order for hsd E is R, JJ, S. 
The two genes encoding the subunits of the A 
methylase were separated by subclomng in a 
plasmid. One subclone, pFFP32 (see Fig. 3), spans 
the central hsd gene, the other, pFFP19 (see Fig. 3), 
spans the gene remote from hsdR. That each strain 
carries a functional hsd gene was shown by the 
appearance of appropriate polvpeptides in minicells 
(see Fig. 4), and confirmed genetically bintra-
specific complementation tests. Mutant )Lhsd A 
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Table 5 
Inter-specific complementation tests 
)Lhsd I' phage 
NM522/ 
Iheuo- lvi ul ant 	 WA2899 	pGC I 	Specificity of 
t v pe 	no. H ostt 	I'rfl, t T11 modification 
kill 25 pI1R322 10-2 lo-1 
25 P''32 I 2 10 - ' E 
25 pFI"I'l 9 lo  -2 - 
kill 2118 0BR:322 10-2  itr 3 - 
2118 pFFI'32 10-2  10' E 
2118 pFF1'19 10-2 lo -3 
kill -  II pRR322 lo -1  io 
II pFFP32 10-2  lo -3 
11 pFFP19 04 10 A 
kill -  1447 p13R322 10-2  10 
1447 pFFP32 10 10 
1447 pFFI'19 I iO A 
kill A59 p13R322 10 io 
A59 pFFI'32 10 10 - 
A59 pFFP19 10-2  10 A 
kill' A6 jI3R322 iO 04 E 
AS pFFP32 io 05 E 
A6 pFFP19 10-1  04 A+E 
kill -  AS pI3R322 io 10 
As 1FFP32 ilL 3 io 
A5 pFFP19 io iO - 
1' In each case the plasmicl carried by the m m, host is 
identified. This was the recA - host NMS3I except for the Fec 
deletion derivatives (Ml) and As) where the reeB(' strain 546 
was used. 
phages referred to as kill, and presumed to be 
hsdS, were complemented by pFFPI9, whereas 
those identified as kill, and presumed to be 
hsdMS 5 , were complemented by pFFP32 (see 
Table 4). 
Proof that pFFP19 encodes the hsdS polypeptide 
of the A system, and hence pFFP32 includes the 
hsdM gene, relies on the acquisition of A-specific 
modification by Ahsd E phages propagated in a host 
carrying pFFP19 (Table 5). As predicted, )Jisd E 
kill phages (hsdMS) acquired only A-specific 
modification, whereas a modification-proficient F 
phage (2hsdMS) acquired protection against 
both A and E-specific restriction (Table 5). 
We conclude, therefore, that for the A system the 
order of the genes is hsdR, hsdM, hsd8; the largest 
polypeptide is encoded by hsdR, the smallest by 
hsdM. For the F system, the order of the genes is 
the same and a similar correlation of polypeptides 
with genes appears likely. 
(h) Physiology of modification 
Unmodified DNA is a poor substrate for 
K-specific methylation by E. coli K12. However, 
modification is greatly enhanced by the product of 
an early, non-essential gene, rat (Zabeau et at., 
1980). Modification was investigated by growing 
ral' and rai A phages in appropriate r ni + strains 
for a single cycle. With the K system, ral>  phages 
showed a 504dd increase in modification when  
compared with ral phages. In contrast, with the A 
sstem, methylation was completely effective even 
in the absence of Ral. 
4. Discussion 
The organization of the genes encoding EcoA and 
EeoE closely parallels that of the archetypal type I 
restriction and modification system of E. coii K 12  
(Cain & Murray. 1980). Each family of restriction 
enzymes is encoded by three genes of which only 
one, hsd>$, confers the specificity of DNA recog-
nition. The three genes encoding the A and K 
specificity systems are in the same order as those 
encoding K and, similarly, they include a promoter 
between hsdR and hsdM from which the M and 
genes can be transcribed. This promoter provides 
the means for a transcriptionally determined 
sequential expression of first the methylase and 
then the complete complex with enclonucleolyti c 
activity. However, as for K, there is no evidence to 
document such sequential transcription. 
In addition to the similarities already mentioned, 
it should he emphasized that the hsd A genes are 
located in the same region of the E. eoii chromo- 
some as those for K, apparently as alternative 
genes, or alleles (F. V. Fuller-Pace & N. K Murray, 
unpublished observations). Despite all these 
similarities, no evidence of relatedness between the 
K and A genes has been detected (Murray et at., 
1982). However, no sequence data are available to 
support the concept that the two families of' 
specificity systems are of independent origin. 
Some heterogeneity of polypeptide sizes is seen 
within the A family, but considerably more when 
the two families are compared. For both families, 
the hsdl? polypeptide, is by far the largest, but the 
sizes of the other two polypeptides are reversed, 
with the smallest polypeptide of EcoK being the 
product of hsdS, and the smallest for the EeoA 
family being the product of hsdM. 
The A modification system differs from that of' K 
and B in the efficiency with which it methvlates 
unmodified DNA in vivo. While modification of 
phage DNA in rm hosts is very much enhanced 
by the presence of Rai, complete modification even 
in the absence of Rai was detected for A-specific 
modification by an rin host. This correlates well 
with the different characteristics of the two 
methvlases in vitro. Suri & Bickle (1985) provide 
evidence that the A methylase, in contrast to K, 
inethylates unmodified and heini-methylated DNA 
with equal efficiencies. 
The hsd genes, regardless of family, are readily 
transferred from one strain to another by 
conjugation (Curl & i3ic'kle, 1985). transfrction or 
transformation. A derivative of pBR322 encoding 
EcoA (pF FP3O) will transform rAmA  and 1-111,  
strains with equal efficiencies (out' results, (at a not 
shown). Nevertheless, we could not, for example, 
lysogenize a strain carrying a plasmid including 
hsd/? and IvsdM of the A system with a phage 
encoding the specificity subunit of either A or E. 
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Rather, surviving phage are found to be hsdS 
(kill). We assume that if the phage is hsdS, the 
resulting restriction endonuclease degrades the host 
chromosome. This implies that on transfer of an 
entire hsd region the modification methylase is 
effective before the endonuclease, but a mechanism 
for such control is unknown. 
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Partial Purification of EcoE Polypeptides 
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A11.1 PARTIAL PURIFICATION OF EcoE POLYPEPTIDES 
The purification of EcoE was begun for the elucidation of the EcoE 
recognition sequence by in vitro methylation of DNA fragments including this 
sequence. Suri and Bickle (1984) purified EcoA but reported difficulty during early 
attempts because chromatography on any one of a number of different media 
separated the hsdR product from the methylase. A purification scheme was devised 
in which the two protein species co-purified (Suri and Bickle, 1984), and this scheme 
was followed initially in an attempt to purify EcoE (Figures AII.1, AII.2, AII.3 and AlI.4). 
An assay for ATPase activity (see legend to Table All-1) dependent on the 
presence of non-modified DNA and AdoMet failed to detect such an activity in an 
ammonium sulphate fraction except for one occasion (Table AII.1). Antisera raised 
against EcoA showed that the enzyme complex dissociated before or during 
chromatography on DEAE-Sephacel (Pharmacia), and the individual subunits were 
present in different fractions after chromatography (Figure AlI.1). Further purification 
of the individual subunits by chromatography on Sephacryl or FPLC was monitored 
using the antisera, but the S polypeptide was difficult to detect (see Section 3.2.6), and 
the M polypeptide was rapidly degraded (Figures AII.2 and AlI.4). Fractions containing 
the three subunits were mixed and assayed for ATPase, endonuclease 
1 and methylase 2 
activities. However, an endonuclease had co-purified (or was associated) with the 
putative S polypeptide; this endonuclease degraded the DNA substrate extensively. 
Failure to detect activity of EcoE at this stage, due to nonspecific endonuclease 
activity, and possibly to degradation of E polypeptides, led to the decision to use the 
in viva method for elucidation of the recognition sequence (Section 4.2.4). 
1 Assays of endonuclease activity were by analysis of the mobilities of DNA substrates in agarose 
minigels. Reaction mixtures (50u1) contained 100mM HEPES pH 7.4, 7mM MgCl2, 0.5mM DTT, 1.4mM 
ATP, 32uM AdoMet (NEB), and 5ug DNA. The DNA substrates used were pBR322 (sensitive to EcoE) and 
M13mp19 RF resistant to EcoE). After incubation at 37°C for 1-2 hours, lOul aliquots were removed, 
extracted once with phenol, and the products were separated on agarose minigels. 
2 Reaction mixtures for methylase assays were as described for endonuclease assays except that 
[methyl-3H] AdoMet (Amersham; 70Ci mmol 1 ) was substituted for "cold" AdoMet. After incubation at 
370C for 2 hours, 25u1 samples were extracted with phenol three times, and the DNA was precipitated 
with ethanol. The ONAs were incubated with restriction endonucleases (Hindill was used to digest 
M13mp19, and BarnHI and Pstt were used to digest pBR322) and the resulting fragments were separated 
by electrophoresis through an agarose gel. The gel was impregnated with EN3HANCE (Dupont) to 
detect any methylated DNA fragments by fluorography. After drying, the gel was placed in contact with 
a preflashed, hypersensitive film (Hyperfilm-MP, Amersham) and exposed at 70°C. 
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TABLE AlI.l Assay Indicating a Non-Modified-DNA-Dependent ATPase Activity in an 
Ammonium Sulphate Fraction From NM522/pGC1 
TOTAL UNBOUND RADIOACTIVITY a 
CONTROL 	+ NON-MODIFIED DNA + MODIFIED DNA 
(E. coil B) 	 (E. coIl E) 
Samples in Tris buffer 	 9 682 	 130 554 74 757 
10 485 135 570 75 566 
132 935 64 120 
Mean 	 10 083 ±568 	133 019 ±2 509 71 481 ±6 387 
Corrected for background 	 - 	 122 936 ±3 077 61 398 ±6 955 
Samples in HEPES buffer 	13 341 	 126 187 72 900 
11 302 115 000 65 036 
121 100 70 843 
Mean 	 12 321 ±1 441 	120 272 ±5 601 69 593 ±4 078 
Corrected for background 	 - 	 108 441 ±7 042 57 272 ±5 519 
a. The ATPase assay used was that described by Eskin and Linn (1972) in which the fraction of 
radiolabelled ATP hydrolysed is determined by measuring the 32P which does not bind to Norit. The 
only modification was the substitution of 100mM HEPES (pH 7.4) for 70mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.2) in the 
reaction mixtures for some of the assays. Commercial AdoMet (Sigma; iodide salt) was further 
purified by ion exchange chromatography before use (Meselson and Yuan, 1968). Assays were set 
up in triplicate; control samples, in duplicate, were treated in the same way as other samples except 
that H20 was added in place of the ammonium sulphate fraction. Values shown are cpm 0.5m11  
assay mixture. 













FIGURE AILI Elution Profile of 522/pGC1 Extract from DEAE Sephacel 
The strain used for the purification of EcoE was NM522 transformed with the plasmid pGC1 (see 
Section 3.21). Cells were grown at 37°C in L-broth supplemented with iQOug ml-  ampicillin to an 
0•0•650 
of about 1, and harvested by centrifugation. Approximately 509 of cells were used to start 
the purification. The method used was that described by Suri and Bickle (1984) 
The ammonium sulphate (70°Io saturation) fraction was applied to a column of OEAE-Sephacel (bed 
volume 50m1) and eluted with a SOOml gradient of NaCl between 75mM and 575mM. The fractions 
in which material cross-reacting with anti-hsd A antisera was detected, are indicated. 
Cross-reactive material detected by ELISA. Aliquots (lOOul) of each fraction were placed in wells for 
filtering through a nitrocellulose filter under vacuum. The fractions were applied sequentially from 
left to right in rows beginning at the top left corner. 
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FIGURE AII.2 Analysis of Cross-Reactive Material in Ammonium Sulphate Fractions 
and in Fractions from DEAE-Sephacel 
A 	 1 	2 
B 	1 	2 	3 	4 
	
5 
C 	1 	2 	3 	4 
MAN- 
Ammonium iu  sulphate fractions: lane 1, 70% ammonium sulphate fraction; lane 2. 3555% ammonium 
sulphate fraction. 
Lanes 1 and 2, fractions 42 and 41 (containing M polypeptide) from the DEAE-Sephacel column; 
lanes 3 and 4, fractions 37 and 36 (containing R polypeptide) from the DEAE-Sephacel column; lane 
5; whole cells, NM522/pGc1. 
C Lane 1, M subunit (fraction 26) following elution from Sephacryl S-300; lanes 2 and 3. fractions 3 







Fractions 36-38 (containing R polypeptide) from the DEAE-Sephacel column were concentrated by 
ammonium sulphate precipitation, dissolved in 5m( buffer A (Suri and Bickle, 1984), and applied to a 
2.5 x 100cm column of Sephacryl S-300 (Pharmacia). The column was eluted at a flow rate of 30m1 
hr'. 
Fractions 41-44 inclusive (containing M subunit) from the DEAE-Sephacel column were treated in 
the same way as the R polypeptide-containing fractions (see above(. 
Fractions 5-14 inclusive (containing putative S polypeptide) were precipitated by addition of 
ammonium sulphate to a saturation of 70% and dissolved in 5m( of buffer X (50mM HEPES, pH 7.5 
at 4°C. 75mM NaCl, 7mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1mM EDTA, and 10% glycerol). This solution was 
applied to a 2.5 x 100cm column of Sephacry( S-200 (Pharmacia( and eluted at a flow rate of 30ml 
hr 







6 	 16 	 24 	 32 	 40 	 46 
Fraction no. 
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FIGURE A113 Elution Profiles of Fractions Containing Cross-Reactive Material from 
Sephacryl Columns 
0.0 
















FIGURE AII.4 Analysis of Cross-Reactive Material in Fractions Following Elution from  
Seahacrvl Columns, or FoIlov;inq FPLC 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
s ,,- 
M - _____ 
The M and S-containing fractions from chromatography on Sephacryl columns were further purified 
by FPLC ion exchange chromatography. The M-containing fractions (26 and 27) were applied to a 
Mono C column (equilibrated with buffer A) and eluted with a 24m1 gradient of NaCl between 75mM 
and 450mM. The putative S-containing fractions (26 and 27) were applied to a Mono S column 
(equilibrated with buffer X. 50mM HEPES pH 75, 75mM NaCl, 7mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1mM EDTA. 
and 100/0 glycerol) and eluted with a gradient of NaCl between 75mM and 1M. 
Lanes 1 and 10, whole cells NM522/pGC1; lanes 2 and 3, not applicable: lane 4. R polypeptide 
(fraction 28) from Sephacryl S-IOU; lanes 5 and 6, M polypeptide-containing fractions 53 and 44 
respectively from Mono C; lanes 7, 8. and 9, putative S-containing fractions 26. 24. and 22. 
respectively, from the Sephacryl S-ZOO column. 

